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HEADQUARTERS
: Date: T2Oct 45
MEDITERRANEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
UNITED STATES ARMY
Office of Inspector General
APO 512
RCB/hen
11 October 1945
SUBJECT: Report of Investigation in case of Major Robert Bishop,
AC, 0918130.

TO

: Commanding General, MTOUSA, APO 512, U.S. Army.

I. AUTHORITY.
1. This investigation was conducted during the period

29 September to 8 October 1945 by Major Robert C. Belleville, III,

IGD, Assistant Inspector General, Headquarters MTOUSA, at Caserta
and Rote, Italy, pursuant to the instructions of the Commanding
General MTOUSA dated 20 September 1945.
II. MATTERS INVESTIGATED.

2. This investigation arose as a result of a letter to
the Commanding General MTOUSA from Major Robert Bishop, A.C., 0918130,
attached 2677th Regiment OSS (Prov) dated 20 September 1945, complaining of wrongs done him and requesting redress under Article of
War 121.
3. The matters originally alleged and arising during the
course of the investigation are as follows:
5 months.

a. That Major Bishop has had no duty assignment for

b. That attempts to prejudice Major Bishop's status
as an officer have been made by his commanding officers during the
past 5 months.
c. That Major Bishop has had to hold himself in daily
readiness to face unknown threatened charges which had not yet been
preferred.
d. That due to gossip and innuendo irreparable damage
has been done to Major Bishop's entire career.
e. That Major Bishop's military situation has been
progressively prejudiced by the fact that members of his former staff
and others who would have been available to him as witnesses, if
necessary, have departed from this theater during the past 5 months.
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f. That an attempt was made to use reclassification
proceedings as set forth in AR 605-230 dated 9 June 1943 as a
disciplinary action against Major Bishop in violation of both the
letter and spirit of that directive.
g. That prior to the filing of any court martial
charges, an investigating officer was sent from Italy to Roumania
to gather and weigh evidence against Major Bishop in violation of
the spirit, and the letter, of military justice as set forth in
paragraph 35a of the Manual of Courts Martial 1928.
h. That the Director of the Office of Strategic Services delayed prompt administration of military justice and preempted
the prerogative of the Theater Commander by ordering deferment of
action against Major Bishop to an indefinite date.
III. FACTS.
4. After serving as head of the 1-2 (Counter Espionage)
Branch of OSS in Bucharest, Roumania from about 9 September 1944 to
11 April 1945, Major Bishop was relieved of duty by Lt. Col. Walter
M. Ross, Chief of OSS Unit in Bucharest, for alleged violation of
orders. Major Bishop returned to Caserta by air on 22 April 1945
and reported to the 2677th Regiment OSS (Prov). (Exhibit A-1 par.
2a, 3 and 4, Exhibit B, Q 39).
5. On 23 April 1945, Major Bishop was given an order
addressed to him under that date and signed by Graham Erdwurm, Major,
Chief 1-2, 2677th Regiment OSS (Prov) by order of Colonel Edward
J. F. Glavin (then CO 2677th Regiment OSS (Prov)), which Major Bishop
read and indorsed on the reverse side "I have read the reverse side
of this document and understand the requirements. Robert Bishop,
Maj., A.C. fl Paragraph 1 of this letter ordered Major Bishop to submit
to the CO 2677th Regiment a statement covering his activities while
in Roumania. Paragraph 2 of the same letter limited his activities
and movements "to the area immediately surrounding regimental headquarters", and forbade his visiting "other headquarters and agencies
without the permission of the CO". Paragraph 3 of the same letter
forbade him to discuss "activities in Bucharest or OSS" with "any
agency or individual other than those as directed by the CO". Under
date of 25 April 1945, Major Bishop submitted his required report
(this report, consisting of 24 typewritten pages, is not included
herewith as it contained no evidence material to the issues of this
investigation). On 30 April 1945 Major Bishop was interrogated by
Major Erdwurm in the presence of Major Charles W. Hostler in an
effort to substantiate certain "specific charges". During this conversation Major Erdwurm expressed to Major Bishop the opinion that
"some of the acts which he, (Major Bishop), stated had occurred were
of sufficient gravity so as to prejudice his standing in the Army".
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(Exhibit A-1 par. 5, Exhibit B,Q 103-108, 181-183 and 196-199).
6. Under date of 1 May 1945 Major Erdwurm submitted a
staff study, by letter to the Commanding Officer 2677th Regiment
including a resume of the interrogation of Major Bishop. This
letter contained a recommendation "that appropriate disciplinary
action be taken with Major Bishop before he may be given other
assignment or be relieved from duty with OSS". In a subsequent
paragraph of the same letter Major Erdwurm as Major Bishop's
"immediate commander - - " recommended "that demotion proceedings
be instituted before his departure from this command. Such proceedings - - would not preclude administration of Courts Martial or
other disciplinary action". (Exhibit C-2, pars. 9 and 10).
7. Following the conversation attendant upon the presentation of Major Bishop's report of 25 April 1945 he asked Major
Erdwurm's permission to see the Commanding Officer, Colonel J. F.
Glavin, for a hearing. Under date of 3 May 1945, in an informal
routing slip from the Commanding Officer 2677th Regiment to Colonel
Maddox and Major Erdwurm, Colonel Glavin refused to see Major Bishop
because he was "the subject of an investigation" and Major Erdwurm
was "directed to inform the officer that all statements and all information which he wishes to present to the command should be submitted in writing to the Branch Chief and those officers appointed
to conduct the investigation". This Informal Routing Slip was transmitted from Colonel Maddox to Major Erdwurm. (Exhibit A-1 par. 5,
Exhibit B, Q 200-206 and Exhibit E).
8. The staff study with all available documents was transmitted on 10 May 1945 to the Commanding Officer 2677th Regiment OSS
(Prov) (at tidat time Colonel Glavin). No action was taken until on
1 June 1945 the staff study was presented to Maj. Gen. William J.
Donovan, then temporarily in Caserta, who authorized reclassification
proceedings to be instituted. (Exhibit B, Q 207, Exhibit D par. lp
and lq).
9. On 9 June 1945 Major Bishop was informed by Colonel
Maddox that he would be subject to reclassification proceedings.
'The preparation of reclassification papers was suspended until the
arrival of Colonel Ross in Caserta on 16 June. On 20 June a request
was sent to Headquarters Command Allied Forces for reclassification
of Major Bishop, a copy of which was sentto Major Bishop. Headquarters Command Allied Forces returned the request to 2677th Regiment
for additional certificates to be secured from Major Bishop, which
were indorsed back to Headquarters Command 6 July 1945. Under date
13 July the papers were again returned to 2677th Regiment for further
clarification. They were indorsed back on 23 July. On 27 July an
interview of Major Bishop was held by Colonel Ramsey, Commanding
Officer, Headquartes Command Allied Forces, as interviewing officer,
under the application for reclassification and under an order
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published by Headquarters Command. This interview by Colonel Ramsey
was terminated before its completion as Colonel Ramsey had decided
to drop reclassification proceedings and refer the papers to "an
investigating officer with a view to trial by general court martial".
This decision was conveyed under date of 3 August 1945 to. Captain
Louis S. Wilkerson, A.C., who was acting as counsel for Major Bishop.
(Exhibit A-1 par. 8 and 9a-90, Exhibit B, Q 5-7, 140-147, 207 and
211-219, Exhibit D pars. lr-lx, Exhibit G, 2d Indorsement).
10. On 8 August the Washington Headquarters of OSS was
notified of Colonel Ramsey's decision by cable and a reply was received 10 August 1945 stating "Major General Donovan instructs court
martial charges are to be filed". (Exhibit D par. ly and Exhibit j).
11. Colonel Ramsey thereupon ordered Major Emery, his Staff
Judge Advocate, to proceed to Roumania to investigate the legal
qualities of evidence that tended to indicate that Major Bishop had
committed offenses in violation of certain Articles of War. Major
Emery acted for the Commanding Officer solely and ignored Major Bishop.
Some time elapsed before Major Emery could get clearance to enter
Roumania and he left Caserta for Roumania 23 August 1945 and returned
8 September 1945. Subsequent to his return from Roumania Major Emery
gave Major Erdwurm a typewritten sheet setting forth a charge under
the 96th Article of War and outlining four specifications which he
considered sufficient for Major Erdwurm to use in preferring charges.
(Exhibit A-1 par. 12, Exhibit B, Q 3-9, 11, 12, 232 and 237, Exhibit
D pars. lz and laa, Exhibit H).
12. Under date of 11 September 1945, the Commanding Officer,
Headquarters Command Allied Forces directed the Commanding Officer
2677th Regiment OSS (Prov) to take the necessary steps to have Major
Robert Bishop given a psychiatric examination in accordance with the
authorization contained in paragraph 35c, Manual for Courts Martial,
1928, despite the fact that Courts Martial charges had not been drawn.
The Commanding Officer of the hospital to which Major Bishop was sent
deferred the examination until pertinent directives had been complied
with. (Exhibit A-1 par. 15 and Sub-Exhibit F, Exhibit B, Q 14-16 and
236).
13. On 16 September Colonel Maddox received a cable from
'General Donovan instructing him to see that "nothing is done until
my arrival" in the Bishop case. This information was passed on by
cable from Colonel Maddox to Major Erdwurm and no further action
has been taken. (Exhibit B, Q 227-230, Exhibit I).
14. Note should be made of the existence of two separate
channels of command in the OSS structure. The *vertical" or administrative channel was from Major Bishop to the Commanding General
MTOUSA. The "horizontal" or functional was from Major Bishop to the
Director of the Office of Strategic Services. (Exhibit B, Q 177).
-
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IV. DISCUSSION.
15. Either because of the nature of the work being done
by officers of the OSS or by their ignorance of Army Regulations and
the Manual for Courts Martial, no immediate action was taken toward
discipline of Major Bishop when the alleged violations of Article of
War 96 occurred prior to 23 April. Subsequent to Major Bishop's
return to Italy, there is quite evident conflict between the functional
command and the administrative command channels under which the OSS
officers concerned operate. As clearly stated by Major Erdwurm,
there is a vertical organization which in this case went from Major
Bishop to his immediate military commander in OSS in Bucharest, Lt.
Col. Ross, to Colonel Glavin as Commanding Officer 2677th Regiment
to Colonel Ramsey as Commanding Officer Headquarters Command Allied
Forces to General McNerney, the Theater Commander. This is the
channel of discipline. The horizontal organization, however, reached
from Major Bishop to the X-2 Chief in Caserta, Major Erdwurm, to the
Branch Chief in London, to the World Chief in Washington, to General
Donovan. This is the technical, or functional, channel and, except
under highly unusual circumstances, never should those individuals
in the latter *chain interfere with the normal administrative functions
of those in the former chain. Colonel Ross, when faced with what he
considered to be disobedience of his direct orders, took no further
action other than to relieve Major Bishop from his job and get him
out of Colonel Ross' jurisdiction as soon as possible. Upon Major
Bishop's arrival in Caserta, he was in effect punished by formal
restriction to a limited area, although he had not been arrested,
charged, tried, or convicted. The duration of the restriction is
inmaterial, but the fact of the restriction is important. Paragraph
102f of the Manual for Courts Martial, 1928, states "Restriction to
Limits -- This form of punishment is rather a deprivation of privileges than confinement, etc". The statements of Major Erdwurm, that
this confining of Major Bishop's activities to a limited area was
not imposed as a restriction does not alter the fact that the order
did restrict. If the only purpose of the order was to prevent Major
Bishop from going to Bari, Italy or to some other distant point,
military custom and precedent requires only that his attention be
directed, in writing if necessary, to the normal limits in space or
time allowed all officers of that command and beyond which limits
VOCO or travel orders would be required. Or, it might better have
been said to him in plain English, "You will not go to Bari".
16. The staff study made by Major Erdwurm, seems competent
and complete. Upon its submission to the Commanding Officer of 2677th
Regiment, it was Incumbent upon Colonel Glavin to make a decision and
at that point it was his particular duty to decide whether to proceed
on belief that either a crime had been committed under military law
by Major Bishop or that Major Bisho p had merely been incompetent in
performing duties of his rank and assignment. It is obvious from the
contents of the staff study and by the subsequent decision of Colonel
Ramsey that there were reasonable grounds for belief that a crime had
been committed. Never the less, Colonel Glavin, in the administrative
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chain of command, did not make the decision and the case was held
pending General Donovan's arrival. General Donovan desired that
reclassification proceedings should be used. Army Regulation 605-230
dated 9 June 1943, entitled "Commissioned Officers -- Reclassification"
in paragraph 30 states "These are not disciplinary regulations. The
procedure prescribed herein is administrative in character and is
not to be used in lieu of action under Courts Martial procedure or
under provisions of Article of War 104".
17. More time elapsed in the 2677th Regiment putting these
reclassification papers in proper order and finally when Colonel
Ramsey, acting as investigating officer, heard the allegations he,
in proper administration of his office, ordered the reclassification
dropped and either suggested or ordered Courts Martial charges to be
preferred. These subsequent events thus established that the decision
to use reclassification proceedings was wrong and the effort "to
make them stick" was unsuccessful.
18. At this point a peculiar procedure was followed, in
an apparent effort to save the time of the General Court, by sending
.Major Emery the Staff judge Advocate of Allied Force Headquarters
*Command, to Roumania toveigh the legal competence of evidence that
might be extant. Major Bishop was not permitted to give names of
witnesses for himself. This procedure was highly unusual inasmuch
as the Manual for Courts Martial is very clear ' inspecifying that after
Courts Martial charges have been preferred, and not before, an investigating officer shall be appointed with purpose as outlined in Chapter
VII, Manual for Courts Martial, 1928. Major Emery denies that he
was an Investigating Officer but the 2d Indorsement of Exhibit G,
over the signature of the Adjutant of Headquarters Command Allied
Force for the Commanding Officer states, "That the papers have been
referred to an Investigating Officer with view to a trial by Courts
Martial". Article of War 70 states, "Charges and specifications
must be signed by a person subject to military law, and under oath
that he has personal knowledge .0f, or has investigated, the matters
set forththerein and that the same were true in fact, to the best of
his knowledge and belief". "No charge will be referred to a General
. Courts Martial for trial until a thorough and impartial investigation
thereof shall have been made".
19. Major Erdwurm had already investigated the matters from
which Colonel Ramsey viewed the possibility of Courts Martial and
was competent to sign Courts Martial charges, but no charges were
preferred. Major Emery, as investigator, made no effort to ascertain,
nor would he receive, names of available witnesses expected to ,favor
the putative accused. Even had the delay occasioned by his trip to
Roumania been justified, the subsequent bringing of Courts Martial
charges and the appointing of an impartial investigator required by
Article of War 70 would have probably necessitated another trip to
Roumania, thereby causing further delay. When Major Emery returned
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he was apparently convinced that there was sufficient competent
evidence available and so he presented specimen charges and specifications to the 2677th Regiment. At this point again indecision
entered and General Donovan was consulted. He, in turn, instructed
nothing to be done until his arrival, an event which has not materialized to this date. Then an abortive effort was made to obtain a
psychiatric examination of Major Bishop, under the authorization of
paragraph 350, Manual of Courts Martial, 1928, which is a step that
can be taken only subsequent to the filing of Courts Martial charges.
Either Major Emery or the new commander of Headquarters Command Allied
Force (Colonel J. E. Maloney) was under the impression that charges
had been filed against Major Bishop.
20. Major Erdwurm in his testimony enumerated five "unfortunate delays which were in fact unnecessary delays 1st - Colonel Glavin's delay in final action on the
Staff Study pending instructions from General
Donovan.
2d - The improper presentation of reclassification
proceedings to Headquarters Command, which proceedings were returned to 2677th Regiment for
correction and revision.
3rd - Colonel Glavin's absence from Caserta for a
fortnight in the latter part of July.
4th - Major Emery's inability to secure immediate
clearance to go to Bucharest.
5th - Suspension of further action at the request of
General Donovan on the 16th of September."
The wrongful acts ascribed to Major Bishop occurred prior to 23 April
1945 and yet , to date, nothing has been accomplished to settle the
case, either through the filing of charges, the dismissal of the
allegations, or the return of Major Bishop to normal duty status.
V. CONCLUSIONS.
21. The following conclusions are based upon the extent to
which it is possible to pursue this investigation with evidence available in Italy:
a. That Major Bishop has been withheld from normal
duty status since his arrival in Italy on 22 April 1945.
b. That he has been prejudiced in his military status
by failure of his commanding officer to take prompt action either to
prosecute or dismiss threatened disciplinary measures which have now
been delayed for a period of over five months.
- 7
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c. That Major Bishop has had to hold himself in constant readiness to face threatened charges, the exact nature of which
were not disclosed to him.
d. That there is no evidence that gossip or innuendo
have caused damage to Major Bishop's entire career.
e. That no damage has been suffered more by Major
Bishop than by his possible accusers through departure from this
theater of individuals who might give competent evidence.
f. That certain of Major Bishop's superior officers
may have been negligent or culpable in failing to carry out the
spirit and perhaps the letter of the Manual for Courts Martial in
regard to promptness of expediting military justice.
g. That the sending of an "investigating" officer
to Roumania prior to the proper filing of court martial charges was
premature, and prejudicial to the expedition of military justice.
h. That confusing and conflicting instructions from
Major Bishop's superiors have halted for the time being either or
both the preferring of charges and the completion of administrative
proceedings in Major Bishop's case.
VI. RECOMMEMATIONS.
22. It is recommended:
a. That the Commanding Officer, Allied Force Headquarters Command, be directed to take immediate steps to bring to a
prompt conclusion the pending action or actions against Major Bishop.
b. That this report, together -with all annexes and
exhibits, be forwarded to the Adjutant General, Washington, D.C.,
recommending further investigation by interrogation of the witnesses
listed below to determine the extent of responsibility of any or
all of them in the unnecessary delays outlined in the body of the
report.
(1) Major General William J. Donovan,
Director OSS.
(2)

Colonel J. W. Ramsey, Inf., formerly
Commanding Officer, Allied Force
Headquarters Command.
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(3) Colonel Edward T. F. Glavin, formerly
Commanding Officer, 2677th Regiment
OSS (Provisional).

y

ROBERT C. BELLEVTTJE, III
Major
IGD
Assistant Inspector General
I concur in the above report.
C. E. COTTER
Colonel, IGD
Deputy The Acting Inspector General
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Question

RE'r
20 September 1945
Major Robert Bishop 0-918130 AC
SUBJECT: Complaint of Wrongs and Request for Redress
Under Article of War 121,
TO: Commanding General, MTOUSA, APO 512, U. S. Army.
1. The undersigned, after more than five months with no duty assignment and after five months of attempts by my commanding officer to prejudice my status as an officer in the Army of the United 'Aates, respectfully submits this statement of complaint and request for remedial action.
2. In order that you may become aware of the general background, the
following statement is submitted concerning my activities up to 11 April
1945, the date I was relieved from my duty assignment:
a. On 9 September 1944, I left Istanbul, Turkey, where I had
been stationed with OSS and flew to Bucharest, Rumania, to orgrnize X-2
activities (counter-espionage) in that country. Other OSS units were
there and a small headquarters was organized. Lieut. Comdr. Frank G. Wisner was placed in charge. The work went well and my branch was successful
in seizing several tons of German documents considered to be of great value.
b. In November 1944, the official American Military !_ission and
State Department personnel arrived. Mr. Burton Y. Berry, with the rank of
minister, was the senior U. S. representative. Brig. Gen. CVS Schuyler was
the senior military representative. Not long after their arrival pressure
was applied to OSS to reduce, the feeling being that continued large-scale
OSS operations would be a duplication of effort. In my own phase of the
work there was no duplication; both Mr. Berry and Brig. Gen. Schuyler assured
me that they were appreciative of the assistance my branch gave them and wanted it to continue.
c. It should perhaps be pointed out here that within. OSS channels
X-2 is an operationally independent branch. X-2 reports go directly to Washington and London and the identities of its agents are not known to the CO
or to other branches. Other branches, however, must have the approval of X-2
an any employe or agent. X-2 policies and directives are received directly
from higher headquarters. This rather unusual and somewhat delicate relationship was well understood by Lieut. Comdr. Wisner and we remained on excellent
terms. This is evidenced by his recommendation that I be promoted.
d. In the absence of any guidance, policy, directive or criticism
from any higher headquarters and in the firm belief that X-2 had an important
job to do in Rumania particularly with the encouragement given by n. perry
and Brig. Gen. Schuyler, I continued to expand X-2 operations. It would
appear that these efforts were justified as we succeeded in obtaining suffigcient information concerning Japanese espionage to force the internment of
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of the Japanese in Rumania. There was also a vast amount of German
intelligence and Russian information considered to be of interest. Attention is invited to Exhibits A, B and C I which are attached.
e. In January 1945 the °SS retrenchment, which had been postponed, began with the departure of Lieut. Comdr. Wisner. I was ; placed in
charge as acting CO in addition to my duties as Chief of X-2. Lieut.
Comdr. Wisner left behind a statement for his successor in which he commented favorably concerning me and my work. He also posted a public letter in which he asked continued good work and expressed confidence in me.
(See paragraph 4, Exhibit C.)
f.
IL few days after I became the acting CO I began to receive
reports of what appeared to be a potentially dangerous situation. :rs.
Tanda Bragadiru, who had been hostess to the Americans for many months,
took a trip to Italy under OSS auspices. It was ostensibly a trip to the
Vatican to arrange for much needed drugs for Rumania. Our ronorts indicated, however, that her real purpose was to go to Switzerland to arrange for
a shipment of drugs via American aircraft for private gain. Mr. Berry and
Brig. Gen. Schuyler were kept informed of the development of the situation.

'g. Before the Bragadiru incident was closed and it was possible
to make a report to Caserta, a Lt. Col. Walter M. Ross arrived in Bucharest
to become the hew CO. It was unfortunate but seemed inevitable that friction should develop between us from the beginning. He considered moving
into the Bragadiru house in Lt. Comdr. Wisner's place but I advised against
• it. After consulting Mr. Berry and Brig. Gen. Schuyler, who gave him
similar advice, he did not do so but moved into the house of Mrs. Rica
Pherekeyde, a move of which. I also did not approve because of thd almost
fatal shooting of my liaison officer, Lieut. Theodor Negropontes,. there two
months before and the subsequent scandal.
h. A certain amount of friction developed between Lt. Col. Ross
and myself due to the fact that, by his own admission, he had had neither
experience nor training in either the positive or the negative side of
intelligence and therefore relied heavily on Capt. Louis Madison, the Reports Officer in charge of positive intelligence. Capt. Madison, who was
openly pro-Russian and anti-Rumanian, was naturally not well-received by
the Rumanians which automatically limited his gathering of infoT7:-ation. Due
to the widespread activities of X-2 and the confidence which it enjoyed (See
Exhibit C) a large amount of positive information was obtained unsolicited.
Much of it concerned the Russians. This was given to Capt. Madison whose
duty it was to report such information but who showed open resentment and
questioned the sources. While it must be admitted that some of the information at tbFlt time concerning the Russians, their aims, ambitions and intentions seemed questionable it must likewise be conceded in the light of present events that the information was substantially correct. Even then it
was well received both by Mr. Berry and his assistant, Er. Melbourne, who
were finding it necessary to suppress certain of the Ross-Madison reports.
i. It may have been thisconflict which caused Lt. Col. Ross to
demand of me the names of X-2 agents which I declined to reveal in accordance
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with a policy promulgated by Maj. Gen. Donovan in the summer of 19/,4 and
subsequently reaffirmed to me by cable when I made inquiry in 'A,..shinton.
cable to
prepared
with the
American
ed to go

j. Shortly after the arrival of Lt. Col. Ross I received
wind up my affairs and report to London for a new assignment. I
to do so but at this time we were encountering severe difficulties
Russians who insisted on clearing all personnel and planes. No
plane was scheduled until 18 Ppril when Brig. Gen. Schuyler expectto Italy. I planned to go with him if I received Russian clearance.

3. At 1030 hours on 11 April I received a telephone call from Lt. Col.
Robert Emmens, Air Member of the American section of the :alied Control Commission, informing me that the Russians had cleared re and that a British
plane was leaving at 1300 hours. He asked if I could make it. I said I
didn't see how I . possibly could to which he replied that he would take my
name off the list. I went on about my work and kept an official appointment,
returning to my office at 1230 hours at which time T. learned that It. Col.
Ross wanted to see me. I went immediately toward his office, one block away,
met his secretary on the street and learned that he had left to take his
daily French lesson. Offices are closed in Rumania. from 1300 to 1500 hours,
so after 1500 hours I reported to Lt. Col. Ross. He reprimanded re for not
having taken the British plane, summarily relieved me from duty and confined
me to the city of Bucharest. (See Exhibits B and D.)

4. On 20 April I received competent written orders to leave Bucharest
and departed on 22 April with Brig. Gen. Schuyler, arriving at Caserta on
the same day and reported for duty at Headquarters 2677th Regiment OSS
(Prov). (See Exhibit E.)
5. After my arrival in Caserta I was asked by Major Gra ham Erclwrm,
chief of X-2 there, to write a report covering my activities while in Rumania. After having submitted the report I was interrogated by : -ajor Erdwurm who showed open hostility and intimated that I would lose my commission in the army. I then asked permission of the commanding officer,
Col. Edward J. F. Glavin, for a hearing. He told me to core to his office
the following day at 1100 hours which I did but he was not there. Later I
was given a communication by Major Erdwurn and addressed to him from Col.
Glavin's executive officer which stated that I had requested a hearing but
that since I was under investigation that anything I had to say should be
said to the" investigative officer" and that I should indorse this communication and that it should be made a part of the investigation re-ord. This
occurred approximately in the first week. of May.
6. On or about 4 June 1945 I was informed by Major I]rdw-ix:n that reclassification proceedings were to be instituted against re and that I
would be given a formal interview within a few days at which time I would
have an opportunity to resign under o ther than honorable con(l'tions. He
further stated that no action world have been taken against me had it not
been for the departure from Rumania and entrance into Italy of one Elisabeth
Mezey-Feher, the fiancee of an !nerican officer. He alleged that I had
assisted her.
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a. It is true that I knew Miss Feher intended to leave
Rumania as did several other officers including Brig. Gen.
Schuyler who had issued her, on the cabled authority of AFEQ,
a permit to enter Italy. She is now the wife of Lt. Col.
Elmer L. Kincaid Jr. of the Mediterranean Air Transport Service.
7. On 9 June 1945 I was informed by Col. (then Lt. Cal.)
I.
Maddox, executive officer of the 2677th Regiment OS S (Irov), that he had
discovered he did not have the authority to conduct a formal interview in
connection with reclassification proceedings but that such proceedings would
be instituted against re by my then cor:anding officer, Col. Glavin. He also
stated that, since expeditious action was desired, an interview was planned
for the early part of the following week in the office of Col. John Ramsey,
Commanding Ofacer of Headquarters Commend Allied Force, and that I should
hold myself in readiness for such interview.
8. /Tot until 20 June 1945, did I receive a copy of a Recommendation
for Reclassification Board Lction, dated the sane date, nnd signed by Col.
Edward J. F. Glavin. I requested travel orders to proceed t.oiuiar
obtain sworn statements in my behalf as provided in pars-r-ph
Tt-Mt.
605-230. This request was disaprroved by Col. Glavin on 30 June 1945.

ova

9. More than a month later, A27 July 1945, I was interviewed by Col.
Ramsey in his office at Headquarters Command Allied Force. The inorview
was scheduled for 1430 hours. I arrived at 1420. Col. Glavin arrived at
1430 and went into conference with Col. Ramsey for nine minutes, after which
he summoned me into Col. Ramsey's office. I was given an opnortanity to
resign under other than honorable conditions but declined to do so.
a. Col. Glavin had filed an efficiency report concerning my work
which stated it was based on "frequent personal observation of the results
of his work." It was dated 1 May 1945. I produced a photostatic copy of a
report his headquarters had submitted to AFHQ on 12 May 1945 and again on
27 May 1945 which gave me a superior efficiency rating. 'jhen ruestioned
further concerning the efficiency report Col. Glavin stated that he had no
personal knowledge of me and had not spoken to me more thm 15 minutes in
his life even though he had visited Bucharest several tires. He stated that
all of the information in the re-oort was based on statements made to him by
Major Erdwurm. Further questioning of C ol. Glavin relative to his reasons
for initiating reclassification proceedings - more than two months after I
was relieved from duty - was interrupted and prevented by Col. Ramsey.
b. Major Erdwurm had filed a sworn statement in which he alleged
my reports were unsatisfactory and was, at my requbst, called into the interview. When questioned he stated that he merely held an administrative post,
that he had no qualifications to evaluate intelli gence re-orts but that he
had been in London sometime previously and that some civilian there in OSS
had said he did not like my reports and that they were in variance with the
British.
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c. It was at this point that Col. Ramsey halted the questioning of Col. Glavin and Major Erdwurm, and the interview was ended. '!hen
I left Col. Ramsey's office Col. Glavin remained with him.

10. On 29 July 1945 written request was made to take the oral depositions of both Col. Glavin and Major Erdman. Col. (Jlavin declined
and departed soon thereafter for the United States. The request to take
Major Erdwurm's deposition was ignored.
, 11. On 3 August
Force as follows:

1945,

T. was informed by Headquarters Command Allied

"Decision has been made that reclassification nroccaclings
in this case are to be dropped and papers have been referred to an investigating officer with a view to trial
by general court-martial."
12. Although more than a month and a half have passed since the communication referred to in paragra ph 11 above was received I have not been
contacted by an investigating officer who may have been appointed. It was
learned, however, through members of Brig. Gen. Schuyler's staff that Major
C. K. Emery, the Staff Judge Advocate of Headquarters Coaaand Allied Force,
went to Bucharest and spent appraximately two and one-half weeks there and
interrogated possible witnesses in connection with my situation. I respectfully submit that I should have been given an opportunity to furnish the
names of witnesses for interrogation by Major Emery if a. fair and impartial
investigation were to be conducted. It is further understood that Major
Emery returned from Bucharest more than ten days ago but even yet has not
contacted me nor, to my knowledge, attempted to do so.
13.
On 8 September 1945, I rent to Rome, present headquarters of the
2677th Regiment OSS (Prov), to see my commanding officer, Col. J. T. Maddox.
He made an appointment with me for 1530 hours which he was unable to keep. I
learned from the assistant adjutant, 1st Lieut. Joseph L. :alos17, that
cabled orders had been received from OSS Washington to return me there if the
reclassification proceedings had been dropped. I succeeded in seeing Col.
Maddox an 10 Sept. 1945, at which time he declined to discuss my case other
than to state that it was entirely out of his hands and rested with AFHC.

14. Having .waited patiently more than five months with no duty assignment, with no charges against me, and faced with the daily embarrassment of
having to explain my status to associates and also faced with the mental
anxiety of myself and my family caused by what now ap pears to me to be a
calculated scheme to delay clarification of my status as an ol — icer, and
believing that my commanding officer exhausted more than a rersonC:lc time
in which to take prejudicial action against me, I again went on 15 Jeptember
1945 to see my commanding officer. 1y purpose was to deliver a "Statement
of Complaint and Application forRedress," setting forth the delays of the
past five months and requesting that "(a) I be fully and comalctely informed
of my status as a member of your command and an officer of the .-any of the
United States and, if I am the object of court-martial charges, I be fully
informed of their nature, the name of the accuser and any evidence purporting
-
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to be in sunnort thereof; (b) if tilere are no court-martial chores
against me, it is requested that the order contained in pora,ro2h 7 (cable
from Tashington for my return) be complied with and that my rght to
receive an honorable discharge unon the termination of my country's need
for my services in a military capac i ty not be further prejuL7. : ced." refore
I could deliver such statement of complaint Col. T:addox robuLed re for
having come to see him and instructed me to return to Caserta and to make
all future contacts with Major 2rdwurm, the OSS liaison of'icor whom C01.
Maddox referred to as his deputy commanding officer.. I re,urnod to Caserta
that afternoon and contacted : lajor 1:rchrarn.
15. Major Erdwurm read my statement of complaint and then, in response
to inquiry as to whether he had any orders for me, delivered to me an order
to secure my own admittance to the 300th General Hospital for psychiatric
examination - this notwithstanding that no charges were preferred against
me nor any reason at all stated why my sanity was doubted - in violation of
paragraph 35c, MCE, and paragraph 7, Cir 25, =USA, 1945. lathough bolievthe order illegal and unable to resist the inference that it was motivated
by malice, I complied with the order and presented it to Commanding Officer,
300th General Hospital. I am happy to state that, as indicated by the 3rd
Indorsement on Exhibit F, the Commanding Officer of the 300th General Hospital declined to become a partici pant in such procedure.
16. It is believed that in the five months which have elapsed since my
relief from duty for alleged failure to depart on an unscheduled aircraft
that my commanding officer and his staff - and the staff of AFIT - have had
more than ample time to gather any available evidence and to prefer such
charges as they could have supported. Many persons known to me in civilian
life have passed through the headquarters of the 2677th Ue7iment since my
arrival on 22 April 1945 and although I was forbidden by written order to
discuss my situation with anyone my former commanding officer and other members of his staff have imposed no such restrictions upon the-solves. Gossip
and innuendo have reached friends in the United States causing irreparable
damage to my entire career. Also in these five months, in which I have been
assigned no duties to perform but have been compelled to hold myself in daily
readiness for unknown charges and orders, I have not only been forced to
suffer mental amdety but my military situation has been progressively prejudiced by the fact that the members of my former staff and others, who would
have been available to me as witnesses, have been departing this theater.

17. The only reply thus for received from my deputy commander being as
indicated above, I now respectfully turn to you for aid in the firm belief
that the punishment which has been imposed upon me for more than five months,
culminating in the aforementioned illegal order, violates both the letter and
the spirit of military justice particularly in view of the mandates of para.,
graph 23d, TM 27-255, Military Judtice Procedure.
"Undue delay in preferring charges not only is an insVce
to the accused, but has an adverse effect upon the discipline of the command. Although no definite time limit for
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preferring charf-:es is sot by law or regulation, in the
ordinary case they should be preferred within 48 hours
after the offense is discovered. * * * * If an offense
warrants punishment at all, punishment should be imposed
at once."
and of paragrauh 26, IVICM:
"When it is intended to prefer charges, they shorld be
preferred without unnecessary delay."
18. It is therefore earnestly prsyed and respectfully rcouested that
this prostitution of justice be ended and that my commandi.n: o t:'2cer and
his staff be now restrained from ts:zinz further action to prcjudLce my
right to an honorable discharge upon termination of my country's needs for
my services.
/S/ 1Lobert Bishop
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June 22, 1945.
Dear !;Jr. Off le:
Last evening Major Bishop, who formerly was in chare of the OZS
unit in Bucharest, told me that his activities were under review, and
that he would like a statement from me of the relations between my
office and himself.
When the U. S. Mission reached Bucharest last October, Comrander
Wisner was in charge of the OSS unit. Major Bishop was in charge of
one section. Mr. Wisner was most cooperative with our mission and
instructed all of his subordinates to give us the fullest cooperation.
This Major Bishop did.
In January, Commander Wisner left Bucharest, leaving Major Bishop
in charge. During the period that he was the senior °facer, he showed himself always willing and helpful. When another officer replaced
him as senior officer, he continued to give us full cooperation in his
awn branch. On two occasions he rendered us distinctive service. F4rst,
when we had inklings that Japanese officials were continuing espionage
work after the break of relations between Rumania and Japan. With information supplied by Major Bishop , we were able to cut off their
activities and have all Japanese interned. The second occasion had to
do with a leak in our office from a member of the custodial service.
The full and excellent information supplied by Major Bishop permitted
us to stop this.
While I know little of Major Bishop's relations with the other
officers in the OSS, I am happy to say that his relations with me and
the members of my staff were always cordial and productive of increased
efficiency in the performance of our duties.
If you have no objection, I shall be grateful if you will pass on
this letter to Mr. Bishop.

Carmel Off ie, Esquire,
Deputy-U.S. Political "Adviser,
Allied Force Headquarters, Italy.

Respectfully yours,
Signed Burton Y. Berry
Burton Y. Berry
United States Representative
Rumania
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/s/ Robert Bishop, Major AC
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SWORN STAIU.EITT
I, Shelby Thames, Lieut. (JG) USHR, being first duly sworn, depose
and say that I went to Bucharest, Rumania, in October 1944 as a member
of the X-2 staff of the CT' unit there. 71en I arrived, which was
approximately one month after the unit's arrival, Major Robert Bishop
was the only member of X-2 on the scene. He had organized a small group
of Rumanians to assist him and had collected several tons of German
documents, including the files of the Sicherheitsdienst, the Hitler
Jugend, the Luftwaffe, Schenker and Co., the Lufthansa and others.
Major Bishop gave me administrative responsibility for the management of the office as that has been my specialized field both in civilian life and in X-2 at Cairo. Altho he maintained general supervision
of the office through me, and I consulted him on all important questions of policy, he devoted most of his time to the building up of
several independent chains of agents and the collection of intelligence.
When, through these channels, information was obtained it was my responsibility to process it for forwarding to higher headquarters. In
this connection, however, I wish to state that Major Bishop never permitted any information to be forwarded without attempting to check it
through one or more independent sources. This was not always possible.
Our information may not always have been the best but in r1, opinion it
was the best available.
7,-

•

During the period that Major Bishop was chief of X-2 a vast amount
of material was processed. In addition to the voluminous Gorman material
we submitted approximately 700 arirdmal intelligence reports, which is
in itself somewhat of a record in X-2 circles. I have heard since TlY
arrival in Caserta that there has been some criticism to
that
we were striving for quantity rather than quality. I am familiar with
the work of a number of other X-2 stations and I am confident that if an
impartial inquiry were made that a comparison of the work of X-2 Bucharest
with that of any other X-2 station in this theater would result favorably
to Bucharest both as to quantity and as to quality. It is
sufficient
to deal in generalities in such matters: Among the outstanding achievements of cur branch were the following:
the

effect

not

a. The production of detailed information concerning Japanese
espionage activities and their relationship with the Russians which enabled the American Mission to force the internment of the Japanese.
b. Discovery of an important Leakage of information at the
American Legation.
c. Discovery that the Russians obtained copies of cables
from the British Mission within a few hours after they were
or received.
d. Information obtained early in March that Germany surrender
on or about 7 May 1945.
river
e. Advance knowledge of Russia's -plans for a
monopoly which have since materialized.
f. Penetration of Russia's intelligence service and the
Russian Politburo.
Danube
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g. The seizure of many tons of German documents.
h. The obtaining of more than 200 rolls of German aim showing important Russian activities.
i. Location of the secret plants in which the automatic parts
and the explosive parts of the V-1 and the V-2 were made.
j. The new location of the central Abwehr radio station for
southeastern Europe.
k. The interrogation of an important German spy who revealed
the innerworkings of the German intelligence service both in the nddle
East and in the Balkans.
In connection with the foregoing it should be borne in mind that this
kind of work was conducted in Rumania under the greatest difficulties because of our peculiar relationship with the Russians which made it necessary
for all such activities to be handled with the utmost secrecy. To my personal knowledge based on the reports of Russian agents neither Major Bishop,
myself, nor any member of our branch was ever suspected of carrying on this
kind of work. Other members of OSS and of the ACC were under suspicion by
the Russians.
-With the exception of one or two individuals, the staff of X-2 worked
diligently and put in longer hours than required. They did this not
through any compulsion but out of loyalty to their work end personal loyalty to their chief. Ps for Major Bishop personally he worked longer hours
than any of his staff. I lived in the same house with him and I know that
he was usually at his desk until 0200 hours and very often later. Occasionally we went out socially returning home around 2400 hours but he would work
for two or three hours before retiring checking over reports so that the
staff could process the materiel the following day.
X-2 Bucharest always suffered from the lack of an adequate staff hut its
greatest handicap from the beginning to the end was the fact that it never
received any direction, guidance, criticism, encouragement, policy or cement
from Caserta.
Shortly after the arrival of Lt. Col.. Talter Ross in Bucharest a. certain
amount of friction developed between him and Major Bishop. This was because
he demanded to know the names of our agents. Major Bishop declined to reveal
them in accordance with a policy promulgated in the summer of 1944 by General
Donovan. Major Bishop had previously cleared this matter in 71ashington.
On Il April 19 I was officer of the day. At my request L.jor Bishop
had made an appointment that morning in an effort to keep intact a chain of
agents after his departure. He kept the appointment and at 1230 hours came
to his office at Battiste where I informed him that Lt. Col. Ross wanted to
see him and ranted him to leave at 1300 hours on a British plane. He appeared surprised and told me that Lt. Col. Emmens had telephoned at 1030 hours
and asked if he could be ready. He said he did not think it po•sale and that.
Lt. Col. Emmens had said he would • take his name off the list. 1,:ajer Bishop,
however, started Immediately to Lt. Col. Ross' office at Otetari. On the way .
he met Mrs. Sylvia Placa, secretary to Lt. Col. Ross, who informed him that
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Lt. Col. Ross had left the office at 1215 hours as was his custom to take
a French lesson. They came back to Battiste together and tr'ed to telephone Lt. Col. Ross at his home until sometime after 1300 hours but without success. Of races in Rumania are closed between. 1300 and 1500 hours.
After 1500 hours Major Bishop went • to see Lt. Col. Ross who relieved him
from duty and designated me acting chief. In this connection I thinl: it
only fair to point out that it was 'not customary for Imercan personnel
to leave on British planes and that no American plane was schedu/cd
until 18 April. It also was not customary for an American officer to
leave on two hours notice.
After Majpr Bishop was relieved of duty he helped me and cave re all
possible cooperation. The operation of our office continued smoothly
until his departure on 22 /pril. On 23 April, Lt. Col. Ross called on me
and the disembowelment of our °face began. Our agents were discharged
under his instructions and work came to a standstill. Prior to my departure from Bucharest on 18 July, I was instructed to burn all records including the card index file containing more than 6000 names and all the
German records seized by Major Bishop in September 1944. There are no
copies of these.
I have known Major Bishop since December 1943 when T net him in
Washington. I met him again in Cairo. I have the highest regard for
him. He is a superior officer and a natural leader of men. He was wellliked by the Rumanians, the British, the ICC staff and the American Legation personnel. But most particularly he had the respect and loyalty of
his own staff.
/s/ Shelby Thames
/t/ Shelby Thames
Lieut. (jC) UMr11.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 30th day of July 1945.
/s/ Emmett W. Poinier
Capt, A. C.
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John Popa, Private First Class, 17130578 1 was stationed in ruchrrest,
1.
Rumania, from October 5 1 1944 1 until my departure on July 1f1 1 l c;45. Following two weeks of general assignment, I was assigned to Majpr Bisho p end
served under him in the X-2 Branch. Because I spoke Rumanian, Major Bishop
used me first ass. translator, then assigned inc in the ca pacity of Liaison
Officer with the Rumanian SSI which is the secret service for the ministry
of war.
My association with Major Bishop was always of a business nature.
2.
rarely saw each other after office hours. My personal opinion of him has
always been that he was sincere in his pursuit of X-2 ect ; vi de, and like
other members of his sta'f, we found him reasonable in his requests, affable, and very popular.
3.
Others, outside the office, reported him the sane. I as in almost
daily contact with the chief of the WI and with the severel branch chiefs.
They had an unusually high regard for Major Bishop and his abilities, and
after a period of months of attempting to work with other OZS offices whose
work covred fields other than counter-espionage, often e:Tressed themselves
to the effect that they considered Major Bishop the only officer with whom
they could safely work. That is why X-2 Branch, through me, often obtained
material which should have gone directly to other branches.
As an example, I obtained more than 200 rolls of captured German film
which contained a bast amount of documentary information from the Russian
front, and on Inside Europe during the Hitler Regime. This caused considerable criticism on the part of other branches and their officers in 055. But,
I believe, and know, that Major Bishop never intentionally competed with
them. Rumanian officials had a confidence in Major Bishop, that he would forward documents, etc., concerning even Russian activities, to Washington, while
they did not have this confidence in other American Officrs, who had previously refused information, etc., of this nature.
Rumanian officials were very eager to give Major Bishop all types of
information / to show their pro-alied sincerity. They voluntored intelligence,
but when it came to reporting Russian activities of the past ten 7,-ears, they
declared they were afraid to expose themselves, or to give the inforration
because common talk in Bucharest said we had a "Communist element" in our
organization.
4. I also knew Major Bishop to be the personal Liaison Officer and Intelligence Officer for Brig. Gen. Schuyler, commander for the .1r,C representation
in Rumania, and for Mr. Derry, the American Legation representative. I
heard also that they held him in high regard.
. I also knew Major Bishop as Acting-Chief for the American Military Unit,
on the departure of Lt. Comdr. 1::isner, who, before depart i ng, paid tribute to
Major Bishop in e posted letter in which he asked continued good - erk and cooperation, and expressed confidence in Major Bishop.
5. Criticism of Major Bishop and the investigation of the X-2 Branch
activities, it should be noted, began only after Major Bishop had left
Bucharest. His defense was left to his junior officer successor.
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- 2 I always had the greatest confidence and respect in Frjor Bishop as
6.
Chief X-2. He was always thoughtful and considerate of his sto=, despite the many jobs he was called upon to do, and the extra hours needed
in which to complete them. He judged me, as all others, by the work we
did, and in every case tried to obtain promotions and recognition for us.
I overcame severe rank handicaps because of my 10-ledge of the language,
and officials with whom I had contact ignored the fact that I was a YFC
maintaining contact with colonels end a general officer. I also refused
to let the rank barrier stop me because Major Bishop asked a job be done,
that information be obtained, and since he was my chief, and was loyal
to him and to X-2, I more than often sot the work done, as many others
under him did also.
7. I am a university graduate, ':;ith metropolitan newspaper e7:Terlence
In civilian life, and have served 29 months in the Army.

(signedl John 7opa
17130578
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 26th day of July 1945.
(Signed) Shelby Thames
Shelby Thames Lieut. (Jg) USNR
A TRUE COPY

/a/ Robert Bishop, Major AC
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Lt. Col. Robert G. Emmons, 0-24104, Air Member of the Allied
.Control Commission, Rumania, telephoned Major Robert Bishop at his
residence in Bucharest, at approximately 1030 hours on or about 11 April
1945 and informed him that his clearance to leave Rumania had been
approved by the Russian ACC and that two British planes had been cleared to leave around noon that day. I asked Major Bishop if he could be
ready. He seemed very surprised and said he did not think it possible.
I told him that I would take his name off the list. I then reported to
Col. Farnsworth, executive officer of the ACC, and to General ;,chuyler,
that I had just talked to Major B ishop and that he had told me that he
would not be able to leave on such short notice. General chuylor told
me that it was my job to notify the head of another section 7hen personnel of that section were cleared to leave and that I should at once Inform Lt. Col. Walter Ross of the 0; unit, and that it was his job to
see that Major Bishop or anyone else in the OSS unit left. I at once
informed Lt. Col. Ross that Major Bishop was cleared to leave. T did
not teak with Major Bishop again that morning. Lt. Col. Ross called
me again some time later and asked me where I had talked to Major Bishop and I told him that I had contacted him at his home. Lt. Col. ROSS
said he had called Major Bishop at his home and had not found him in.

/s/ Robert G. Emmens,
/t/ Robert G. Emmens,
Lt. Col. !G
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th
day of August 1945.
/s/ E. E. Farusworth
Col, GSC
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=Lay U7IT IF BUCHAREST
20 April 1945

SUBJECT: Travel Orders
TO:

Major Robert Bishop, A. C.
1st Lt. George H. Bookbinder, Inf.
T/3 Serge Daniluck

0918130
01303652
33289658

1. Having completed your period of temporary duty at this
station, you are hereby ordered to proceed on or about 20 April
1945, or first available aircraft thereafter, to your proper station, Caserta, Italy or Bari, Italy, reporting upon arrival thereat to the Commanding Officer for further duty and assignrcnt.

(Signed)

Walter E. Ross
Walter L. Ross,
Lt. Col., .P.US
Chief of Unit.

A TRUE COPY. )
/s/ Robert Bishop, Major AC
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RESTRICTED•
ITADQUARTERS
IlEADQUARTIMS CO:rAND ALLIED FORCE
APO 512, U. S. Army

11 September 1945
SUBJECT: Psychiatric Examination of 1:',ajor Robert 1% Bishop, 0918130, AC..
TO:

Commanding Officer
2677th Regiment, OSS (Prom)

APO 512 1 U. S. ITUJ

You are directed to take the necessary action to have 1:ajor Robert
W. Bishop, 0918110, AC, report to the 300th General Hospital for psychiatric
examination in accordance with the authorization contained in para7cph 35c,
Manual for ,Courts-Eartial, 1928.
BY ORDER OF COLONEL LIALOITEY:

/s/ A. D. Getman
A/ A. D. =Ail

j or AGD
Adjutant.
1st Ind
HEADQUARTERS 2677TH REGT OSS (FROV) APO 512 1 US ARMY, 14 L'LPTI2DER 1945.
•

TO: Major Graham Erdpurm, OSS Liaison Officer, Room 23 1 Doorway 14, AFHQ.
For compliance with basic communication.
BY ORDER OF COLONEL LIDDOX:
/s/ Joseph L. ralosky
JOSEPH L. I'ALOSKY
1st Li,
At Adutant
"A TRUE CCEY"
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2nd Ind •
LIAISON DL:TACHI71.7T, Hq, 2677th Regt 055 ( ID:L."0V ) APO 512 IK":: A r711:7 15 Sep 45
TO: 1.aj. Robert Bishop, 2677th Regt.
1. For compliance.
• • 2. Basic communication will be presented upon admission to CO,
300th Gen Hosp.

/s/ Graham 7,rd.w-Lum
/t/ GRAHAM EHD',7UH.1.1
j or , Infantry
Deputy CO
3rd Ind
HQS 300TH General Hospital, APO 782, U.S.Irmy. 17 September 1(45.
TO: C.O. LIAISON DETACH:TNT,

al,

2677th Regt, OSS (Prov), APO 512.

1. Major Robert Bishop, 2677th Regt., presented hirself for
psychiatric examination 17 September 1945 in accordance with instructions of basic communication.
2. Examination was deferred pending the submission of information referred to in paragraph 35c, Manual for Courts-Martial,
1928 and in paragraph 7, Section I, Circular 25, Hqs, ETOUS!.. dated
11 February 1945.

/s/ John S. Crutcher, Jr.
/t/ JOHN S. CI-TTC=R, Jr.
Colonel, Frdical Corps.
Comnanding.
"A TRUE COPY"
R. J. nc nuor
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Log: Cg 6167

INFORMAL ROUTING SLIP
HEADQUARTERS
MEDITERRANEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
UNITED STATES ARMY
APO 512

Suspense:

File
SUBJECT

Complaint of Wrongs and Request for Redress Under Article of
War 121.

From

To

Date

1. CG MT11) IG 20 Sept

For prompt investigation. Investigation
will be restricted to Italy and a preliminary
report made before any personnel dispatch to
Roumania, should such a course be considered
necessary.
s/ M. G. W.
t/ M. G. WHITE
Major General, GSC
Actg Chief of Staff
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idaj or CECIL i7;;

the Inspector
Italy

77 ,

0-322/11,
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appeared before
at

Gpnerftl

on

24 SeDigmber 1945

,

CP. rI pr .171

was instructed to treat

as confidential the subject matter • of this investigation and having been
duly sworn as a witness in the investigation of the case of

, testified as follows:

ROBERT BISHOP, 0-918130v, AC

1.

Maior

Q. rieasu state your full name, rank, organization, duty and statioz
A. Cecil K. Emery, 1:7,ajor, Staff Judge Advocate, Headquarters Command,

Allied

Force.

The 24th Article of r was rad and explained to the witness

2.

•

Po you fully understand that under the provisions just road, yov
need not answer questions that incriminate you, or questions tha,
tend to incriminut,„ you, or ouostions that might degrade you -.
unless in the latuer event it he in an investigation of a grave
ratter where the alleged degrading question is material, to the
issue?
A. Yes.
ou understand that if you do desire or consent to answer
tioned in my last question to you that
such inqu.,
o obtained; if
So
the Government may use the
5
chooses, against you, or against anyone whomso
A.

Q. To you fully understan!, what constitutes persur
na Code of the United
of Title lS„ U.S.C.A., Sectio
s ride clear to him)?

States Sec

3.

Q. Major, did you investigate any allegations or complaints or
charges against Lajor Robert Bishop?
A s Major, before answering any questions, may I inquire what the
issue is?

4.

Q. Major Bishop has complained of wrongs done 11:'m by his superior
officers and has made request for redress. Fore specifically
he complains that for a matter of five months he has been variously threatened with a reclassification proceeding and with trial by
court martial, neither of which has materialized and still he was
not given any duty assignment. Did you go to Rumania to investigMajor Bishop?ate

U.
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A. I do not wish to quibble about definitions but I 12:':e a very definite
distinction between an investigation and examination of evidence. "fith
that distinction in mind I would say that I did not go to numania for
the purpose of investigating Major Bishop or any matters connected with
him, but I did go to Rumania to investigate the legal q ualities of evidence which had come into my hands tending to indicate that :ajor Bishop
had committed offenses in violation of certain Art'cles of 'Jar.
5. Q. Do you know whether or not E,. ,jor Bishop was at any tine subject to reclassification proceedings?
A. I know that reclassification proceedings were initiated against Major
Bishop and I know, by hearsay, that an interview was held with Major
Bishop by the investigating officer contemplated in the appropriate
army regulations relative to reclassification proceedings.
6. Q. Who was the investigating officer?
A. The investigating officer was; Colonel Ramsey who was the commanding
officer, Headquarters Command, Allied Force.
7. Q. Your trip to Rumania was not a result of the reclassification proceeding?
A. I believe that my trip to Rumania probably was a result of the reclassification proceedings. I was advised that it was a-Tarent at the interview that reclassification proceedings were probably not appropriate,
that if anything were involved it probably was a disciplinary matter and
that in accordance with the pertinent army regulations, disciplinary
action should be taken as indicated and that reclassification proceedings
should not be used in lieu thereof.
8. Q • To your knowledge have any court martial charges been brought against
Major Bishop?
A. Ho court martial charges have been brought against :. -ajor Bishop, to my
knowledge.
9.

Q. Major Bishop makes this statement; "Although more than a month and a
half have passed since the communication referred to in paragraph 11
above was received I have not been contacted by any investigating officer
who may have been appointed. It was learned, however, through members of
Brig. Gen. Schuyler's staff that Major C. K. Emery, the Staff Judge Advocate of Headquarters Command, Allied Force, went to Bucharest and spent
approximately two and one-half weeks there and interrogated possible witnesses in connection with my situation. I respectfully submit that I
should have been given an opportunity to furnish the names of witnesses
for interrogation by Major Emery if a fair and impartial investigation
were to be conducted. It is further understood that Major Emery returned
from Bucharest more than ten days ago but even yet has not contacted me
nor, to my knowledge, attempted to do so." I gather from the testimony
that you have given that your trip was not to collect evidence as an
investigating officer under court martial proceedings but rather as a
member of the Judge Advocate Staff to determine whether or not there had
been violations of the Articles of War to substantiate the bringing of
court martial charges.
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A. That is substantially correct. As Staff Judge :dvocate : was concerned
with the legal qualities of the evidence in substantlation cf the accusations made against Major Bishop in the reclassification proceedings. I
was not acting as an investigating officer under the 70th Article of Yar
and could not have been so acting, as there were no court martial charges
pending against Major Bishop. I had no duty to make any reports on Major
Bishop. I an the legal advisor of the comrandinr: officer.
10. Q. Do you know whether or not the commanding officer of the OSS unit in Bucharest had the right under the regulations to demand the names of the X-2
agents?
Major, I don't even know what you are talking about.
What was the date on which you left Caserta to go to aumania?
23 August 1945.
12. Q.
A.

What was the date you returned to Caserta?
I returned to Caserta 8 September 1945.

13. Q. Major Bishop complains, quoting paragraph 26 MCM relative to unnecessary
delay in preferring charges, that delay prejudicial has been Po his
interests;. specifically that witnesses whose testimony would have been
important to a possible defense have been returned to the United States.
In your opinion is there good reason for a delay since 3 August when he
states he was informed that reclassification proceedings had been dropped and general court martial was being considered.
A. May I point out Major that paragraph 26 of the Manual of Courts-Martial
which in turn refers to the 70th •rticle of War makes a Point of the
expeditious handling of court martial charges after they have been preferred and particularly when a person has been placed in arrest and confinement. It therefore seems to me that Major Bishop is being premature
in that to the best of my knowledge no court martial charges have ever
been preferred against Major Bishop. However, in direct response to
your question on the time element involved relative to any matter involved with which I have any connection I would point out that before
anyone can enter Rumania it is necessary to sedure clearance which involves not only a United States military mission but the Russian mission.
As I recollect there was approximately a 3 week interval involved in getting clearance for myself to enter Rumania and to take the first available aircraft after clearance vas completed. Upon completion of my mission it was necessary for me to await four or five days for aircraft to
depart Rumania for Italy. The aircraft which I was to take and which I
did take left Bucharest, Rumania 7 September 1945, but after approximately one and one-half hours in the air was forced to return owing to weather conditions but the aircraft did depart the following day, 8 September,
which day I returned to Caserta.
140

Q.

Major, I show you a photostat, marked Exhibit "F", with the complaint,
over the signature of Major !. D. Getman by order of Colonel Maloney.
Have you read that?
•
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Yes sir, I am acquainted with the original instrument of which that is
a photostatic copy.

Q. In your opinion as a judge advocate is that a proper order?
A. I believe that reference to paragraph 35 C of the manual for courtsmartial is not the appropriate provision for having a psychiatic examination of a person, when charges are not then in existence. I do believe, however, that it is the preroggative of a corranding officer to
request subordinate commanders to cause persons within their command to
be examined psychiatrically when they believe thct percon may be mentally ill. The reference to paragraph 35 C I deem surplus and immaterial.
I believe that the order could just as well have read "You are directed
to take the necessary action to have Major Robert Bishop, 0-918130, AC,
report to the 300th General Hospital for psychiatric examination." In
other words I do not believe it necessary in an order to give the reasons
why an order is given. I do think such an order is legal and proper.

16. Q. Colonel Crutcher, commanding officer of the 300th General Hos p ital deferred the examination, pending submission of information referred to in paragraph 35 C liCM and in paragraph 7, Section 1, Circular ;,',25 Headquarters;
MTOUSA, dated 11 September 1945. Do you know whether any further steps
have .been taken to have Major Bishop submit to a psychiatric examination?
A. Any statements I'd made as to what steps had been tc':en by may persons
other than myself would be drawing conclusions on my part. However, I
decided to speak with the psychiatrist who would observe !'ajor Bishop, to
give him certain information which had been communicated to me which I
found might be of assistance in his psychiatric observation. I learned
•that Major Bishop had reported at the 300th General Hos p ital in accordance
with the basic communication designated as exhibit "17" and indorsements
thereto, that examination had been deferred, inasmuch as that certain reports are re q uired in the case of examination for court martial purposes
and other administrative action as taken where a person is examined as a
patient who may be mentally ill but who is not examined while charges are
pending. I was interested in determining the mental competency of Major
Bishop for the reason that in the event court martial charges were preferred I would be called upon to advise thereon and my advice would include, in addition to the substantial legal aspect of alleged actions,
advice as to whether such charges should be referred for trial and therefore the question of criminal responsibilities must be considered. In
the interest of expediting action in the event court martial charges were
preferred I am in the interest of saving time of officers of the army prosecuting charges. If it were determined that Major Bishop were not
• criminally responsible there would be no point in starting criminal proceedings against him. I want to make it clear that I was not starting
any proceedings against Major Bishop relative to the offenses that might
be involved and I was interested in stopping the matter before it got
started if it would eventually develop, but in the event there was no
• criminal responsibility owing to any mental condition of Major Bishop.
I therefore advised Major Erdwurm, who I understand was deputy commander
of the 2677th Regiment OSS (Prov.), that the proper way to request admission of Major Bishop to the 300th General Hospital was to request the
8th General Dispensary to have Major Bishop examined psychiatrically whereupon he would be admitted as any patient and the matter of any court

1
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Do you know any other facts that might assist in pursuing this investigation? For instance, do you know the present location of Lt. Col. Walter
M. Ross?
A. It is my understanding that Lt. Col. Palter M. Ross was to depart Rumania
by motor vehicle for Italy on a permanent change of stron and that he
was to be on duty. in Rome.
=

•

20. Q. Does General Schuyler come to Caserta at very frequent intervals?
A. I asked General Schuyler whether in the event, he was desired he could be
available in Italy as a witness. He told me that he came to Italy frequently, Probably every three or four weeks and that any persons desirous
of seeing him could learn through his command, ACC Rumania, when he would
• be here and that he would make himself available.
21. Q. Has Colonel Glavin gone to the states?
A. Well, I know that he has gone to the states.
22. Q. Is there anything else you can give us that might assist?
A. I can't give you any information as to any places where you right get
further assistance in inveStigating this complaint of IFjor Dishopts.
23. Q. Do you think any wrong has been done Majpr Bishop?
A. No, I do not think any wrong has been done Major Bishop. I do not see
that his case is any different In the way his has been handled than any
other case. I feel that the proceeding has been entirely normal with
the exception of the fact that the jurisdiction of the matter is in
Caserta, Italy, and most of the facts are in Bucharest, Rumania which
naturally results in the taking of a little more time than in . a case
where all of the witnesses are located in Caserta and vicinity.
Thank you very much, Major.
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Lt. Col. I IAL2:R

P. ROSS,

appeared before

Dr -916991, AQD,
at

the Inspector

Qenera;.

Italy

on_____ 21a=taallamal

a,

Caseztay

was instructed to treat

as confidential the subject matter of this investigation and having boon
duly sworn as a witness in

the

investigation of the case of Major

ROBERT BISHOP, 0-9181 2 0 AC

, tostified'as

24. q - :lease state your full name. , rank, organization, duty and statior.
A. Walter M. Ross, Lt. Col, AGD, 0-916991 - between stations - last
assignment was Chief of the OSS Unit, Bucharest, nurrnia.
The 24th Articlo of

25.

was nod arid explained to

the

witness.

Lo you fully understand that under the provisions just road, you

need not answer questions th-t incriminate you, or questions thai
tend to incrimii,ate you, or Questions that might degrade you unless in the latter ovunt; it be in an investigation of a grave
matter where the alleged degrading question is material to the
issue?
A. Yes.
ou understand that if you do desire or consent to answer
ntioned in 11--r last question to you that
such inoui
so obtained,.if it so
the Government may use the
chooses, against you, or against anyone whoms

c/fs5

A.

To you fully understand what constitutes per'ur
Code of the United
of Title 16, U.S,C.A. Sec
- was made clear to him)?
States

26. Q. In explanation let me say that the only questions that you are
not required to answer are those herein outlined. Do you
understand your rights under the 24th Article of War?
A . I think I do, sir.
27.

Q. This investigation is the result of a complaint registered by
Major Robert Bishop who was recently a member of the Staff of

OSS in Bucharest, in which he alleges prejudice as his status
as an officer by his present commanding officer and that he
has been forced to suffer mental agony by having to hold himself
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not yet been legally
ready for defense against accusations the t't;
made and that this situation has continued for 5 months. Do you know
Major Bishop?
A. Yes.
28. Q. On what date did you report to the OSS Unit at Bucharest: That need not
be exact.
A. About 16 February 1945.
29. Q. Was Major Bishop on duty at that time?
A. Yes.
30. Q. You were his commanding officer were you not?
A. Yes.
31. Q. Did you find him efficient in his duties?
A. No.
32. Q. Do you care to expand on that conclusion?
A. I say that I did not find him efficient solely because I thought his production for OSS of the type of material and inforrPtion ex pected for OSS
was below standards. I also thought his methods of getting the information which he did get were not as good as might have been employed. I
thought also his personal conduct was subject to some criticism.
33.

34.

35.

Q. Do you feel that you made all possible efforts to bring•his.work to pro-

per standards?
A. In all fairness to Major Bishop I should say that I Mijit have done more.
It must be kept in mind, however, that Major Bisho p was in Bucharest under
my command for only a relatively short time from the date of my arrival
until he received orders to depart. Therefore, the o pportunity to make
constructive suggestions was limited and it was really not until about the
time he was ordered to depart that I became familiar enough with the type
of job he was doing to put myself in the position of being able to initiate criticism or direct his work.
Q.

Had you known him prior to your arrival in Bucharest?
Yes, I met Major Bishop first on about 1 September 1944. I was then in
Bucharest and he arrived from Istanbul to take up his assignment in Bucharest. I was not then his commanding officer and the meeting was simply
a social one and I knew , him for only a few minutes. I did not see him
from that time until 16 February 1945.

Q.

Prior to the latter date had you formed any prejudice against Major
Bishop?

A.

A.
36.

Q.

No.

Major Bishop states that "It was unfortunate but seemed inevitable that
friction should develop between us from the beginning." Can you explain
such a statement?
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A. I cannot offer the explanation but I can perhaps shed some light as to
why he would make such a statement. Shortly after I arrived : was in
conversation with :"ajor p ishop and he told me that he -1t- S (-lad to see
me and that it had been possible for me to SCCUTC the as si
gnment in
I
S
curious
about
WE
Bucharest only because he had given his approval. I
why he should have given his approval and ask him to expand on this
point. He stated frankly to me that he had coveted the job as chief
of the OSS Unit in Bucharest to succeed Lt. Corrana-q.• Frank .:Tisner,
USNR, and that having been left in charge from the time Commandner . Wisner left about 24 January until I arrived, he had ho p ed that it would
develop I could not be made available for the job. He said he finally
realized, however, that C= Headquarters in Caserta was determined to
send some one to Bucharest to replace Wisner and that when my name was
suggested he remembered me from having met me the previous September
and rather then try to place any block in the way of my coming to 2ucharest decided simply to accept it. The intimation wrs rade to me that
had he decided that he did notwant me as an individu-1 in Bucharest
he would have made comment to the Russian commend as well as to the
officials in the ACC (American) which would have blocked my clearance.
By clearance I mean that any American officer entering aumrnia had to
secure official clearance from the rn Russian command as well rs from the
American ACC. From the above it might be that :ajor Bishop had not
thoroughly made up his mind to subject himself to any new commanding
officer who came in and it is probably possible that such a thing was
in his mind when he made the statement referred to.
37. Q. During the time that he was Under your command in Bucharest did he, to
your knowledge, violate any army regulations . or Articles of war?
A. Yes.
38. Q. Wil1 . you give us a brief statement of each violation?
A. He disobeyed my orders on two occasions and misrepresented reported
facts to me on another occasia,
39.

Q. Will you briefly outline these three offenses?
A. The first instance of disobedience of orders arose in connection with his
orders to depart from Rumania. Major Bishop had received a signal by
radio from his branch chief in Italy to the effect that he would depart
from Rumania an the first available aircraft.

40. Q. Do you recollect the date?
1945.
A. This order came to the best of my knowledge early in
as chief of the unit and Major Bishop's commanding officer received the
pame signal upon receipt of which I called Major Bishop to my offiCe and
told him that he should be ready to leave on the next scheduled departure
of a plane. It might be explained that at that time of year weather plays
a big part in plane schedules as did Russian clearances. As a consequence,
nobody in Bucharest knew when a plane would be available for departure
until the morning it arrives from Italy. Therefore, it was quite common
knowledge to all American officers in Bucharest scheduled fpr departure by
plane that they must hold themselves in readiness to depart on very short
EXHI2IT - B
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sarf ready for departure
notice. In telling Lajor Liisnop to hoia
I reminded him of this fact and said that he should prepare himself
accordingly. At that time there was not a plane expected for several
days but I gave him a date approximately five days forward when a
plane might arrive. To the best of my recollection it was actually a
week or ten days before a plane arrived and Major Bishop knew as well
as did I that it was a common procedure for the plane to remain overnight and take off the next morning. When the morn: n7 came for the
departure of the airplane Lt. Col. Emmens phoned me about 0900 hours
to inform me that the plane would depart at about 1300 hours and asked
what passengers I would have for the flight and I ;r=ve him najor Bishop's
• name. I then, immediately after the conversation, proceeded to Colonel
Emmens t office to talk to him about the flight, the carrying of an
official pouch and at the time I reached his office he was in the act
of telephoning. He asked me to wait just a moment and after calling a
number he asked to speak to Major Bishop. A person came to the telephone on the other end, presumably Major Bishop, whom Colonel Emmons
knew well and Colonel Emmens informed him that the airplane vas departing at 1300 hours and that he should arrange to be at the airport well
in advance of the time of departure. There was a short conversation
between Major Bishop and Colonel Emmens thereafter 7.'nich gave me the
very distinct impression that Major Bishop said he would not be able to
catch the airplane. After Colonel Emmens concluded the conversation he
informed me that Major Bishop had told him he could not depart on that
flight as he did not have sufficient time to get ready. I told Colonel
Emmens that Major Bishop was under orders to catch that plane and that
he should not strike his name from the passenger list until I asked him
to do so. I immediately thereafter returned to my office which was just
two floors above the office of Colonel Emmens and in the same building and
called the same telephone number and asked the English speaking female
voice answering the phone to call Major Bishop to the telephone. The
voice answered that Major Bishop had departed from the house. I asked
where he had gone and the voice on the other end stated that she did not
know, that he had departed at about 8:30, which would have been about
one half hour prior to the time Colonel Emmens talked with him. The
voice also stated that she had no idea where he could be found. I thereupon used every possible means to try to locate Major Bishop in Bucharest,
sending several people out to look for him but he could not be found and
he was still unlocated when the plane departed at about 1300 hours. At
approximately 1630 hours Major Bishop appeared at my office stating to me
that he understood he had missed an airplane and that I was looking for
him. I told him that he had indeed missed an airplane the violation of
orders which had been given him and I considered he had no excuse for his
failure to be on hand in time to board the plane. I told Major Bishop
that in view of his conduct he vas relieved from all duty and that he
should confine his movements to the city limits of Bucharest.
41. Q. What excuse, if any, did Bishop give for not having taken the plane?
A. Major Bishop's excuse to me for not having caught the plane was that
early that morning he had received a telephone call asking him to meet
some former German agents for an interview. Major Bishop stated that he
EXHIBIT - B.
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had been trying to see these people for some time, that the agents
were quite important and that he considered it more important that
he have this meeting than to catch the plane. In answer to this I
reminded Major Bishop that he had been under orders to depart on the
first available airplane and that he should, therefore, have been able
to let his assistant, Lt. (JG) Thames, USNR, handle the contact whereas
he did not consider that possible, that he should have at least gotten
in touch with me, his commanding officer, to explain the situation and
leave it up to me to decide whether he should or should not then catch
the plane.
42. Q. Did he admit Colonel mmen's phone call?
A, Yes.
43. Q. Then he knew at least by 10:30 hours that he was scheduled to take the
plane at 1300 hours?
A. Yes, without any doubt. I right add at this point also that the excuse
that he gave to Colonel Im:lens was not the same that he gave to me.
This, however, is not important. However, if the excuse he gave me was
the real excuse it is something which he might well have refrained from
telling Colonel Emmens because of the nature of the contact.
44. Q. lDo you know of any ulterior motive that he had in deferring his departure
from Rumania'
A, I do not know positively of any
motives. T have some ideas on
the subject but that is all.
45. Q. Had Elisabeth Mezoy-Faher left Rumania by that time':
A. To the best of my knowledge she had not.
46.

Q. That was the second violation of orders on Majpr Bishop's part?
A. The second violation of orders arose as follows: Among American and
British military circles in Bucharest there had been some talk and some
plans formulated which would permit the escape of certain foreign nationals
from Rumania to zones in Europe occupied either by ,P rel-ican or British
forces. People being considered as worthy of help from British and American
sources were Rumanians, Germans, Austrians, and others who had been of
assistance to 'nerican and British intelligence organizations and who had
been unusually sympathetic to American and British interests during the
German occupation of Rumania. Word that such escape plans were being talked of reached Brigadier General Schuyler of the American ACC and upon hearing such plans he called me to his office. He stated that he had received
information to the effect that such plans were being considered and he
wanted me to know that he did not believe American officers in Bucharest
should be involved of anything of that nature and that consecuently he was
ordering me to have no pert in any such activity and that I should pass
the same order along to all officers under my command. I told him that
his order would be obeyed and that up to that moment no one in OSS to my
knowledge had taken part in any such escape. The date of this order from
General Schuyler was in March of 1944 and within 48 hours after talking
with General ,Fchuyler and also in the month of March I called Major Bishop
to my office and told him of the order received from General Schuyler and
instructed him that the order applied to him and that neither he nor any
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of the people immediately under his supervision should take part in
such escape activities. Lajor Bishop assured me he fur.y understood
the order and that he had not assisted in any such activity nor would
he do so in the future. It was somewhat later when I learned from OSS
headquarters in Italy that Elisabeth Mezey-Feher had arrived in Belgrade, Yugoslavia and been directed to the OSS Officer commanding the
unit in Belgrade. Knowing that she had been much in the company of
Major Bishop I immediately endeavored to determine how she had departed
from Rumania and particularly to determine whether or not any OSS
officer had any part assisting her to leave Rumania. In questioning Lt.
(JG) Thames I determined that she had been escorted from Rumania to
Belgrade by . a Rumanian Officer, Lt. Negropontes. Lt. ITegropontes had
been serving as e. Rumanian liason officer with the American unit of OSS
in Bucharest and had been assigned to Major Bishop t s office. I got in
touch with Lt. Negropontes, called him to my office and had a long talk
with him during which he informed me that he had participated in the
escape of Elisabeth MezeyFeher at the suggestion and upon the orders of
Major Bishop. I asked Lt. Negropontes what he meant by "orders" pointing
out that as a Rumanian army officer he could not possibly be under the
orders of any American officer and that he was under no obligation whatever to follow Jajor Bisho p 's direction in this particular afTair. Lt.
Negropontes agreed, then stated that he felt it was something he should
do as he was himself interested in Elisabeth Mezey-Feher and was doing
anything he could to help Major Bishop, At the time this information .
was obtained, Major Bishop had departed from Rumania but I considered
his part in the escape to be in direct disobedience with orders I had
given him and I reported that fact to OSS headquarters, Italy. I have
never since had any occasion to talk to Major Bishop about the matter.

47.

Q. Was Elisabeth Nezey-:Feher taken to Belgrade by automobile?
A. I am informed that she was taken there by automobile.

48.

Q. Was it an American vehicle?
A. It was an •'merican vehicle.

49.

Q. To whom was that vehicle assigned?
A. It was the same American vehicle which had been used by Major Bishop in
Bucharest.

50.. Q. Who held the necessary papers to operate that vehicle at the time of its
use to carry Elisabeth Mezey-Feher to Belgrade?
A. The papers were either held by Major Bishop or kept in the car.
51.

Q. Major Bishop was responsible for these papers?
A. Major Bishop was responsible for these papers.

52.

Q. And it was Major Dishop t s duty to supervise the use of that vehicle?
A. Yes.

53.

Q. How long a time uould it normally take for a vehicle to make the round

54.

trip from Bucharest to Belgrade?
A. Under normal conditions and with no delay crossing the Frontier or the
Danube the whole trip could be made in one day.
Q. It is hardly likely then that the car could have been used for that
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trip without Major Bishop's lalowledge.
It seems quite unlikely/
Did he have ordinary daily use for the vehicle?
Yes. The vehicle was under the complete control of Major Bishop and
was regularly used either, by him or by someone whom he might designate
to use it.

56. Q. Where was the vehicle garaged?
A. I presume it was garaged with the other vehicles regularly used by
officers of the Imerican ACC in Bucharest.
57.

Q. The vehicle was not in joint use of his department and other departments, was it?
A. Not to my knowledge.

58. Q. Colonel, you spoke of a third occasion when Major Bishop disobeyed
orders or otherwise violated regulations. That was that?
A. The third occasion had to do with the automobile about which we had
been talking. In view of Major Bishop's expected departure I approached him several days before it was expected he would depart by plane
and asked whether or not the vehicle which he used might be turned over
to someone else or to some other officer with the OSS Unit. Major Bishop stated that he could not give me en answer at that time but would
do so later. He explained that he had purchased the car from an
American citizen living in Rumania with the understanding that when he
departed from Rumania he would allow the individual to 1.1.7- the car back
from him. He told me that he felt honor bound to give that individual
the opportunity to do so but that if he did not want to buy the car he
would be glad to transfer it to someone else in OS,. He informed me
that he would get in touch with that individual and inform me later.
Soon thereafter he did call on me and tell me that the individual had
decided that he wanted the car and that it could not be turned over to
OSS. I told him that in view of the facts it was quite all right but
reminded him that he should be sure to remove from the car the plates
which identified it as being used by members TT the American mission
in Rumania and that he should also return the papers which had been
issued by the Russian command permitting the car to circulate freely.
Such papers were necessary with each car for the purpose of passing
Russian check points and the individual makes of cars and motor numbers were specified on the permits. Major Bishop assured me he would
turn the papers and the plates in before leaving but although he did
turn in the plates and he did also turn in the Rusr,i2n permit for the
car which had expired he did not turn in the current nerrit. I have
never since seen it and presume it went with the car. This is the
same car which was used to transport Elisabeth Nezey-Feher to Belgrade
and the car there was simply turned over to the OSS commander in Belgrade. My criticism of Major Bishop is that he deliberately misrepresented the facts concerning dis p osition of the Car to me.
59. Q. Did he assure you before he departed that the car had been returned to
the Rumanian citizen?
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A. No.

60. Q. He did not.
A. I didn't think it necessary to ask for such assurance.
61. Q. Was the car in fact his property?
A. In fact, yes, to the best of my knowledge. Because of transIportation
problems in Rumania American officers were permitted to purcinse cars
from whomever they pleased.
62.

Q. Whose funds?
A. Personal money. An order authorizing purchase of such cars by officers
was issued by Brigadier General Schuyler under whom 03r; functions for
all administrative purposes. That order was later rescinded and is not
now in effect.

63.

Q. Other than relieving him from duty and restricting him to the city of
Bucharest, did you take any other disciplinary action a:ainst
Bishop?
A. No.

64.

Q. Did you threaten to take any other disciplinary action?
A. No other than to tell him that the facts concerning his failure to catch
the airplane would be reported to OS S Headquarters for such action as they
care to take.

65.

Q. Did you make such a. report?
A. Yes.

66.

Q. Who was that report made to?
A. Headquarters, 2677th Regiment, OSS (Prov.).

67. Q. Have you seen Major Bishop since he left Rumania?
A. No. I had two or three minutes conversation with him by phone in June
only because I happened to answer the telephone in Colonel fladdox's
office, 085 Headquarters, and Major Bishop had called to talk to Colonel
Maddox.
68. Q. What was the nature of this conversation?
A. It was just a routine greeting by phone and durin-, the conversation Major
Bishop said he hoped he might see me during my stay in Italy and I told
him that I would be glad to see him if an opportunity developed.
69. Q. Did he mention any personal dissatisfaction with the way he was being
treated here in Italy?
A. No.
70. Q. Did he give any indication to you that he was under possible disciplinary
action?
A. To the best of my recollection, no.
71. Q. Did he state that he had not been given an assignrent?
ROSS
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A. I do not recall that he did so state and I might have fortotten.
72.

Q. You gathered, however, no sense of dissatisfaction on his :art with

his status?
A. No.
73.

Q. It was just a purely accidental conversation?
A. Yes.

74.

Q. Had you any reason to suspect that Major Bishop might be neurotic or
physiatric or in anyway mentally unbalanced?
A. Yes, for two principal reasons. In our early conversations after my
arrival in Bucharest I talked with him at considerable length attempting to draw him out and find out what I could of his work and personal
activities. On one or two occasions he told me things which sounded a
little fantastic. For example, he told me in all seriousness one day
that all though he had never studied any foreign larrucgcs he could
understand any foreign language including Arabic, Chinese, Creek, etc,
explaining that he could tune in a radio program where foreign languages was being used and understand it satisfactorily. He could not
explain why but announced it to be true. On another occasion learning that I had been with General Motors Corporation in civilian life
he told me of his plan to bring used cars by boat load from the United
States, land them in Rumania at a Black Sea port, recondi5ion the used
cars in Rumania, drive them overland to Turkey and Syria where he would
sell them at an enormous profit. I questioned him briefly about boat
transportation during time of war, used car parts in a country like
Rumania, mechanics and frontier difficulties in Syria and Turkey hut
all such barriers were dismissed as being easily overcome. I was
rather inclined to charge this fact to a characteristic of egotism or
some similar personal cherocteristic but sometime thereafter I was talking with Colonel Dobes the medical officer for the American ACC in
Rumania and in confidence he told me that he thought perhaps Bishop
might be somewhat of a neuropic. I asked him whet caused him to form
this conclusion and he told me of Bishop coming to him to t-2,1k about
the escape activity mentioned previously. One of the suggestions which
Bishop made to Colonel Dobes and on which he solicited the reaction of
a medical man was that he believed it to be quite possible to place a
human being in a box or trunk with some ventilation and ship him out
as baggage to Italy. Colonel Dobes was quite amused but realized that
Major Bishop was serious enough that he suggested Bishop might need
some psychiatric attention.

75. Q.

A.

Colonel, do you know anything of steps that have been taken toward
discipline or reclassification of Major Bishop since his arrival in
Italy of your own knowledge?
I know that Headquarters 2677th Regiment, OSS ask that I make an
affadavit covering the cases of disobedience which I have mentioned
before and I did make and sign such an affadavit. Also I made a
similiar affadavit for a =D officer, Major Emery who was in Bucharest early in September.
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76. Q. Are there Pny other facts that you can ,give us that might be helpful
in this investigation?
A. I would like to give my own personal opinion of Bishop. I c le not think
that he is a mean, vicious person. I think in his time be he's probobly
done some good service for his country end it is not !ly desire to embarrass him seriously or cause him great difficulty. 1 feel that for
one reason or another he was misguided in some of his actions end I
don't believe any officer in time of war and in the responsible position occupied by Major Bishop should be permitted to disobey orders
without some disciplinary action being taken. Quite asi'e from the
actual facts of the case it seemed quite apparent to me that the disobedience was premeditated end willful, did not seem to be spur of the
moment or due to ignorance.
77. Q. At the risk of repeating on the record why did you not tri:e immediate
disciplinary action against Major Bishop at the time of his first offense.
A. Because of the peculiarity of the OSS Command channels, under IMJUSA as
I understand it, there is only one headquarters for OSS namely, Headquarters, 2677th Regiment, OSS, (Prov.). Mine was not a command in the
sense of being organized or designated as a company, detachment, or
similar unit under Headquarters Command, MTOUSA. I felt, therefore,
that I could not properly take action other than such as was taken and
to further report the facts to Headquarters, 2677th 2c7iment, OSS.
If you have nothing further Colonel, thank you very much.
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The

appeared before

Liajor . Robert Bishop. 0918130.4_AC,
the Inspector

General
on 25 September 1945

at
, was instructed te treat

as confidential the subject matter Of this investigation and having been
duly sworn as a witness in the investigation of the case of

Robert Bisho p . 0918130, AC

mAjny.

, testified as follows:

78• Q. rlease state your full nano, rank, organization, duty and statio2
A. Major Robert Bishop, 0918130 1. AC, formerly Chief k-2, Bucharest,
24th

Rumania, currently assigned 2677 Regt. OSS (Prov),. Caserta.

Article

79.

of

r was read and explained to the witness.

Q. Po you fully 'understand that under the provisions just road, you
need not answer questions that incriminate you, or questions thal
tend to incriminate you, or ouestions that might degrade you unless in the latter event it be in an investigation of a grave
matter where the alleged degrading question is material to the
issue?
A. Yes.
onsent to answer
ou understand that if you do dosir
such in
s as mentio
ast question to you that
the information so obtained, if it so
the Govern
, against you, or a
one whomsoever?

A.
nderstand what constitute
caning
of Title 18, U.S.C. .
- Criminal Code of the United
State
5 - was made clear to
on
es.

80. Q. You have alleged in your complaint, as I gather it, these things prejudice in your status as an officer by your Commanding Officer,
the suffering of mental agony resulting from delay in taking
action, either court-cartial or otherwise and that your military
situation has been prejudiced in your defence by departure of .
witnesses. That covers, does it not, your allegations?
a. It does.
BISHOP
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81. Q. Have you received any notice to appear before a reclassification
board?
A. No, sir.
82. Q. You have not been presented with court-martial charges?
A. No, sir.
83. Q. In your complaint, in paragraph 11, you state, "On 3 August 1945, I
was informed by Headquarters Command Allied Force as follows: t Decision has been made that reclassification proceedings in this case
are to be dropped and papers have been referred to an investigating
officer with a view to trial by general court-marLial. ' Was that
in writing?
A. Yes.
84. Q. In what type of a communication?
A. Would you like to see it?
85. Q. Yes. (Witness hands Inspector General a file dated 29 July 1945,
subject: "Reclassification Proceedings vs Il ajor Aobert Bishop")
86. Q. May I have a copy of this made?
A. Yes.
87.

Q. In January of 1W45 Lajor, Lieut. Comdr. 'iiisner departed from Rumania
and in his absence you became the Acting Commanding Officer. Is that
right?
A. Yes, sir.

88.

Q. At what time, or do you recall the date on which Lt. Col. Ross arrived

to become the new Commanding Officer?
A. I can only approximately tell, as nearly as I can recall, Comsir. Wisner
departed on 26 January &nd Lt. Col. Ross arrived approximately three
weeks later. The middle of February.

89. Q. Were you under orders to return to Italy or the United States at the
time of his arrival?
A. No, sir.
90. Q. Were your subsequent orders relieving you of duty in Bucharest a result of friction between yourself and Colonel Ross, or were the orders
independent of your relationships?
A. The only orders that I received relieving me from duty were these. I
think I attached a copy to my complaint. Dated 20 April, to proceed
on or about that date first available aircraft, to your proper station,
Bari, Italy.
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Prior to that date, 20 April ', you.had been relieved of your duties
by Col. Ross and ordered to return. to Caserta?
A. I was relieved of duty. I stated it rather clearly, the circumstances,
in my letter.

91.

c .

92.

Q. In paragraph 2j you statea_aa
a2Shortly after the arrival of Lt. Col. Ross

I received a cable to wind up 4- affairs and report to London for a
new assignment." "fat Was that cable?
A. I believe, as nea, as I recall, it was a cable. There were several
cables about-ftry departure. That was either a cable from Caserta or
_Londonganizationally it was not always clear what your position
was and we would get orders from London or Washington or Caserta.
- - 9- • Q. That cable, however, did in fact end your assignment in Bucharest as
soon as you could get available transportation out?
A. Yes, sir..
94.

Thete was confusion over your ability to take a 3ritish plane on 11.
April and as a result of your not taking that plane, you were reprimanded, relieved from duty, and limited to the City of Bucharest by
Lt. Col. Ross, were you not?
A. Yes, sir.

95.

Q. What was the reason why you were unable to take a plane on 2i hours
notice when, a month before, • or thereabouts, you had been notified by
cable to wind up your affairs?
AL The situation was this. I am not sure about the date of this cable
as far as that is concerned. We were having some difficulty with the
Russians at that time. The suddenly started to clear all American .
personnel. We had expected to have a plane leaving the 18th of April,
at which time General Schuyler was coming up. Naturally I went ahead
doing my work, making suitable arrangements for
temporary successor.
On the morning of 11 April, Lt. Col. Robert Emmens telephoned me at.
1030 and said I had just been cleared by the Russians and there is a
British plane leaving around noon or 1 o'clock. He said can you make
it? Matuaially he . caught me suite by surprise and, more-or-less thinking out loud, I Said I don't see how I can. He said he would take my
name off the list.'

4

96.

Q. Where were you when that telephone call came?
A. 'Just leaving my home as the phone rang.

97.

Q. Where did you go from there?

A. I had an appointment withaa Rumanian of German origin in an effort to
work out contacts in some intelligence arrangements for my successor,
Lt. Thames.
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98.

Q. Do you feel that Col. Ross's attitude on finding that you missed

99.

Q. You had differences with Col. Ross before, did you not?
A. For some strange reason there was friction between us almost from the
time he got there. It is rather difficult to explain without getting
into the big picture of OSS and British relationships and things
that entered into it.

100.

Q. Had he shown you any previous animosity?
A. Well, there had been instances. What in my opinion was perhaps the
main basis for any friction - I don't like to have to go into this
broad intelligence picture but I will try to touch it. It is pretty
hard to draw a fine line between counter-ittelligence and positive
intelligence. I had a large number of agents, many contacts, who,
in addition to the counter-intelligence material, turned in a lot
of valuable positive intelligence, and with all due modesty, I think
that perhaps some of our better information came through my contacts
and I thought that it caused a certain amount of resentment. I am
sure that it did. I can give you one specific example. You have it
in one of these exhibits, a statement from Pfc Popa. The British had
processed some 200 rolls of captured German film which had a lot of
information on the Russians, We considered it to be pretty important.

that plane and his reprimand, your being relieved of duty and being
confined to the City as unjust and from a personal animosity and not
sense of duty?
4. Yes, sir.

101. Q. What did this have to do with Colonel Ross?
A. As I recall it, 1 cabled my branch in Washington, said we had them,
and what should be done with them? I received a cable back telling
us to ship them to such and such a place. Colonel Ross and his asiistant, Captain Maaison heard about them and Colonel Ross dressed me
down a little, he said I should have turned those over to him. He
would like to have credit for them. That is about it.
102.

Q. No action against you was taken until after your return to Caserta

103.

Q. When you reported back to the 2677th what did the Commanding Officer
give you to do, if anything?

was it?
A. Only the reprimand. by Colonel Ross. No proceedings of any kind.

A. I did not seen the Commanding Officer. I saw Major Erdwurm, Chief
of the X-2 branch who gave me some orders which said write in detail
a report concerning my work and activities in Bucharest and which
limited my contacts to the immediate vicinity of the 2677th.

104.
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Q. You mean that you were instructed by him not to leave the vicinity,
or was it the nature of the work which restricted you?
A. Maybe I have a copy of it here. (Witness quotes from letter) "While
on duty with this Organization, you will limit your activities and
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105.

Q. Where is the Regimental Headcjiarters?

A. It was up on the mountain behind the Cascades.

106. Q. Were you limited to that area in social contacts? Could you come
to Caserta to the movies?
A. I do not know, sir, I never asked.
107.

Q. Did you assume that you were supposed to remain there all the time?
A. I ,suppose so. I was very busy writing my report.

108. Q. Was that restriction relaxed later?
A. In effect, yes. Dl ot in writing. What happened was that after I
had submitted my report, maybe 10 days or 2 weeks later probably,
•
Erdwurm told rile I would be proceeding to London almost any day.
Meanwhile I had met an old friend of mine from the Navy. He was
out visiting Colonel Glavin and two other officers, and he invited
•
me to come over to Naples , and live in his apartMent until I departed
for London, which was considered imminent. So several days later I
asked Major . •
if that was permissable. he said he had no objection, so I went to Naples.
•

.& dwurrn

109. Q. You have been there ever since?
A. Yes, sir.
110. Q. Did Major Erdwurm, in giving you these written orders to remain in
the vicinity of Regimental Headquarters, state that you were under
possible court-martial charges later to be drawn or other disciplinary
action?
A. He said that as soon as I had, finished my report we would discuss
the whole thing, and he didn't know when he presumed I would proceed
on to London, as near as I can recall the conversation.
111. Q. Did it occur to you that the restriction in the area was unusual?
A. Yes, sir.
112.

Q. Did you question it?
A. No, sir.

•113. Q. Why not?
A. I don't know. I was so concerned about getting my report written
and being on my way. I realized there was a lot of friction and
wanted to be , on my way. This whole thing baffled me. 1 couldn't
understand. it.
114. Q. After you moved to Naples, What happened next? Did you make a move
or did your command make a move?
A. The understanding that I was to go to London continued for, as near
as I can recall, maybe 2 weeks or so. Meanwhile, I was calling in
by telephone with Major Erdwurm to see if there was anything new.
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Probably 2 weeks later he told me it was decided that they would not
send me to London but that I would be going home by boat; that he
asked or travel orders for me. I heard nothing further until, I
think, about 4 June when Major Erdwurm said that reclassification
proceddings would be instituted against me.
115.

Q. Was that a surprise?
A. Yes, sir.

116. Q. You hadn't expected anything?
A. I had expected to go to London, then to a.shington.
117. Q. At that time your military conscience was clear of any charges?
A. Les, sir.
118.

Q. Did you inquire from him on what reclassification proceedings were
being instituted?
A. Yes, sir.

119.

Q. What was his reply?
A. he said it was in connection with the alleged matter of Mrs. hincaid,
formerly Miss Llisabeth Mezey—Feher.

120. Q. What was that affair?
A. Miss Feher, a young lady who worked for me on a voluntary basis in
Bucharest for quite a whi6 — she and a young lieutenant on General
Schuyler's staff became engaged.
121. Q. 'A° was he?
A. Lieutenant William Spector. Before he made necessary arrangements
to marry here he was ordered to a new station. Came to Italy where
he made arranements with someone here, I don't knowl .hom, to get her
an AFHQ pass to enter Italy. That authorization was communicated to
General Schuyler, who gave here that authorization. I knew that she
intended to leave Rumania and to come here. She was having difficulty
getting Russian clearance to get out. She had informed me of some
friends of long standing who were on good terms with the Serbians and
who would help her Much to my surprise, she arrived in ItElly about
the same time I dic4 from Belgrade.
122. Q. Do: you know how she got from Bucharest to Belgrade?
A. She went by automobile.
123.

Q. Was that a private vehicle or a military vehicle?
A. A private vehicle.

124. Q. How did she get out of Rumania?
A. I am not sure how she got from Bucharest to Timisoara, Rumania.
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125.

Q. how about from there to Belgrade?
A. I don't know how she got there except that it has been stated to OB
by Major Erdwurm that she used an automobile which Was formerly mine,
driven by a Rumanian, a Lt. Negropontes.

126.

Q. Did you have any connection with Lt. Negropontes?
A. Yes, he was my liaison officer with the Rumanians.

127.

Q. Did ye have access to your car?
A. Yes, sir. He had a car of his own. To give you a broader picture of
this whole thing - the situation became very critical in Rumania as
about the last week in February when Vichinski forced the resignation
of Radescu, who immediately went into hiding at the British Mission.
Every time a car left the mission it was follwed by one or more cars.
Americans were being watched as well as the British. ilost of the
people who had established Anglo-American relationships or had been
close to the Missions in any way began to fear somewhat for their
own personal safety. People who had served the Allied cause, the
British and American cause, during the war were growing very apprehensive. In particular, there was a group of Poles who had been
very clever in their espionage work. They were attached to the
British through the London Polish Government and were being sought
by the Russians. I never had any contact with these Poles myself.
Lt. Norman Armour, who had been assigned to me by General Schuyler
as a liaison officer, interested himself in the Poles and wanted to
help them and there was a conversation about passible excape routes,
not for any one person or group of individuals but a matter of having
a channel open if we were ever faced with a serious emergency. At
that particular time, there was net a strong feeling but a slight
apprehension on our part that if this feeling of the Russians became
any worse, that we might have to leave some other way than by air'craft. Negropontes himself was very anxious to find some way to
get himself and his family out if it became necessary. The Negroponte's family is one of the wealthiest families thereand very
prominent. Their sons were educated in the American College in
Istangul - Roberts College. And one of his ideas was to use the
Queen's estate. I am not very clear whether it was the Queen of
Rumania or the Queen of Greece. • It was his idea that probably he,
his family, or anyone else who was in serious danger could enter the
estate on the Rumanian side - there ware no guards, from what he
said - and go into Yugoslavia from the other side of the estate.
I don't like to go into things that I am not personsilly familiar
with but I would like you to have this whole general picture, as
far as I can recall it. Lt. Negropontes and Lt. Armour had some
conversation about some possible emcppe routes'. I don't know just
what was done or what arrangements were made or anything. Major
Thomas Hogg, of the British Mission and I had a knowledge of the
discussions about the possible necessity in possibly helping some
of the pefuple and, if my memory is correct, Hogg had drawn up a
BISHOP
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list of peiple they would want to help. Hogg told me something
which is not quite clear in my mind now, I don't remember the exact
circumstances but as near as I can remember it, he said that Lt.
Armour had discussed this matter with him and then had taken up the
matter with one of the two British Diplomats, either Mr. Marjoriebanks
or Mr. Larougstel. headquarters was very much concerned because he
said this was the sort of thing that shoulu be kept in intelligence
channels and should not be brought to the attention of Diplomats.
Armour's interest was primarily in these Poles who, incidentally, were
all lost. Some were openly arrested and some kidnapped by the Russians
and it was around this time or early thereafter that Lt. Col. Ross
told me that he had been talking with General Schuyler about this
matter and that General Schgyler was very much concerned, and he
wanted to know if I had done anything and gotten any of these people
out or anything and I said no. That's sort of a general background
on that.
128. Q. Did you receivedany orders from Col. Ross about this time regarding
any connection you might have with this undergrouna escape route?
A. No, sir. He said just what I have told you, that General Schuyler
was very much concerned with it.
129. Q. But he didn't definitely order you to have nothing to do with the
arrangements made?
A. No, sir.
130. Q. Would any assistance that you might have rendered Elisabeth Mezey-Feher
have been in violation of any orders you received while in Bucharest?
A. Not to my knowledge.
131. Q. You could have, with a clear conscience, given her:, any assistance
that was in your power?
A. Well, I don't know that I could have given her, any real assistance
in the first place but all of this more-or-less was just my own
knowledge of what was going on, not what I did.
132.

Q. Then if your car had been used for transporting her.without Russian

clearance out of Rumania, would that have been a violation of any
working order?
A. Not that I know. The ii:ussians would probably have taken that view
of it, but I don't know of any orders.
133.

Q. If your car had been apprehended by the Russians in an attempt to

get her across the border, that would have resulted in serious
diplomatic complications, would it not?
A. That I don't know. As I understand it, there is tight Russian control around Bucharest but not on the borders, except on the Bulgarian
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border. Mr. Berry and I were talking one day and he pointed out
the lack of control and the fact that he and his assistant had
been driving one Sunday and they decided they wanted to go to
Yugoslavia and they went over and there was no control or border
guards. But the Whole point here, sir, about the alleged use of
my car. In the first place, I don't know definitely that it was
used because it was taken without my knowledge. I had no way of
knowing about it as it was taken after I left RumaiLia. I had
loaned Negropontes my car because his car, which was a military
car, had motor trouble. I was confined to the City Bucharest and
didn't need my car.
134. Q. ihat final disposition did you make of your car?
A. The car was to be turned back to the man who got it for me. When
'Negropontes came back he was to turn it over to him.
135.

Q. Negropontes did borrow the car for a period of time while his was
disabled and he was tu return it to the former owner when he was
through with it?
A. That's right.

136.

Q. vias the car your personal property?
A. I had bought it, yes, sir.

137.

Q. Was Negropontes to obtain a stated price for it?
A. That was a very- nominal sum that was paid. The fact was the Rumanians
were glad to sell their cars to us for a nominal price rather than
have the Russians confiscate them and send them to Moscow.

138.

Q. How much was actually involved in the price?
A. Seventy—five dollars or so.

139.

Q. Now to come back to Italy again. Major Erdwurm informed you about
4 June that reclassification proceedings were to be instituted,
using the Miss Feher escape as the grounds, allegedly?
A. Yes, sir.

140.

Q. that happened next, anything that is not noted here in paragraph 8
(looking at complaint)?
A. Well there is the occurrence in parggraph 7 (referring to complaint).
As you can understand, I became very concerned about this thing. I
could not understand what it was all about and thought perhaps I
should have some legal advice, so went over here to the palace and
wandered around and found the Air Corps Judge Advocate Office and I
went in. There was a young Captain on duty there, a Captain Wilkerson,
and he said that since I wasn't attched to the Leadeuarters, he
couldn't take an official interest in it but on a personal basis
he would be glad to advise me. I told him that we were to have that
interview on June 9, as I recall it, before Lt. Col. Maddox, the
Executive Officer. So Captain Wilkerson and I went to the headquarters
of the 2677th and were informed by Colonel Maddox they discovered they
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had no authority to hold such an interview and that it had to go to
the next higher caauand.
141.

Did you then go to see Colonel Ramsey?
A. I didn't see Colonel Ramsey until the 27th of July.

142.

C. But on the 20th of June you got the copy of the recommendation?
A. Yes.

143.

• You have that with you?
A. No, sir, I don't have it.

144.

Q. I would like to see it if you will h ve Captain ..ilkerson make a
certified true copy of that notice?
A. Yes, sir.

145.

• That notice was a notice of an interview, was it not?
A. It was an efficiency report and some other documents to which I was
to make reply, which I did.

146.

Q. It wasn't actually a notice of a reclassification board meeting,
was it?
A. No, it was a notice that reclassification proceedings would be introduced against me. I thought that was the beginning.

147.

Q. It was not then until early August that you were actually interviewed
by hajor Erdwurm and Colonel Ramsey, is that true?
A. 27 July.

148.

Q.

149.

Q. That statement in paragraph 11 of your complaint was brought out
by your application for a decision was it not?
A. It was in those papers which I have turned over to you for copying.

150.

Q. Major, you must have a considerable knowledge of languages?
A. Unfortunately I don't.

151.

;4. how did you get along in Rumania?
A. Well, that is a strange thing. I am of the opinion that we have
overestimated the necessity of languages. I was considerably worried
because I couldn't learn these languages. I had studied some French
of course and some Spanish and a little Portuggese, and I found I
knew less French than when I went there. EVerybody speaks English.

And that terminated by this notice that decision had been made to
drop reclassification proceedings and referred to possible courtmartial?
A. That's right.
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152. Q. So actually you didn't know Aumanian or French?
A. No, sir.
153. Q. What was your background prior to your service in the Army?
A. I was a newspaper man for a number of years. I studied law and
was &ecutive Assistant to Governor Horner of Illinois for six years.
154. Q. Is your home in Chicago?
A. Yes, sir, was.
155.

Q. e-is OSS your first assignment in the Army?
A. No, sir. When the 7th of December came around I went to work for
the predecessor of OSS, COI. The part I was in was called the Foreign
Information Service. When the COI was disbanded by President Roosevelt
in July 1942, Foreign Information Service became the overseas branch
of OWI and I was taken along there.

156. Q. What is COI?
A. Coordinator of Information.
157.

Q. And that was absorbed by OWI?

158.

Q; What side did you go into?

A. Part was absorbed by OWI and the part that remained became OSS.

A. OWI. The whole Foreign information Service was transferred into
O. I was a little tired of be:Jig a civilian and one day I met
Colonel .Sorenson who was A-2 and told hilt would like to join the
Army. h e waid"we would be glad to have you." I went to.00S, Miami,
then to Harrisburgh to intelligence school and General Sorenson
pulled me back to Washington to be in his office. I spent almost a
year with him. He was ordered out and I went out with the Chief of
the Air Staff Division called Lanagement Control and I became Chief
of the Intelligence Branch out there. A friena of mine in AC was
going down to Turkey for OSS, he had been there previously, He is a
college man, rather an outstanding one, named John Maxson.

159. Q. You were transferred from Air Staff to OSS?
A. Yes.
160. Q. When you went to Turkey?
A. Yes, sir. From Turkey I want to Rumania.
161. Q. Frankly, Major, except for a thoroughly unnecessary delay in clearing
this matter up I don't think yet that you have been prejudiced. If
you are accused of violation of Articles of War, Colonel Ross would
be a necessary witness. He is available. If the Mis Feher incident
came up she would be a necessary witness. Is she in Italy?
A. No, sir. She is married to Colonel Kincaid and they have all gone.
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162. Q. however, they would be in a worse position thah the accused in producing testimony.
A. Well, at the time of the notice I asked to ,r;o back to Let statements.
They wouldn't permit it. Some of fay witnesses have gone to the
States. —y successor would be a principal witness.
163. Q. The proceeding you went to was not reclassification but was a step
to consider whether it was necessary or not. There is no accusation made on which you can base any defense. it is simply the
gathering of data accusing you of failures to accomodate yourself
to your job. how mach has General Donovan appeared in this thing?
A. That is something that you would have to ascertain from the OSS
pedople. I have no way of knowing.
164. Q. You don't know whether he has said "Don't do anything until I get
there?"
A. I have heard a lot of things but can't say for sure.
165. Q. He is the head of OSS?
A. Yes, sir.
166. Q. What is your telephone number?
A. 16010. at the palace I am at Capt. Wilkerson's office — 591.
167. Q. Have you anything else you would like to add to thi record?
A. I think you can get a little more about the background if you tiaked
to Captail Wilkerson.
168. Q. I expect to talk to him. Will you be available if I should want to
interview you at a future date?
A. Yes, sir.
Thank you very much Major.
Witness excused.
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Major Grahgm Erdwurm 0-43371
fore the Inspector

0

appeared be-

at Casertr:,1, Italy

General
on 27 September 19115

;was instructed to treat

as confidential the subject matter of this investigation and having been
duly sworn as a witness in the investigation of the case of Major

Robert Bishop 0-916130, AO

,

testified as follows:

169 Q. Please state your full name, rank, organization, duty and station?
A. Graham Erdwairm, Major, 0-453371, assigned to OSS War Department,
attached 2677 Regiment, OSS.
The 24th Article of War was read and explained to the witness.

170 Q. Do you fully understand that under the provisions just road, you

need not answer questions that incriminate you, or questions that
tend to incriminate you, or questions that might degrade you unless in the latter event it be in an investigation of a grave
matter where the alleged degrading question is material to the
issue?
A. Yes.
o you understand that if you do desire or consent to answer
as mentioned in my last question to you that
such i • •
so obtained, if it so
the Government may use
chooses, against you, or against anyone whomsoe
A. Yes.
and what constitutes perjury (the meaning
' t = c • ted
of Title 18, U.S.C.A., Sec
States, Section 125 - was made clear to him)?
A. Yes,

171 Q. You knaff Major Bishop, do you not?
A. Yes Sir.
172 Q. When did you first meet Major Bishop?
A. 22 April of this year.
Was that on his return from Roumania?
A. The day he returned.

173. Q.
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174 Q. Was he re p orting for duty with the 2677th Hegiment on that day?
A. He was reporting to the 2677th Regiment to the best of my knowledge
in transit to Washington or London for further investigation or
assignment.
175 Q. You say for an investigation?
A. For an investigation of his activities in Bucharest.
176. Q. What orders or documents do you have that assure you that he was under
a shadow for his actions in Roumania? What
mean is this. You state
that he Was going to Washington for an investigation in which he was .
apparently involved. How did you know this?
A. From orders Of my immediate superior Officer. In OSS we have both a
vertical. organization and a horizontal organization.

I

177 Q. Which is administrative?
.
I. In OSS.depending upon the situation, either one. The vertical organization
of command as far as Major Bishop was Concerned was from Major Bishop
to Lt. Col. Ross to Colonel 'Glavin, CO, 2677th Regiment to Colonel Ramsey,
CO, Hq Command AF to General McNerney. Horizontal organization - from
Major Bishop to Major Erdwurm of X-2 to the Chief of his branch in
Caserta to the Chief of his branch in London, Mr. Norman Pearson, to
the world chief of branch, Mr. James R. Murphy in Washington to General
Donovan.
178

Q. DO you have a copy of the orders on which Bishop reported from Roumania?
A. Travel from Roumania has always been casual and special planes such as
Major Bishop travelled on, travelled by local arrangement with the Allied
Commission and not on any specified written orders from Caserta or
Roumania.

179 Q. Major the question I have asked is - haw did you know, when Major Bishop
arrived in Caserta, that he was to be investigated?
A. On 6 or thereabouts of April, I personally-went to London and Paris
where I discussed this matter with Mr. Pearson in London and Mr. Murphy
who was then in Paris. They were very concerned that Bishop had not
responded to the cables of 25 February.
180, Q. Please answer my specific question. I am not interested in this, I want'
to know why?
A. They informed me that Bishop should be removed from Bucharest as quickly
as possible for alleged investigation of his activities to be performed
in Washington.
181 Q. Major Bishop quoted to me from a letter which he stated you gave him as
follows, "While on duty with this organization you will limit your
activities and movements to the area immediately surrounding the
Regimental Headquarters and you will not visit other headquarters and
other agencies without the permission of the CO". I see by this letter
of 23 April that the second paragraph is substantially that quotation.
Has this restriction been lifted?
A. Without direct reference to the letter - the restriction was lifted on
or about 31 July.
ERDWURM
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182 Q. You lifted that verbally?
A. Yes.
183. Q. Was Major Bishop under Court Martial charges during the period from
23 April 1945 until lifting of this restriction?
A. No charges have been placed against Major Bishop to this date.
184 Q. Did this restriction limit Major Bishop in his off-duty hours and social
contacts?
A. No. He was permitted to live in Naples or any place of his awn discretion.
185 Q. Major, the second paragraph here states "while on daty with this regiment
you will limit your activities and movements to the immediate surroundings
of Regimental Headquarters".
A. That area has been interpreted since that order was published to include
the Caserta-Naples area, Allied Force Area - without travel orders.
186 Q. Under well understood military practice it is the duty of every officer
to know that his movements are restricted to the general area of his
headquarters without such orders being in writing. Why was it necessary
in this case to give Major Bishop such written orders if the alleged area
is as large as you indicate?
A. There was a definite reason at that time which I don't think has any
bearing an the matter. The order was given at the express order of
Colonel Glavin.
187 Q. The Manual for Courts Martial, Chapter 23, Section 102 f, Page 94 reads
as follows: "Restriction to limits -- this form. of punishment is rather
a deprivation of privileges than confinement, etc." In your opinion,
is paragraph 2 of letter 23 April a restriction to limits?
A. No.
188. Q. Are you sure within your awn knowledge that it was not so intended?
A. I can't answer that without knowing Colonel Glavin's thoughts.
189. Q. Did Uolonel Glavin express to you any desire or command that Major Bishop
should be limited more than any other officer in this command as to his
movements?
A. Yes, there was a definite reason I would gladly tal you but I don't
think it is a part of the testimony.
190 Q. Unfortunately for you Major, I will make that decision - answer the
question.
A. Miss Feher was expected to arrive at the airport at Bari and it was
uolonel Glavin's express order that Bishop was to be limited to the
activities of the Naples-Caserta area and be allowed no contacts with
Miss Feher.
191 Q. Major, if you found it necessary to go to Bari and return under the
regulations of your unit, would it be necessary to have travel orders?
A. Yes sir.
192 Q. Am I right then in assuming that to have properly made such a trip,
Major Bishop would have required travel orders?
A. Yes sir.
ERDWURM
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193 Q. Then basically'Cdlonel Glavin uS puitose WaS to invite Major Bishop's

attention to the normal limits of any officer's movements within the
local command rather than to restrict him any more than any other officer?
A. Yes sir.

194 Q. Will you put in a few words as best you know the reason for paragraph 2

of this letter reierred,to?
A. In my opinion, Colonel ulavin gave me this verbal order to limit Major
Bishop's movements for the reason of operational security of the
organization and to point out to Major Bishop that he was not to go to
Bari, Italy or to make other free movements within Italy without
Colonel Glavin's prior permission.

195 Q. Do you think Major Bishop understood that he was restricted by this order

no more than other officers of the local unit?
A. I believe so. Major Bishop has continuously resided in Naples since his
arriv1 in Caserta.

196 Q. In Major Bishop's complaint, he makes the following statement: "After

having submitted the report (which was the report requested in the
letter 23 April, I believe) I was interrogated by Major Erdwurm who
showed open hostility and intimated that I would lost my commission in
the Army". Do you recall the occasion of his submitting his report?
A. Yes.

197 Q. Do you recall having any feeling of hostility toward Major Bishop at
that time?
A. No.
198 Q. id you intimate to him that he might lose his commission?
A. When presented by Major Bishop with replies to some of the informal
allegations that had been made concerning his conduct in Bucharest and
upon receiving his open statement concerning the allegations, I felt that
some of the acts which he stated had occured were of sufficient gravity
so as to prejudice his standing as an officer in the Army and I freely
expressed this opinion to him in the informal, in-camera, interrogation
in the presence of Major Charles W. Hostler.
199 Q. Had you been instructed to intimate to Major Bishop that he might lose

his commission?
A. No, the expression was produced by my deep disappointment concerning
these activities.

200 Q. At the end of this conversation, Bishop then asked Permission to see
Colonel Glavin?
A. Yes.
201 Q. Did you tell him to come back the next day and you would arrange for an

interview?
A. No.

202 Q. What was the answer to his request?
A. I immediately requested Lt. Col. Norman N. Newhouse, Executive Officer,
2677th Regiment for permission for Bishop to see Colonel Glavin.
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203 Q. What haopenedthen?
A. To the best of 'my knowledge
Colonel Glavin and on 3 May
Glavin stating - this is it

•
Colonel Newhouse took up the matter with
I received a written answer from Colonel
(he hands the I.G. a paper).

204 Q. In this "buckslip" from the CO to uolonel Newhouse and yourself this
statement is made, "since this officer at the present time is the
subject of an investigation in respect to his performance to duty of
the X-2 Branch, etc". Who was the investigating officer?
A. Due to the peculiar OSS system of administration, no formal order had
ever been issued by Colonel Glavin appointing an officer or board of
officers to investigate Major Bishop or his activities.
205 Q.
A.

Any CO can institute an inquiry concerning one of his subordinate
officers but usually he pursues it or has someone do it for him?
I have no knowledge of any investigating officer other than the
directive Colonel Glavin gave me to interrogate Major Bishop.

206 Q. Have you any idea why Colonel Glavin didn't see Bishop?
A. I don't know. Colonel Glavin was not prone to give interviews to his
subordinate officers except in cases where he considered these interviews
to be necessar7.
207 Q. On or about 4 June, did you inform Major Bishop that reclassification
proceedings were being instituted against hlm/
A. On or about 1 June, Major General Donovan passed through Caserta at
which time the staff Study which T had submitted was presented to him.
I believe he initialed Colonel Glavin's copy of this staff study with the
recommendation that reclassification proceedings be inetituted in the
theater. I did not discuss the matter with either General Donovan or
Colonel Glavin during the entire period of General Donovan's stay in
Caserta.
208 Q. Major, you were familiar with the material developed in this staff study?
A. I prepared the staff study personally.
209 Q. Were you of the opinion on completion of that staff study that Major
Bishop was simply unfit for the type of work to which he had been
assigned or did you have the feeling or evidence that he was derelict
in his duties for which he might be held criminally responsible? What
I mean in brief is - was he unfit for his job or being fitted for his
job, had he mishandled it?
A. I feel that both apply in this instance and that Major Bishop mishandled
his assignment in Bucharest but could creditably handle an assignment at
lower rank within the organization and I therefore recommended in my
staff study that demotion proceedings be instituted in this case.
210 Q. Then about a week later Major Bishop was informed of the reclassification
proceedings about to be instituted? Is that right?
A. I have no knowledge of this in that I was in the European Theater.
211 Q. When did you next have knowledge?
A. my next knowledge was on the 11th of June when I received in Marseilles a
cable from Newhouse ordering me to return to Caserta immediately to give
testimony in a reclassification proceeding that had been instituted
against Major Bishop.
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r.
212 Q. What next?
A. I returned to Caserta and made a deposition before Lt. MacKenzie,
Assistant Adjutant, 2677th Regiment.
213 Q. Do you have a copy of that deposition?
A. I do not have a copy.
.
214 Q. Do you recall the date?
A. I do not have a copy but the date was 15 June.
215 Q. What was the proper echelon in your a)mmand for the processing of
reclassification proceedings?
A. "'olonel Glavin as Regimental CO, would be instituting officer. His
immediate administrative commander, eolonel Ramsey, Hq Command AF,
would be interviewing officer.
216. Q. As I understand it, Colonel Ramsey was the interviewing officer?
A. Yes.
217 Q. Did you appear bebre Colonel Ramsey?
A. Yes.
218 Q. On what date?
A. 27 July 1945.
219 Q. Do you know the purpose of an investigating officer in reclassification
proceedings?
A. I have read the Army Regulations concerning reclassification. The
purpose is to determine to the best of his ability whether reclassification
proceedings covering the alleged act are valid and whether they are to be
referred to a Reclassification Board for disposition or to a Courts
Martial for disciplinary action or are to be dropped without further
action. he interviewing officer also by regulations gives the accused
the opportunity of giving his resignation from the service or accepting
demotion. Such resignation maybe honorable or otherwise as higher
authority may determine.
220 Q. What is the next knowledge you have of the Bishop case after Colonel
Ramsey's interview preparatory to reclassification proceedings?
A. Up to the date that I permanently departed from Caserta to Rome on
26 July, no word had been received by me concerning any decision that
Colonel Ramsey might have made. I returned to Caserta for the first
time on or about 6 August. In the interim period, Uolonel Glavin had
departed for the United 6tates and I was informed by Lt. Col. Newhouse
that uolonel Ramsey had suspended the reclassification proceedings and
was desirous of getting a staff officer of Headquarters Command into
Bucharest for the purpose of informally ascertaining what evidence might
be secured for the purpose of substantiating certain specifications that
might be brought against Major Bishop.
221 Q. Do you know whether or not General Donovan was notified of the termination
of reclassification proceedings and Colonel Ramsey's recommendation of
Courts Martial?
A. I was informed by Colonel Newhouse that a cable was dispatched to
General Donovan informing him of this decision and requesting his
concurrence.
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222 Q. Do you know what his reply was?
A. On or about 10 August 1945 a reply which I have seen was received
from General Donovan instructing that Courts Martial charges were to
be preferred.
223 Q. According to the evidence you have given, Major, the staff study that
Occupies the period from Major Bishop's arrival in Caserta until about
1 June 1945 cannot be interpreted as .a criminal proceeding under the
Manual of Courts Martial, can it?
A. No. The staff study was prepared for the sole purpose of .determining
whether organizational security had been breached by Major Bishop's
activities.
224 Q. Is this a usual or unusual proceeding in your organization?
A. The maintenance of security within OSS has always been a function of
OSS separate from ordinary OSS administration or disciplinary matters
within OSS.
225 Q. Therefore, under similar circumstances involving other individuals a
Similar procedure would have been followed?
A. Yes.
226 Q. In his position as Major Bishop's CO in Bucharest could Colonel Ross
have brought Courts Martial charges against Major Bishop is he felt
Major Bishop's actions in Bucharest warranted sucn charges?
A. Yes, but ordinarily such action would not be taken by a member of one
branch of 053 against another branch of OSS irrespective of their
command subordinte position without reference to Washington.
227 Q. Do you think there has been any unnecessary delay in the handling of
the Bishop case since his arrival in Caserta?
A. No. However, .I do feel that certain unfortunate delays have occured.
These I mill enumerate:.
1st - Colonel Glavin's delay of decision in regard to the staff
study pending instructions from General Donovan.
2nd. - The presentation of reclassification charges to Headquarters
Command which were returned to 2677th Regiment for correction
and revision.
3rd - Colonel Glavin's absence from Caserta during the latter
fortnight in July.
4th - Major Emery's inability to secure immediate cleanance to go to
Bucharest.
5th - Suspension of further action at the request of General Donovan
on the 16th of September.
(Major Erdwurm hands the I. G. a cable.
228 Q. This cable for Maddox, Ross or CO, OSS Rome and Caserta from 109
reads "I am greatly concerned the Bishop case. You ar e, i nstructed to
see that nothing is done until my return. Please confirm. Also
understand Bishop about to be placed in hospital. Advise priority
facts concerning this. Now probable may be necessary to have 'him
sent to Washington". This was rePeived 16 September 1945.
229 Q.
A.

Do you know who advised General Donovan of Colonel Ross's decision to
have the case investigated as prdbabler Courts Martial?
No Sir. I assume it was u olonel Glavin by cable to General Donovan
around the dth of August.
7 ;I. 1(
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230 Q. Was General Donovan being kept informed of any progress or changes
in the Bishop case?
A. Yes sir.
231 Q Major Bishop has on several occasions attempted to defend himself in
writing through a personal attorney. Where these in response to
requests or were they his awn actions?
A. All communications originated by Major Bishop which had passed through
my hands were initiated on his awn responsibility.
232 Q. Actually at no time has Major Bishop been under any charges or any kind
or under reclssification board proceedings?
A. No. I would like to introduce the four tentative charges. Upon his
return from Bucharest, Major Emery as an officer who has knowledge of
the facts, drew these as sufficient specifications for my preferring of
charges. I have not preferred any charges agAnst Major Bishop nor do
I know of any other officer who has preferred charges against Major
Bishop.
233

Q.
A.

The fact that you have not preferred these charges is because of
General Donovan's wishes?
No sir. I am responsible to Colonel Maddox, 00, 2677th Regiment although
he may or may not have received instructions from General Donovan.
Any
failure on my part to press charges has been in result of this cable from
Colonel Maddox which I present the I.G.

234

Q.

I read the cable into the record - "Major Erdwurm, OSS. Liaison, G-2
Sedtion from Colonel Maddox - In view Washington 648 relayed to you,
suspend all action Bishop case. DO not prefer charges until instructed.
Consult Maloney and send immediately full report giving exact present
status of case and Maloney's recommendations. Enclose copy charges you
had prepared for serving. Send by courier or bring up personally by
Monday Afternoon". This message is stamped - Received 16 September 1945.

235

Q.

In my questioning I have not yet referred to Major Emery's trip to
Roumania but, Major, I would like your opinion as to the legality of
such a proceeding if you are familiar with Courts Martial proceedings.
I understand that Major Emery occupied a position as uolonel Ramsey's
Staff. Judge Advocate and in such a position advised Uolonel Ramsey on
all military legal matters that arose within his jurisdiction. With
regard to the legality of Major Emery's trip, I do not care to mmment
inasmuch as I had insifficient legal knowledge.

A.

236 Q. Major, do you know who initiated the step that was taken attempting to
obtain a psychiatric examination of Major Bishop?
A. The suggestion that Bishop be placed in a hospital for observation was
made to me on or about 11 September by Major Emery as a result of his
investigation in Roumania concerning Bishop's activities.
237. Q.

A.

In addition to this reccmmendation, did Major Emery advise Courts Martial
charges?
Yes, and I give you a copy of the specifications prepared by Major Emery
as suggested specifications for my use. (Include in record as Exhibit 4).
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238 Q. Do you think that -Major Bishop's - ability to defend himself has been

A.
239 Q.
A.

prejudiced by the delay which has occured?
No. I feel the delay has worked equal difficulty on both the prosecution
and defense.

Bishop also complains of suffering mental anxiety because of five months
delayed action in his case. Has he ever exhibited any signs of this
mental anxiety?
Major Bishop has often expressed to me his desire to ' , get this whole thing
over with". I assume this expression could be construed as a result of
mental anxiety of Major Bishop's part concerning the whole proceeding.

240 Q. He also states that gossip and inneundo have reached friends in the

'U.S. causing irreparable damage to his entire career. Isn't it true
that this whole affair having to do with military security is unlikely
to become the subject of gossip, or could it become common knowledge of
his friends?
in
A. I assume Major Bishop refers to his friends with organic structure of
OSS. I is possible that hearsay within the organization may have
reached Washington but true knowledge of the facts concerned and the
allegations made against Major Bishop have been confined to a relatively
small number of people all of whom I regard as secure.

241 Q. Have you anything else, Major, that you would like to add?
A. Yes, I would like to introduce this document ' , Chronological Summary,
Case of Major Robert Bishop, A.C., dated 18 September 1945".
242 Q. Is there any other documentary evidence you mould like to present?
A. Yes sir. I am extremely concerned by Major Bishop's allegation that I
have been openly hostile to him at times during the time of 22 April

1945 to the present, and although I will freely admit that I was greatly

disappointed by Major Bishop's activities in Bucharest, I have at no
time felt a feeling of hostility toward this officer. It might be stated
that I have been informed that Major Bishop's activities under my direction
reflected adversely on my efficiency report as of 30 June 1945.
(witness excused)
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Lajor Charles W.
the Inspector

Hostler, A,Q

appeared before

0-42121420

Major R.C. BeleviUe. IIGDS at Caserta. Italy
on

sc)da

29 iteir 1945

, was instructed to treat

as confidential the subject matter of this investigation and having boon
duly sworn as a witness in the investigation of the case of hajor

Robert Bishap 0-13130,
243

, testified as follows:

rlease state your Pull name, rank, organization, duty and stator
A. Charles W. Hostler, Major, A.C., 0-442423, OSS War Department,

Attchd. ACC Roumania.
The 24th krticlo of 1A:ar was r2ad and explained to the witness.

04

4 q.

Lo you fully understand that under the provisions just road, you
need not answer questions that incriminate you, or questions tha
tend to incriminate you, or q uestions that might degrade you unless in the latter event it he in an investigation of a grave
matter where to alloged degrading question is matorial to the
issue?
A. Yes.
ou understand that if you do desire or consent to answer
such inqu,,
• nod in my last question to you that
the Government ray use thO in
n so obtained, if . it so
chooses, against you, or against anyone
r?
A.
sta nd what constitutes perjury (the moaning
of Title 18, U.S.C.k., Section
...= .0 United
r
States, Section 125 , was rade clear to him)?

A. Yes.

This investigation has to do with certain allegations made by
Major Bishop, an officer of OSS„ who contends that because of
five months without assignment and a constant threat of charges,
• not yet made, his status as an officer has been prejudiced and
he has been forcea to mental anxiety, also 1)ossible witnesses.
are departing.

24-5 Q.

246. Q.

AL.,

wall:MIT BP

Did you know Major Bishop?

Yes.
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247

Q.

How

Iong?

A. I. knew him extremely briefly before his departure for Cairo and I was
then awaiting de-arture to ETC..

2413 Q. That acouaintance, ..,ajor, was .social or purely official?
A. Vie were both undergoing training at that time.
24.9 Q. At that thee aid you find. him a normal per,3on mentally?
A. I was in no position to judge.
250 Q. When did. you next meet Major Ldshop?
A. To the best of iwr recollection, when he returned from Roumania. I
met him in Caserta where he was coming in and I was going out to replace him.
251 Q. Was that the latter part of April?
A. I. can tell you the exact date. (Maj or refers to a notebook). Approximately the 23rd of April.
252 Q. Were you present at a meeting between Major Bishop and Major Erd.warm, on about that date when Major Bishop was handed a written order to
report his activities in Roinnania in written form? I show you a form.
A. (I..G. shows witness photostat) Yes, I was there and Major Bishop signed
the reverse of the original as is shown here in the photostat.
253.Q. Did you notice during that conference an attitude of open hostility
toward Major Bishop on the part of Major Erdwurm?
A. Na. His mariner appeared to b,e correct considering the circumstances.
254.Q. Have you heard Major Erdwurm call Major Bishop -A. Yes.
255 Q.

Do,

you. recall that he so driressed him at that conference?

A. I can't recall but it is possible.

256 Q. Was your impression of that conference one of friendly advice or strictly
military or one in which aniiHao.sity was shown by either side?
A. On the official portion the entire — we were three people — but the
three of us were standing in an informal manner and Major Bishop Was
presented with this order by Major Erdwurm. To the best of my recollection, Major Erdwunu was not hostile or unfriendly but assumed a proper
military attitude on such an occasion.
257 Q. Was there any discussion about Major Bishop's activities in Roumania
at that point?
A. It has been many lionths . Since then and it is difficult to recall, however, I believe that the contents of the order requested him to put
his remarks of Roumania into writing. It is possible no discussion
took place at that time. •
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258 Q. Do you recall, Major Eranurm suggesting to Major Bishop that his activities might cause him to lase his commission?
k. No, I don' t recall that.
259 Q. In Major Bishop's complaint he states
reads from Paragraph 5) "After my arrival in Caserta I was asked by Major Graham Erdwurm, Chief
of X2 there to write a report covering my activities while in Roumania.
After having completed and submitting the report I was notified. by Major
Erdwurm, who showed open hostility, and threatened that I would loose rrry
commission in the Amy." I assume from this statement that the open
hostility, if displayed, was alter completion of the report which would
be • some time subsequent to 23 April 1945, but in Major Erarairm's statement to me he said, "I felt that some of the acts which he stated had.
occured were of sufficient gravity so as to prejudice his standing as
an officer in the Arn v. and I freely expressed this opinion to him in the
informal, in-camera, interrogation in the presence of 1:1a.jor Charles W.
Hostler."
A. I think Major Brdwurra refers possible to the document in this folder,
to the interrogation of Major Bishop dated 1 May 1945.
260 Q. Were you present at that conference?
A. Yes..
261 Q. During that conference was there open hostility toward Major Bishitzp?
A. No, I. don't think there was.
262 Q. Do you recall Major Erdwurin having stated that gravity of the acts set
forth in the reports were sufficient to jeprodize Major Bishop's position?
A. I. don't recall that, sir.
263 Q. In the letter of 23 April 1945 adriressed to 'Major Bishop, previously
referred to, paragraph 2 apparently limits Major Bishop's movements.
Will you read this and then let me complete my question? This pargraph is an apparent restriction of Major Bishop's movements. Do you
recall his questioning the meaning of this paragraph?
A. I am. afraid. I don't recall.
264 Q. Did you see that paragraph on 23 April 1945?
A. At the time the order was presented, I read it.
Did you assume at that time that the paragraph limited Major Bishop's
moveinents to any greater extent than the off duty movements of any
other officer in your unit in Caserta?
A. Having newly arrived myself, I am afraid. I was in no position to judge.

265 Q..

You don't recall any questioning on Major Bishop's part regarding the
restriction?
A. No sir.

266 Q.
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267 Q.

Da you recall where Major Bishop lived?
A. For the major portion of the time he lived in Naples and travelled back
and forth to Caserta as was necessary.

268 Q. When did you leave Caserta to go to Roumania?
A. Because of the difficulty of obtaining Russian clearance and plane transportation, we left here 2 August 1945,
269

Q. Did you see Major Bishop on occasions between 23 April and your depart-

ure?
A. Yes, I did.
270 Q.

Did he at any time complain to you of the treatment that was being accorded
him?
A. He expressed concern over the delay.
Q. Did he seem to be seriously.concerned and upset about these delays,
sufficient for you to assume that he was under a mental strain?
A. I think anyone facing charges of any nature would be under strain.
Did he appear so to you?
A. In that he was facing charges - I would say Yes.

272 Q.

Did he tell you that he was facing charges?
A. He appeared to be anticipating some official action but I am not sure he
knew the nature.

273 . Q.

Did you have any knowledge of his being interviewed in anticipation of
reclassification proceedings?
A. Only by hearsay.

274 Q.

Did you have any part in gathering information as to 'Major Bishop's
activities in Roumania?
A. The delay in obtaining my Russian clearance left me in Caserta with
little to do and I was anxious to keep busy and to prepare myself for
illy new assicnent, so that I as very familiar with all the doculaents
in connection with Major Bishop's activities2

275 Q.

276 Q. Have you seen Major Bishop since your return from Roumania?
A. NO, I haven't.
In any of your contacts with Major-Bishop, were you given any impression
that he might be psychopathic or neurotic or in any wa, mentally unstable?
A. my contacts were never of a sufficient duration to give me an opportunity
to judge.

277 Q.

Had.you noticed any more change in him since your first contact with him
in Washington?
A. My knowledge of Major Bishop in Washington was so brief and such a long
period had. elapsed that I really couldn't say.

278 Q.
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279 4. While on duty in Roumania were you associated with Colonel Ross?
, A. Yes.
280 Q. Were you directly under his command?
A. No.
281 Q. In your associations with him did you find h:JA fair and just in all his
hdlitary dealings with you?
A. We only had one Point of disagreement — an analysis of agents and information produced during Major Bishop's assignment as X-2 in Roumania in
which I felt as Bishop's successor I should have access to any information
he produced. It was an analysis of the agents and the information they
had produced which I thought to be of value to me and vAtich would assist
me in my work. I was given the right to read it but was given a copy.
282 Q. In all other ways, however, you had no differences?
A. No serious differences.

Al

2u 3Is there any other information you may have that might assist us in
pursuing this investigation?
A. I have nothing further sir.
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HEADQUARTERS
2677th REGIMENT
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES (PROVISIONAL)
APO 512, US ARMY

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Documents
TO

10 May 1945

: See Distribution

1. Transmit herewith the following documents pertaining
to the activities of Major Robert Bishop, 0918130, AC:
a. Interrogation of Major Robert Bishop, 0918130, AC
dated 1 May 1945
b. ltr, 23 April 1945) subject: Orders
c. Repon 4o5 n 1-2 Activities in Bucharest, dated 25 April
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.

ltr, 30 April 1945, subject: Major Robert Bishop
ltr, 19 April 1945) subject: Major Robert R. Bishop
ltr, 20 April 1945) subject: 1-2 Personnel
report XBK-010-2403, subject: Conditions at 1-2
Bucharest
ltr, 20 January 1945, subject: Finances, American
Military Unit, Bucharest
ltr, 16 April 1945, subject Departure of Major
Bishop
memorandum, 11 April 1945 (relief of Major Bishop
from duty)
ltr, 18 December 1944) subject: Personnel and
Security in Bucharest
WD AGO Form 66-1 for Major Robert Bishop
Interrogation of Elizabeth Mezey-Feher, 8 May 1945
Paraphrase of Cable Traffic pertaining to Elizabeth
Mezey-Feher
ltr, 21 April 1945 (no subject) re Miss Mezey-Feher
ltr, 16 April 1945, (reference for Miss Mezey-Feher)

2. Where photostat copies are inclosed, original documents
are on file in this Headquarters.
s/ Graham Erdwurm
t/ GRAHAM ERDWURM
Major, Infantry
Chief, 1-2 NEDTO
DISTRIBUTION
1. Mr James R. Murphy, OSS, Washington(2)
2. Mr Norman H. Pearson, OSS, London
3. Commanding Officer, 2677th Regt OSS (Prov)

4. Files (2)

A TRUE COPY:
. BELLEVIL
Major, IGD
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SECRET
HEADQUARTERS
2677th REGIMENT
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES (PROVISIONAL)
APO 512, US ARMY
1 May 1945
SUBJECT: Interrogation of Major Robert Bishop, 0918130, AC
TO

: The Commanding Officer, 2677th Regiment

1. Interrogation of Major Robert Bishop, 0918130, AC,
formerly Chief, 1-2, Bucharest, was performed at this Headquarters
on 30 April 1945 in order to substantiate or deny the following
specific charges:
a. That Major Bishop had absolute disregard for the
most elementary of security principles as laid down in AR 380-5,
in the Espionage Act, in the Official Secrets Act, and in other
regulations governing military authority.
b. That Major Bishop aided or assisted in the departure
of personnel from Rumania in violation of Rumanian law and the .
regulations established by the Allied Commission, Rumania, governing
travel control.
c. That Major Bishop made or accepted derogatory statements concerning the efficiency, ability and political beliefs of
OSS personnel stationed in Bucharest.
d. That Major Bishop made use of United States Government
monies (Special Funds) for the private purchase of goods for his
own use.
e. That Major Bishop aided in the transport of salable
goods from Rumania in violation of Rumanian Excise laws and the
Allied regulations governing currency control.
2. This interrogation was not performed on chronoligical
basis, but rather to confirm or refute the above charges.
3.

Disregard of Security Principles.

a. Steurman, Rachela (alias "Shelly"). It had been re'ported that this clerk-T7TUE-MaTF-FEe additional copy of all her
assigned work, which copy was taken home "to study for possible
corrections." . Major Bishop explained as follows: This woman had
previously been employed by the Vacuum Oil Company in Bucharest
before the war, and came to him highly recommended by someone whom
he cannot recall. No formal personal history statement was ever
prepared, nor was she vetted before employment. (Bishop stated he
followed the same procedure he had used in Istanbul concerning the
hiring or part-time or temporary employees, that is, no reference
was made to source files other than those locally available.)
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At the time of Mr. Kalnay's inspection of the Bucharest X-2 unit
Bishop said he had determined Miss Steurman's behavior to be
peculiar, and that she was being watched. . When it was found she
was making an extra copy of her work, he dismissed her from her
position. He claims she was assigned no work other than copying
newspapers and similar material, and that the extra copies were
relieved from her handbab before her departure. (Comment: Miss
Steurman is now reported as employed by the Russian Military
Mission, Bucharest).
b. Disposal of Classified Material. It has been reported
that the Bucharest offi7e had in their possession a shredding machine which was used for the disposal of classified material. Major
Bishop explained as follows: Up to the middle of November all
classified material was destroyed by burning. At the time of the
establishment of offices in the Otetari building, a German shredding machine was found. This has been used since this date for
the disposal of classified material. Major Bishop has no knowledge
who picks up the shredded paper nor where is its final destination.
He professed familiarity with the provisions of AR 380-5 concerning
the proper method of disposal, but assumed a shredder would be
secure, for there were several that he knew of being used in Washington. He also stated that Major Kubler, then Security Officer for
OSS, Bucharest had approved its use.
c. Weberling, Irmgaard. It has been reported that this
German woman was removed from internment at the instigation of the
unit, and remained away for several months during which time she
• associated freely with members of the unit at mealtimes, and on
one occasion attended a party at which Allied officers were present.
One of these officers asked this woman where she had been born, and
she replied "California." Major Bishop explained as follows: Miss
Weberling was removed from internment for interrogation and use,
inasmuch as she was the private secretary of Richter, head of the
German SD in Rumania. She was placed in quarters at Dumbrova Rosie
4 bis, and was under the supervision of Major Bishop, Ernst Schmitz
ad1. —Irving Hahn, and was subsisted by Mrs Schmitz in the adjoining
apartment. 'Later in December, when No. 6 was occupied as a billet
by members of the unit, Miss Weberling took her meals with the
office employees and their guests, and on the occassion of the unit
New Year's Eve party at the apartment, she was permitted to attend
this function to which several Russian officers had been invited.
It was later reported to Major Bishop that when asked her birthplace by one of these officers, she replied "California." Major
. Bishop took no disciplinary action with her for this remark. (Comment: Miss Weberling was returned to internment in March after
four months with the unit, and is at present still in custody).
4. Departure of Personnel from Rumania.
a. Mezy-Feher, Elizabeth. A separate' report has been
prepared concerning—tErg incident, however, Major Bishop was asked
to state his connection with her departure. He explained as follows:
On a basis of personal friendship and in gratitude for the services
she had given the unit without renumeration, he took a great interest
SECRET
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in expediting her departure. When G-2, AFHQ queried Bucharest
in regard to her security, he replied that he personally guaranteed
her integrity. When AFHQ clearance was given for her to enter
Italy, he went with her to see Mr. Dozy, the Dutch consul in Bucharest, and assisted her to obtain a Dutch passport (Comment: her
father was of Dutch Birth). This was necessary, in view of the
fact that her Rumanian passport, obtained several weeks previously,
had been taken to the Russian Legation by Lt Spector (Comment: her
American fiance, then with AL(US), Rumania) and was being held by
the Russians until clearance was given. Miss Feher despaired of
ever securing Russian clearance, in view of her close association
with the Americans, and became quite frightened about remaining in
Rumania. A conference was held between Major Bishop, Miss Feher
and Lt Negropontes (Comment: Rumanian Liaison Officer with OSS, and
a long time friend of Miss Feher) at which the possibility of her
departure without clearance across the uncontrolled Rumanian-Yugoslavian border was discussed. Major Bishop states he gave no direct
order to Lt Negropontes that he was to convey Miss Feher to Belgrade
and the OSS mission thereat, and that due to his departure he had
no knowledge that it had been accomplished until he was told of
her arrival in Italy. He did give her a letter of introduction and
commendation, but stated that he had given these to all native employees of the unit who were trustworthy.
b. Other Possible Emigres. It had been reported that
other person's associated with Major Bishop may attempt to depart
clandestinely from Rumania. Major Bishop explained as follows:
Several of the agent personnel employed by the unit were genuinely
apprehensive about their future with the Russians in view of their
work for the Americans. This included Mr and Mrs Ernst Schmitz,
for whom he had also secured Dutch passports from Mr Dozy, as they
were of Dutch birth. Also, Lt Negropontes, the liaison officer
for the Unit and the Rumanian Government, and a Miss Gavrila, who
was the fiance of a pre-war US State Department employee. .
5. Statements . concerning OSS Personnel.
4. With Allied Commission (American). Major Bishop
stated as follows: His relationship with General Schuyler was
pleasant and occurred at frequent intervals. During the entire
period he said nothing derogatory about other OSS individuals,
however he did after reiterate that OSS should be reduced in
size, with the exception of the Z-2 functions. This was because
the General felt thatthe SI-Reports set-up duplicated the AC
reporting function.
b. With State Department. Major Bishop stated as
follows: Mr. Berry had more than once expressed dissatisfaction
with OSS Reports Office, and felt that Madison an the Reports Officer
was extremely left in his political views. He can remember no
statements he might have made which were derogatory.
c. With Allied Commission (British), Major Bishop
SECRET
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stated as follows: Major Thomas Hogg, who is in the G-2 Section
of the British Mission once stated that Madison and Roberts were
Communistic. No derogatory statements were made by Major Bishop
or others of the unit to Major Hogg and his co-workers.
6. Use of Government Funds.
a. The Bliss Coat. It had been reported that a fur coat
was purchased for one of the members of OSS, Istanbul, using gold
coins carried by Major Bishop for operational purposes. Major Bishop
explained as follows: Eighteen (l8) mixed gold pieces were used to
purchase a fur coat for Mrs Helen Bliss, an employee of OSS Istanbul
because of the advantageous exchange of gold as compared with lei or
paper dollars. The coat was delivered to Istanbul, and at the time
Lt(jg) Covington asked for an accounting of the gold in Major Bishop's
possession, he had the accountability for this sum transferred to
Istanbul. He later determined that this account had been settled.
7. Transport of Merchandise from Rumania. It was reported that
Major Bishop had a quantity of fur -aiiii-TE-las luggage brought from
Rumania. Be explained as follows: He had borrowed a sum of money
sufficient to cover the purchase of approximately two hundred (200)
marten pelts from Abram Soerb, a Rumanian. Scerb loaned the money
on the understanding that Bishop would have Scerb's uncle in New
York sell the skins and deposit the proceeds in an account in the
United States, to be used for Scerb's education when he later came
to the United States. Bishop was asked whether the entire sum would
go to Scerb's account, or just the equivalent of the money he borrowed.
He replied the former was the case, that he was fond of Scerb and was
trying to help him for no return other than possibly a fur coat for
Mrs. Bishop. (Comment: The provisions of the Currency Control regulations were then explained to Bishop). As a matter of fact, he stated,
no money actually changed hands, and that Scerb furnished him the
pelts before he left Rumania for transporting to America. (Comment:
Bishop was then advised of the regulations governing the transport of
goods belonging to aliens, and the possible consequences of evading
Rumanian Customs examination of these furs which are at present at
this Headquarters).
8. Other matters were put before Major Bishop including the
report of his harboring two Germans in his residence. He explained
as follows: At the time the Russian's proclaimed that all Germans
in Rumania would be transported for forced labor, two of the unit's
most valuable agents, Fritz Theil and Karl Theil (brothers) came to
him for asylum. He thereupon asked Princess Chika, in whose house
he was residing, to harbor them for several days.
9. In view of the foregoing report, it is recommended that
appropriate disciplinary action be taken with Major Bishop before
he may be given other assignment or be relieved from duty with OSS.
This report and accessory papers should be placed before the Theater
Counsel (or General Counsel) for action along the following alternative lines:
SECRET
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a.

Court-Martial.

b. 104th Article of War
c. Demotion in Grade
d. Reclassification
10. As Major Bishop's imnediate Commander I desire to
recommend that demotion proceedings be instituted before his .
departure from this Command. Such proceedings would be based
upon the obvious inneficiency and lack of judgement displayed
by this officer, and would not preclude administration of
Court-Martial or other disciplinary action upon his return
to Washington.
11. Major Charles W. Hostler, 0442428, AC, was present
atthe interrogation of Major Bishop.

s/ Graham Erdwurm
t/ GRAHAM ERDWURM
Major, Infantry
Chief, X-2, Medto

A T UE C PY:
R. C/. BELLEVILLE, III
Major, IGD
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HEADZU;LRTERS
2677th REGBENT
OFFICba;DTRAWCIQ sERY7i413(
AEs-asii2

lguaymm.
•-

23 April 1945
• o
ROM= BISHOP, 091218fir, AC
1. Prior to prooeeding to your permanent station you
will prepare the following statements for submission to the
Officer, 2677th Regt, and to such other authorities
that he may direct:
Commanding

a. A chronological account of your activities in
Bucharest from the date of your arrival to the date of your
departure.
b. A certificate that your financial accounts have
been adequately settled, or in the event that a balance is
still outstanding, a statement of account as of the date of
this order.
o. A detailed statement of your agent operations,.
including the names, cover names, symbols and brief biography
agents who have contributed material to reports submitted
of
by you or your office.
all

d. A statement describing in detail your relationship
(personal and official) with the following agencies:
OSS, Bucharest

2) AC, Rumania (American) and US State Dept.
(31 AC, Rumania
(British)
(4 An, Rumania (Russian)
(5 Rumanian Government
e. A statement concerning your personal activities

in Bucharest, including a descrttion of all billets, offices
and transportation under your control.
requite.

f. Such other reports as the Commanding Offioer may

2. While on duty with this Regiment you will limit your •
activities and movements to the area immediately surrounding
Regimental Headquarters, and you will not visit other Head-

quarters or agencies without permission of the Commanding Officer.

3. Your activities in Bucharest or with OSS will not be
discussed with any agency or individual other than those as •
directed by the Commanding Officer.

By order of Colonel GLAVIN:

44/i/f4?-3

(IRMIAM ERIT'ITRIc." Ma
Ph4

Y- , M*tr

j

/WM MILITIFt1

s Gompanding Officer, So. 2677th Regineat, OSS, (Prey.'),
APO 512, U.S.Armys
Attentions Ohiefi 242
s Chief; American:Military Itiiit.An'Sucharest..
MajOr Robert' Blaboto.-,4ttaabed is,. tely of the.rePorlObeferrai to ils*S" 034104.0.
...Ahlii4mgevffidial,Wouree and . represints -OOLPANNO0atiin: . that. ale iidliiduil
- hslie bees Able tirpith'ini:
14 .t be evalnatidiihadrding,/: ' •
. ..•• .
to that Cristo* had arrived in Italivin -H4grade caUled
oarielalmeeiest.-.of acusternatiot with me and . witiO*400.1614411n, who La in
eoplaistAnthe'imprican ACC during General 5isk4014064bisente -in the Stites.,
At the Mae itaCI A;here iso.cartain fee1ing - Orraief_00sr.tbefact that
. the - is not in4Inmanie if, indoid, she did kW/ICON% dim,. &hat the activi,
of4shopand : tbe,others.inI-2. Our chief ocaceiss is over the fact
that bar departure,wUt4rreigid-and offected,**Ibwheip . .Of anAmericaw
• Officer ithen 'he did:Unt have* so faros knolkolfigeiamilatrance-t0 let*
'la'emi gres
eta1A-that she did not hefe *Atli olearlace. Otherwise, dht.iisnidAlie4one !OcWb g oir.diratitly :100M14**046, did have MINQ
the attention of
IMmmatO sion to.onterltaly: 'perhaps it will not
utereets-Rimisiankilmo abs is nae in Italy ar,4C4t, dois Come to their
- Attalla:04; it is ffiateibrible.. :thet.thw will not'regarCher-of sufficient isto sake imr$40160eAmeue of the matter witbus in case they find
- 4*ton/thing 'bout ji*korit'vert . is arrenging.ter aesdipew.

ipegardleiwofehether-arsottheitamilane*ake any complaint
Neu:eras& over General Schuyler's
---rsaolitipraboul* bears -ofi g. lather vdt- Por -ease- siiiii;,siebop b..- bees tela..— •
to us i4

Osavaotitalplaiktea4

ingoibuitisiOnging.an'eseape.route k .but always his plan seemed to concern
the Mies mare than 'Rub. Lt..*** Armour, the ACC Officer assigned
Geniral Schuyler to noricAth akjor MOW, has always had a great interest
in the .escape route because Of.the Po/es and ha had kept General Schuyler
• aware of the fact that laoh alann.was being attempted. About two weeks ago,
• however, Genera/ ,Schar*Ii.4704414. • Away to immediate4 cease all his
:activitiel in coaaectioaid.tb ill formation of any sort of escape route. At
the mete tic., General Schoyler,informed as that no one in OSS was to take
any. farther part in arredging the'eseepe of'anyOne who did not have Russian

• Clearance.
vaned Major DiOop to ay-offloe . and told him of General Schuyier's
-order sod asked thet.hs_Uaconstal; cease iihy'Activitr. ia this connection.
-4*OP: 4ndicated tOgst.that he'had4set clot% *Pry such anlithut he would cease
Ostrdsred. .
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With respect to Criptea, the actual circumstances concerning her
departure and sUbsequent arrival in Belgrade are about as follows, based
.-upon information supplied by. Lt..Megropontes and Lt. Themes. Lt. Negropontos had, for some time, been planning a trip to Timisoare to pick up.
certain papers which he c/aims he knew were available to his and which
would benefit 172.. He had asked and received permission from Lt. Thames
to make the trip ebenevir he could beat arrange it and he did arrange to
,go to Timisoara co Thursday, 19 April. He arranged to go on that date
because he had been told by Major Bishop that Cristea would also leave
for Timisoara at that time and Bishop asked Negropantes to arrange contact
with a Iugoslav'in Timisoara who would escort Cristo& to Belgrade. Negroparti•s , tint statement_ to me eat that he had been ordered by Bishop to

make the arrammmints . but he admitted that Biehop was not in a position
to order a Rumanian Officer to do anything. Cristea left Thursday lemMilg,
prObibly alone iiii-Probably driving the car herself, and she reached
Bede timelgiMmedhor night. It 1108 the following day that Negropoetess Cristo", and the .10goslav Officer departed for Belgrade and made
.11,1m. trip eithout,amp difficulty. At Belgrade they met, apparently, Captain
cam Iteiliner*and Colonel Thayer, representing that Cristea was in danger
in Rumania end . athing that her evacuation to Italy be arranaed. The car in
•

which theynade'the trip was left in Belgrade with the OSS Unit and Negropontee r waelamonght'aack in another car as arranged by the Yugoslay.
In spite of thettet that I passed General Bdhuyier i e order along to

,-.Bithop and that Cristea ls escape was arranged entirely without my.knowledge,
/Ana net sommellmah,Oenera/ Schuyler may not still hold me responsible. He
Lu g:mite . ' stiehld fordiscipline —as witness the case of Lt. Golovin--and
quite*consdious also of the necessity for American Officers doing noth.

ing.to arouse the suspicion of the Russians, and he may Teel that disciplinary
ilt444. ..thilliv*hat taken against Bishop may be neceseary. It is even
possible that it may, effect the entire OSS Unit here as the incident con not
help but. add fuel to the fire of his general feeling about separate OS Unit
in Rumania. Colonel Jadvin and colonel Farnsworth both know, however, that
Bishop acted alone in this matter and that te did it while relieved of his
duties, and they realise that it was something that I could not have pre- .
vented.

aetión

with
respeatta throw; I had some time ago questioned Bishop about
-"
-taking over the car upon his departure. The automobile waz represented by
Bishop as having been bought by his from an American citizen in Rumania and
he informed Me that when he purchased the car he had an agreement with the
individual that he would sell it back to him upon his leaving Rumania.
Bishop told as that he would "try" to prevail upon the pert on to allow the
transfer of the oar to me and when I asked him about his efforts in this
direction, he told me that he had been unsuccessful and he felt honor bound
, to give the car back. When he reported this fact to me I to/d him that he
should, without fail, turn in the-America& plates on the car and also the
Russian permit, which permit gave free movement of' the car around the city. .
I also told Lt. Thanes that he would be responsible for picking up the plates
and the permit. The plates were turned over to Lt. Thames along with a permit*

_
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truttbsPirmit wes.atiold 1944 Russian persits,
It seems quite °Woos that the 1945 PereitlniC
was the one Which Cristea drove from,Bucharest4*
e,
quently, from Timisoara to Belgrade., It can-aelir*ocneX4,
s
story
to
me
aboat
the
car
was
an
OutrightfilSehOeMiCthsit
o
that Biehop
his plans at all tines included the use of the eari“r/04104OrthiAr
to Belgrade.

I feel, and Colon,/ Zadwin fee/a, that the strongeWSOrk,, amid
ary motion should be tiken against Bishop. I . think,thlt**MeihiAg of .4
this sort is dons and I can so inform GeneralBeheylir.U0Whie4Oturn that it is being done, hew consider. the matter elO1WheriSieci PertidUlarly
will this be true if no coepiaint cbmesto him from'tbelinedital..-Alith
.
.
respect to Negropontes, we are dismissing him as a Liaisel“ffioevandim=
forming him that he is to have no further contaot with the,Oeit,AibichAi
all that we can do as regards a Rumanian Officer: MINIng . tticen this acitia,
regarding Negrapontewassi'lf disciplinary aetiOn , 15 . 41,6 taken*eni*,4 3.
Bishop, / fee/ that we can fairly well support our poeitiOn:**9en0011dchuyler and even with the Russians if anything comes up
'

Concerning Cristea's arrival in Italy, no one has been told40 Bucharest except Go/onel Jadein. I have cautionea members of Our Commniticatio48:
Unit and others in this . office against letting : thO inforlatien.leek-ont,end,
Jadwin does not propose to tell anyone in the ACC :Other than to tell Cinitial
Schuyler upon his return. In one way or anotheriprObibly, eviettuanyvit
going . to become known or suspected that she is in Itily,'but we can at least •
make it difficult for the truth to be kaown and dee, know/edge of the fact.A couple of other incidents have occurred with respect
he left ahich are worthy of comment. One of the Officers of
an American protection card early this week on a house which
him as the residence of anyone coanected with the ICC or of

to Bishop sindiv this unit aotice4
was not known to:•''

this unit. He
inspectO the card and noticed that it was signed by Major Bishop and subsequentlYpvent with him to call at the house to find out what American might .
live there. The house turned out to be occupied by one Dr. H. kronoviei,
but not by any Americans. 'Nben asked why the card was displayed on the door,
the doctor rather shrugged his shooldgand stated that it had been given to
him because he was a friend of the Americans. The card was picked up wed returned to the LUC.

In a conversation yesterday with Colonel Farnsworth, General Schuyler's
Exetutive Officer, he told ma that I would be interested in knowing that .
during 8/Shop's last few days in Rumania, he had called to see him (Farniworth).
and in the course of his couveraution confided to Farnsworth that 'he (Bishop)
knew positively that Lt.col. ROSS had a personal die/ikecf Farnsworth and

that Ross was making statements about Farnsworth ehich were not . flattering at
all. Colonel Farnsworth and I have gotten alang . very well since I reached
Bucharest and he stated he knew poeitively the story given him by . Bishop was
untrue and he thought I should know about it. Lt. Armour indicated to me
also that Bishop's general comment to nim about me was not favorable and. this
bears out, to a considerable extent, the belief Shich . I had previously.e3cm
pressed us mud' as four or five weeks ago that ii, seemed to be Bishop's policy
to under rate most anybody. In the WS Unit in an effort to build himself.
-3-
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.*bo married alluagaritea4ipw (her second husband)
ownei.Otthe IndistiWLiiiei, whesematerial situation is a very good one.

,.. ! .

. , .
•
During the AnteniaNregisia, IoOhy Cristea worked for the German information
information'frma sristoiratic. and democratic circles.
Service, gather
om prominent individuals.
She handed in report*
, .
.
•,.,,. ', _
During 19414942:464 Workdd with iahrsihsidtotounselor of the German .
Legation wholarliter Sent to Spain. ;114 Was connected with the secret police
and ees in ?RuMlnialorHaleriod of several years.. He conducted an extensive'
• .2'•ipioniege _nettorkAitlifth Column.

.

,

•:-.. Later she Worked : far Tester's service under•the name of %ma Lisa , . She •
1144PNITICia the Abwahr, in ba ilor Gregarrii section. (Gregory had a
.Soettie life ..4.ims,of ANstrisi 6rigin ::eaddied in an hutonotoilesecident
1944.Y.:410q. Contect with Gregory . was Dr. Paul, who gave her
' &Natives:” . ::-,

'

. •

•

14erViee' knew of her work for the Germans but abs was
up&4th faVar booties it was learned by them that she also

not

waylaid:ter the't,i!diugaietarei:z-' •

•*.

"

•,

She lived
&Swiss who also worXed for the German Service
and *hooadhslextfeCtee to -Marry ia-order - to be able to Leave Ruiania Or .

-

•

Leter.e00 had an affelx.witblireee. Criitimmsucbrother of the
'notorious .RogenAIristescu.'2,togis refueei,:tailet her hers aneatt vie because

•

of her work fOr.100,41aleghl!lkidhuolgar.14,644''
At present Ohio has seempilOet -ia penetrating American circles and is having
.aw affair . with enAsga*MOisuperior officer. ,She is 800A in the American
Arai' eur:1419-..33.:'40mi. . s tates that the is goingLe marry the American and Will
gO o Turk"
' andlept sad :Isom • there to ,imerioa.. • .
•

•

.

•

• •

.•

,

•

•

••

t.

•

has Plenty of somsymicnowi several foreign languages

She is a beaitlful

OCOMA,
but has a .-very bad reputatieui Ftumaian society.,
•
.
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To
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:-. 11b 4 e ,=t

(Prov.),

Army

hmericr-1 kiiitary Unit in Bucnarest
: Ya s;or 1-ohert R. Bisnup

I fee •n ohligL.ti pr. t.i tell :,vmetLini of Major Bishop's activities in
tat fact that unfavorable comment may De damaging to his
buc-aret. I am avare
reputatiJn 6.1k1 :or tnat rea:;•n, I am reluctant to write. Nevertheless, some things
have co:ae to my attention anicn I feei snot-in De passed on as a matter of information to you.
2Lperation in Bucharest. The arra.leement has always existed in
Bucharest taut ti. mr.. 4 ority of X -.6 reporto nave not been funneled throu‘n the
Chief of tae Uat but rataer they have oeea poucaed directly by the 1-2 Chief to
varioas points inc_uding Wazhington, London, Caserta, Cairo, and Istanbul. As

a conLc..uchce, it has been impossible for me to determiae the Value of the information and reports obtainea Oy tLe local X-:c office. Further on this matter is
ti.e fact that lack Jf trhiniug an mnuerstanding of the
operation would have
maue.it dP*Cicult fvr the Chief or the Unit to oiss on the 'value of the information,
evta Lau it been rcviewed. On the other hand, no comment an the information
go. thered by X - 2 in Bucharest has been returned to the Chief of the Unit from ay
of the receiving points. The natural assuapti,A1 would be, therefore, that it has
been of .Jatisfactory value. Whether or not it has been worth the coat from a
moaetary standpoint is unknown as I do not think anyone able to judger has ever
checked the co6t, against the production.

I am at tae present tiNe engaged in completing an . ansayeis . of empemAituresby
for tae months of March, February, .L.aluary, and December. When completed
It wiil be submitted 4ith appropriate comment. Lthink it is worth while, however,
ht th I ti :.e to mentian a single .voucher which has recently been presented by Major
Bishop for approval. un 15 February 1945 he obtained an advance of $500.00 against
antIc_:ipated expe.n,es on a trip to Turkey. This trip was arranged and the advance
w33 obt:Ined prior to my arrival as Chief of this Unit. Major Bithop has sieve
been negiigent an)ut bubmiT.ting items of expenses against advannei Mode to him
z.ad it was only after consiOerable fo.L.Low-up that he submitted a voucher the other
day covering is doilar expeases. This voucher included an expenditure of two bundrcd and fifty collars to one Ernst. Schmitz. Receipt-11610h man in support of the
expense was typewritten except for a . signature, and wad indicated as being for
expew;es. I ,uestioned Major Bishop elout this item and he Warned •
me that some ti.me ago he acyuired tae serviette of this person with the understanding
that w ...en t..e indiviuuai L.uppiied au l. the information he had at his disposal,
money.,:uuin ae suppiien to permit him to leave the country. This sue of $40.00
was avowedly to cover thl., agreement anzi to provide the money as promised. I
yoestioned Va j or Bishop closely ad asked if tile man had now left the qountry and
the reply was, "Yea". Thus it seemed that there was really no means of Checking
further on the matter. To dire ss u little, ga.ior Bishop hatched living in his
apartment for some time a couple, unknown to me, Out who were (according to mapi:
Bishop) regu..Lariy sup?lying information of valuo to X-2.. It was further explained
tnat, because of their German extraction, it *as necessary that a certain amount
of protection be afforoen •them. This protection seemed to Major Bishop to be important because of the coup)e l s alle (ged friendliness during the war to the British
Jalla t.e AsakilCalAS. X- turned in a report to me On information they had developed
regarding this character, copy of which is attached. I an checking further with
respect to this couple with the British and with others but whether or not they
have actually been active throughout the war cooperating with Allied intelligence
is nut, at the moment, 'mown. However, the man of this couple is the Ernst Schmitt

ONTROL.T.SECIRE7
referred to above as having received the U50.00 and who, accordieg to Bishop's
statemeet to me of several dear s ago, had left the city. This morning, In a conversation with Bishop, I asked him the name of the man living in his apartment
and he told me the name was Ernst Schmitz. I asked Bishop what was going to .
hapden to the mai and his wife after he left Bucharest and he stated they were
hoping to leave idtmn. mr euestiun as to just when they were going, how and where
they mere going, did not produce a very satisfactory answer. But the main point
is that in the one conversation with Bishop he reported he had puid. the $250.00
and tnet the person had ..eft town, while actually the man is otili in the apartment
and has not left the city. This, naturally, provotes some coneern as to why.
Bishop would pey the 11:00.0U in advance of their leaviag and his obvious eeower
is that they are expectihg to go at any moment.
The above is just a sampae of the difficulty that is to be experience in
checking on any of Bishop's activities and particularly on expenditure to agents
and informers.
1-2 tygents. A certain amount of information gatnered bY any 1-2 organization will h uite reesonably fall into the category of positive intelligence
rather then CE. The amount of such wise normally depend on the Chief of the
Branch and in the case of Bishop, there has been a fair amount, probably more than
would normally come to a good X-2 operetion. Bishop hus submitted such inforaetion
to tae Chief of the Unit (sometimes after ne would first submit the choicest morsels
to tae ACC Chief of the. State Department representative), and it has been used in
proportion to its value. On several occasions, concerning suite significunt items
received in this way, an effort has been made to chece on the source through Birihop
for proper evaluation but it has always been a problem to get him to give much
satisfactory information on such sources. While it is perfectly true that X-2
agents should be well covered, it is just as true that 1-2 might properly give LI
reasonable amount of information on the source to permit a proper evaluation.
When Bishop Was first informed of the fact that he was to depart, he used
as one of his arguments for deferring nis departure until hi. seccesoor arrived,
that it would be very difficult fer him to deliver his agents to e successor. I
exhressed some surprise at this and he commented that many of -ale agents had been
secured . on a personal basis and that it would not be possible to oimoly turn them
over to anyone else who might arrive. I . told him that I thought even t:,ough they
had been gotten on a personal basio, that he should attempt to hold them for his
successor, ana taet he should take advantage of his remaining nea r s in Bueharest to
turn such people over to others in X-;-: who would remain in Bucharest. He expressed
some doubt as to .eether he could do 60.
One day last weed, when Captain Maoison um Lt. hoberts -.ere at lunch with
a British Officer, Major Hoeg, cesual comment was maue by Major Hut t, to
that Bionop had beee in to see him to suggest that he (Hoeg ) tb/Or over ,,OMC of fli
agent-. Madison and Roberts sueeested that Major hole, tal .'. itr. me . % p out Sishept:.
vioit to him aaa, to drecioite-e such au intecvie ..7, I . telephohed Ma.;or 1-J,u(A, ahl
him the followinc day. At that time, he toid me ,i tlitefraLIK.ki that Bi,hop hard.
been in to see him and had men* the eugge.tiva tuut the Briti:..h might sant to eeee
over some of hi. uee.'e,..
(Me j or nogg i, in the Ih •,-.e.J.4.i4.;rth:e t.ctiou uf t:,(7
made
the comment that Bishop had exprebsed hilabrlf as
ACC.) Ma j or Hoeg further
having no cunfidence in the balance of tne osn gtaff in Buce%re.t an:1 that, furthcr,
he did not 'believe anyone who mieht succeed hie couS.1 :,udzezzfuily hund.c
hc was
Mej or Hog stated he dismisseu Biahuo in an off-hand meaner
aji, furtncr,
51e11
not interested main.Ly because they had no set-up for
tut.: they hau no funds for ?eying them.
I tol him fninKly
Suboeeuently, I asxed Blehod to come in to Ce me
atest of .,dr,:rise and
what Major Hogg had told me. Bishop ex,xe6sed the
that he coula not understand Hoeg making ouch a stetemeret and that he .erteinSy
reit that Hogg owed him an apology for an Injustice which had been oune. Bi:;f13p
stated he had :ailed on Hogg and that his proposal hail been Cc)r a pot ser
. 4 i-.s
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reference to Roberts but admitted that he did . not have mneh reópect for Madison's
ability although claiming such had never been expressed to Hogg. I reminded
Bishop that Hogg's story to me on the point of quality of OSS Officers in Batherest carried some credence because I had heard from other sources that he had no
respect for Madison and others in Bucharest. Bishop seemed quite concerned over
Hogg 's statement about him and stated that he thought-Hogg owed him and'apology
and asked whether or not I objected to him going to Hogg. I replied that I had
no objection; rather, that I thought he should .go to Hogg if Hogg was making statements which were actually untrue. Major Hogg informed me later that Bishop had
been in to see him but made no protest of Hogg's discussing the matter with me.
Furtner, Bishop had not since said anything to me to indicate Nogg did apoligise

to him.

•

3. X-2 as related to WS, Burharest. Even before I cane to Bucharest,:
there was evidence that General .Schuyler was 'sniping " at OSS in an. effort to
reduce the size of the organization. In at least one report I rea dtrbefore I
th city ,there
, ere was some inference
even came to the
en
that General Schowl believed
we could dispense with people such as Bookbinder and Kuhn, but it appeered he
was always satisfied about the size of the 1-2 organisation. It mill be recalled
also that Bishop, in his signal from Istanbul to JJ-1 stated, "I also pointed out
delicate situation of OSL with State and ACC but that 1,2 is an solid ground' and
in another place, "Both Mr. Berry, Senior USRFA representative, and General Schuyler
ar e opposed to mi departure. It is understood that Berry is takiag up matter' at
high level." Both ststement. were reported by General Schuyler and y
Berry to
be untrue.

r.

There were instances when Bishop would get information in the niters
of positive intelligence which might seem to be a "little hotter" than Usual and
instead of bringing it to the Chief of the Unit foe -the-amoual
would see that it first went to the attention of General Schuyler or Mr. Berry,
depending on the nature of the report. Such happenings led me to a rather.firm
conviction that Bishop, in effect, was trying to minimise . the job done on the positive side in an effort to build up the importance of the CL•piature. Neegameepa:7
received the definite impression that Bishop had made many Unfavorable comments
pertaining to the )SS group other than X-2.
4. Security, . The matter of security has always been Of importance in
the organi,:ation tura it has been a particularly important factor in X-2. Before
I came to Bucharest, I had a talk in Bari with Francis Kalnay to ask him frankly
what he thought of the Buchurest 1-2 Operation inasmuch as he had visited Bucharest only a few weeks before. I reminded Mr. Kainey that he was conildered as
Chief and that Bucharest was under his direction and his reply was
the Balkan
that, because of information which he gathered on his trip to Bucharest, he disclaimed any responsibility for the operation and thought it was deserving of,..
considerable criticism: I asked him why, having such information at his disposal
and holding such belief, he did not make his views known to his own higher headquarters. He stated that he had don. so in the fOrm'of a memorandum but that
apparently there had not been time to take proper action. One thing which Mr.
Kalnay mentioneQ was the !setter of security and, with this knowledge, I have been
inclined to observe the security situation rfther carefully since my arrival.
From a strictly physical physical standpoint, the security set-up is
very good. I an satisfied now that Kalney's reference must have been to the
personal actions of Bishop, rather than to any Ohyelmel matters bearing on the
etc. Bishop is well known in the city and, from comment which has come to
of
me and from my own observetions on two or three occasions, he does entirely too
much taltiiag about his own activities. Further, and more important, is his living
set up which is the talk of the town and amazing even to some one with liberal
ideas. In the apartment which he occupies, he is living with a girl by the name.
of Elisabeth Mezek-Feher, more commonly known as Szolcy Christea. This girl is
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Rumanian of non-Jewish origin, known to have been very Germanophile. She has a
notorious reputation for having been identified with the Germansright . up to
the moment thew were ousted from this country. There are many who say that she
Vas definitely working for them (including Major Porter 4f the BritiSh ACC and
thous diho were here bee Z3 August 1944) and there is almost no one who will
deny that, if not working for them, she was very much in their company. Thus
the obvious fact is thatinb has tied himself up with people of a defiaite.4
suspicious character id3Iñ not but have helped to compromise his security.
The exteht to which it has sufferred is, of course, extremely difficult to
determine and would depend largely on the true status of the Christea girl.

' - "175*/*".fritif*IALlked --eitirtr:"Thaisair;IttorPressrmad-Misis Bailey of:the
1-2orgallisit4hu about Bishop and this girl, and I am satisfied nothing has been

stated in this report that is not true . . Lt. Thames did not want to answer certain
questions unless ordered to do so but Miss Press and Miss Bailey helped to cdin •
firm the information which I had gathered from other sources. I hope it is Understood that the mere fact Bishop has been living for some time with this girl in.
1%14h:rest, is not the point of this story. The real purpoee of bringing, the
Christ** girl into the picture is to indicate the extent to which' Bishop has hecøme . involved and nay have sacrificed his security.

Thins:re ssay other things about Bishop that I could pass along but
at theis are of lesser consequence than those mentioned aboue and this memorandun . hai Alreedy beetr-too long. It is perhaps worthy of mention that soon
after Whop replivelObiksignai ordering him to Washington, he commented that
be might snAlell go, U 16 , 40 expected to have to go to Washington in any event.
he bad Such expectations and he said he anticipated being called
Isisked.him
to testily in a courts-martial against Lt.Comdr. Wisner, former Chief of Unit
Bocharest. When preasedjor explanation of this statement,Biehop said that

most

---$""111121.0:44111~"Mielliemeft*VOrwesevirimerteriliimemrloolgolrissfereuraioar-eue-------,.■
• of-Munania by including it in oSs pouches from Bucharest to Italy. Archie Gib-.
son is a

ethat dubious character around town who passes as a British newspaper

correspondent and who is supposed to have worked for the British Government as an
agent. Bishop's comeent was to the effect that the British had discovered Lt.
Comdr. Wiener's action and, they expected to make such a protest that it would
cause action against Wisner.'
The story of his resistance to leaving Bucharest and the fact that he
. missed an airplane the other day, which he Was scheduled to take, is already well
known and further comment hardly seems necessary. This memorandum will probably
serve to explain some of the reasons why he has been anxious to stay in Bucharest,
but it is doubtful whether all the reasons are covered here.
It is an extremely unfortunate situation from every.stendpoint,

particularly that of future
activity. I an especially anxious to have
Major Hostler come in so that he can examine the whole picture and take whatever action may be needed. I am writ* a separate operational report further
on the sUbject of X-2 in Bucharest andViilliot ebullient to greater length on this
subject at the moment.
It has occurred to me that Bishop may have unfavorable comment to make
about WS personnel in Bucharest along the road from Bucharest to Washington.
I am not particularly concerned about that with people Who are familiar with the
performance in BUoharest, however. I had no reasob, Upon coming to Bucharest,
to have a personal dislike of BishoPv nOr to be prepared to criticize his operation. Because of.the.political . mituation, discussions with General ::ichuyler and
mr. Berry about the situation of 008 in Rumania, absence on field trip, and •
personnel matters other than Bishop, I have not been able to piece the story on
him together* as quickly as it should have been duos. I think, lever, that his .
performance here should be carefully taken into' consideration in anbidering him
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p, e4 rocXett, -Finance *tear
PROM „Lt. 6.8.) R. Lee Covington
SUBJECT: Finances . a ..: Arrrisarl11i1i*7 Unit, Bucharest
•- .1. AMthori ty o .the Chief of the

*deltas been :giveliA

aivility and tuth9rity to approve expensed-tot the Unit. As a reeal
Pair, the toting Finance Officer, mas under the impre
., seiOn.that';

Ives necessary, and has merely been obtaining ritcei
_pte from ,Cre
disbursed binds for expeness.inourred by then. This pros:Mears
lax control of finances, For instance, Major..Bighopi heed ing. more or lees independently Iv* tbi . teet
t!ie o
Fair and iatelktorcbinder Capt. lair 's prodieceitoor
funds to ajor BishOp and his employees .1e17Mon MajorToe retvAlt was . tbat Mejor FtLahop was shined ecithsquite-a41ande stores of the advances dating as .far .braeleari 3ep
accounting had been rendered. I an quit* re that 44,

rare of the situation.
At
adVancess

the .tlate

of sty arrival Major Bishop Inla charged mith the fn
. 73 ktned .Gold pieced
50 Sovereigdo. • •
2,000 • DoLlare
5,774,067 Lei

.Converting, *hello currencies to: Idri:at
discussion 'with Major Bishop/ he,;mae

156.1ch no aabonating had been sufAiitted..;
After, our conversation MajOr Bishop turned In to . the
Sovereigns; ,2$ Mixed Cold pieces, at1 1,063 dollars, He
accounting for the balance of dollars 'and goadad.th ettich
46 of:J.48,4sta of ny
eas•-aliprovedphor—Lt. Comdr. .Triort
a, part- of the
th o14`i3ai 'advance* and was
hid accounted
.

of tbe ha-1400d.
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will submit an aCcounting to Comdr. Ilienta o for his approval.
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afective . (Tama, A, 1945 Brig. General Schuyler .all American Officers
on a per diem of 15,040 lei per day, to be paidfrem funds requisitioned from
the Roumanian Government under the terms of the armistice.
With the cut in the staff in Bucharest it is believed that all the enlisted
personnel can be housed free in the house where Comdr. Aisner lives. General
Schuyler has given OSS permission to operate a separate mess for our enlisted Men,
to be paid for with . lei requisitioned from the Roumanian Government. In addition,
each enlisted man is allotted 2,000 lei per day far extrais.
Since all of these funds will be obtained by the ACC through the AuseLans
from the Roumanian Government, no further payments will be made from OSS funds
for rent and subsistence of Military personnel.

. 3. Personal Advances. - As you know, until about December 25th there was •
noArey finance officer in Bucharest authorized to pay MiliterY personnel. Therefore, it was necessary to make personal advances to personnel from time to time,
The advances were made in gold, for the most part, or in lei at. the ecpiivalant
pride for gold. The advaeces made to some individuals were quite aisbahle. I
.discussed the matter with Comdr. Wisner, and henceforth no more . personal advances'
will be made. Since Military personnel are now being paid, the advances are. being

collected rapidly. One difficulty remains, and this is the fact thee soils of the
Aen do not have their pay cards. An effort ic being made to secure all peer records

of personnel, and *hen this is done, the personal advances ehouId all be repaid., .

Figuring a mixed Cold piece at $10.00 and a Sovereign at 412.00, gold brings
a definite prethium over either gold seal or blue seal dollars. During the time I
existed between sold
was there an average difference of about 1300 lei per
and paper dollars, using the above values for gold. All personnel are now being
paid in gold seal dollars, and although it is recognized that they obtained an.
advantage by borrowing at the gold rate, it was decided to allow them to repay the
advances in gold seal dollars, at the rate of 410.00 for mixed gold and $12.00 for
Sovereigns.

h. 4alsries and L Q Allowance for Civilians. - Capt. Fair was under the
impression that the three American ciiilians of the Unit pouid not be paiOeeand
he was making personal advances to them and peeing their hotel and rood bills.
no located ths overseas date Sheet of kiss Sylvia, Press and cabled you fOr the
hheets of is Marcella Bailey and Mies Helen Rodgers, and for the
Q rate for
the Balkans. All of the girls have been paid their salaries and LAt Q ealeeamee
up to date, in gold seal dollars. They will rem OSS in Iei all'1Unds-thit,we
have disbursed for their living expenses. Aetuel l y, they should repey OSS in
dollard the islue'of the lei paid for their upkeep. This would have necomesit4ed
fixing a rate - fOr Idi . fdi-rich '44 they had been in Bucharest.. With the lad..not
only varying in pale from dey tO'dee, but often varying several hundred lei to
the dollar during the c147, this was an impossible task to do equitably. It was
decided by Comdr. litianer_that.they...shpAld.repay OSS in lei.
• 5. Purchase of Supplies. - NO one person was in charge of the procarethent of
supplies and almost everyone as buying stationary, typewriter ribbons * erasers,
etc. in !small lots.
In the future', pplies will be requisitioned from the ACC which will in turn
obtain them from , the lioumanian Government. Capt. Fair has been designated as
Supply Officer.
tal
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nses, - I am not certain as to tour policy as to dental expen-

Force has a Flight Surgeon in iducharest,

Lajor Mitroni, wio has
to
our
personnel.
It
is
contended
that our personnel
sere*ce
been giving Medical
are entitled to fee dental service. The procedure being Dollowed is that Major
Mitroni certifies that tie work is necessary, the work is done by a Roumanian
diecuse this
dentist, end OSS,kyelthe bill. Is this correct? I 'mould like to
iith you. (Disouds thi; with Maj. Carpenter, get his reaction) DCC
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A number of our officers, a...'.1,4iOme enlisted men,
7.. Entertainmet
apparently do work which requires them to do a certain amount of entertaining.
There was no sat procedure, and the persons in question merely atbmitted a statement'to Capt. Fair as to their -entertainment expenses and he . reimbursed them.
About the time we set up a procedure for this, the ACC approved an Officers
Entertainment Allowance. Comdr, Wisner and Major Bishop are allowed lotoorra---per day for entertainment, and ,other officers are allowed lesser amounts, most of
them receiving from 3 to 5 thousand lei per day. The funds for this will be
supplied by ACC from the funds it obtains from the Roumanian Government. Comdr.
Wisner has issued en order to the effect that no entertainment expenses in excess
of the allowance are reinturtible.
8. Personal Items. - Some of the expense accounts tat I examined had
certain items on them that appeared to be of a personal nature. I went into this
with Comdr. Wisner, Capt. Cary, and Capt. Fair. They are going into the matter,.
and in the future will examine expense acoaunts more carefully. We Should insist on
reimbursement of personal items and for the records a °alas should .be sant to Wisner
to this effect.
9. Finance Office. - Capt. W. 0. Fair is now Finace Officer, .In addition,
he acts as rersonnel Ufficer, Mess Officer, Sepply.Officer & BilletingAlfficer,
He -stays quite busy, but once the machinery for obtairdm sup p lies, Currency, etc.
from the ACC begins to function more smoothly, he should , be able to attend to all
his duties. Capt. Fair speaks Aomaniany mhich . is &distinct advantage. He has
never worked in an office beforc and knows nothing litout oftioe procedure Or bookkeepIng. l worked with him daily for more than a month installing ale bookkeeping
system, and while he understands each entry as it is made, I believe the Whole
thing is very confusing to him. I set up salary cards, property cards, etc., and
wrote out;a set of instructions for him, and he Should be able to handle the job.
in the future.
Most of the receipts obtained Are written in ,Roumaniena I-inetruated him
in the future to translate the receipts into Engliih, and to go bedk'over the old
receipts and translate them as he has time.
'O. 'Black Market for Canveincies, - 4There Is a thriving hlaCCiatirkeiid
Bucharest for all types of foreign currencies. Actually, it is hargy : a black
market in that it flourishes quite openly, with the apparent knowledge and consent
of all concerned. The National Bank of Roumania is authorised to a) in foreign
.40:change and currencies, but at the old official rate, which in effect...
it fro* dealing in currencies. It is said likf many that practically'all Roumanian
hanks have • representativesinAbs J3w:1k Market. The bankers with Whom -I talked

say very little about the black market, and try to give the impreasion(of knowing
nothing at all atout it. .

and appear likely to eontinue
Prices are increasing ateadilY
to rise Unleas some very positive' steps are taken by the governmelra to c ontrol the
Iiituation. It, was thought by some that the new loan Which permittecVa subscriber
to purchase a aoldlialidal at 'a specified rate (15,000 lei) might halt the,decline
In value of the lei. . others admitted that at best it would only have a temporary
effect, but in the meantime thits! hoped the War in isurope might end. Peng,
I am inclined to think that by aladeing t'subsoriber to purchase the,gold
.whioh is said to contain the gold ' equivalent of a Louis d'or, at such a cheap
Price compared to the black market rate, the Romanians were merely distributing
geld to Roumanians from fear that if it ware left in the National Bsnk of Roman,
ia the Russians might get hold of.. t.
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The following a -approximate_erioe rapes for v. is currencies On the
black market, between oacember 15 and Januery 15.
1 Mixed Gold piece - 51,000 to 57,500 Lei
- 3,200 to 4.5oo Lei
1 Dollar
1 ruble
- 50 to 55 Lei
1 Pengo
- 30 Lei
1 Leva•
2 Lei
1 ?ound Sterling - 14 s 000 Lei
At present, there is no distinction between a blue seal and a gold seal dellar
in the black market, although many Roumanians recently have been seeing us What
the difference is.
erne dollar bills are hard to sell, and if sold they willsell at a discount
below the voted rate. kive dollar bills are not much sought after. Ten dollar
bills go very well. A fifty or a one hundred duller bill will alme r s bring a
premium, although, of ° p urse, gold seal dollars are not printed in euch denominations.
Soiled bills are not acceptable, and if taken at all they eill sell at a
discount. Similarly, an old gold coin will sell at a discount, it is recommended
that in the-future we ship to Bucharest ten dollar bills, for the most part, with
a few fives and ones, 1..o inke dhange, and that we shi„) fairly new and crisp bills.
According to Roumanians, When the Uermans were thPre the official and actual
rate was 60 lei to the Reiehmark, with no blaCk market. I find this a little hard
to believe.
When the Russian Argy entered Roumania it printed a Lied Argy ' Lei„ similar to
our Allied Military Currency in Italy, in addition to using Rubles. Thare must
have been very few of them issued, because I tried all over Bucharest to obtain
one, unsuccessfUlly. Lt. George Bookbinder in Bucharest hae one. It is said that
the Roumanians protested against having Rubles and two kinds of lei in circulation.
The Red Army. is supposed to have agreed to sta. ) issuing its oen lei, but at the
same time they fixed the value of the Ruble at 100 lei to the 2uble. It is said
that the Rubles issued in Roumania traded among. Roumanians at fmm 9 lei to the
Ruble on nil. The last meek I was in nucharest the Russians began rounding up
persons of "Saxon" ancestry for forced labor in Russia. In feur days they are said
to have rounded up 4,500 in Bucharest alone. It so happens that quite a few
oSasens" were black market operators, and one day the dollar dropped from above
4,000 to 3, 2C0 lei to the dollar. When I left on the 18th it was going up again, .
but bad not regained all the loss.
11. UseofG.orm, id- It is suggested that we obtain a ruling
from Washing on as to whe
r we o
use geld or gold seal dollars for our operations in Roumania. Valuing a Louis d'or at aOs a gold piece had, While I was in
Roumania, about an average of 1300 lei to the dollar advantage over a paper dollar.
Of course, if we consider the gold piece at its cost of $6.53, the. premium is even
greater. 4merson Bigelow told me that the Treaeary preferred us to use (1) gold 4bem4
(2) gold 410011, and (3) blue seals, in that order, if done discreetly. The black .
market in Bucharest is anything but discreet. People sidle up to you in the hotels,
ana even on the street, and offer you a price, for dollars or gold.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That Colonel Glavin design:. te the Chief of the Unit as his representative withsole authority to approve hll advances and accountings.
2. That Capt. Fair be instructed to reviion all past receipts and investo be of a per nal naure. if the expenditutigate wipenditur es wtlioh
res were for personal it,oms or sevices (apt, Fair shoAld be instructed to insist
on reimbursement from the individuals concerned.
3. That we obtain a rulinz from ,:,aShindta ,․) whether
or gold seal dollars for cur orating expenses.
4. That a field safe be shipped to Capt. Fair.

should use gold

1z/a
S. That the currency shipped to Ducharest be fai:ly newldollar bills,
with only a few fives and ones.
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Commondine Cffloor,
APO 512, U.S.Arev.

;i677%h Segiment, JS, (Frov.),

Attention: Chi-,
chier, Americaa Military Unit in auchare.A

FIZIk

3us.: y.cr
^

; Departure 0:** Major Bishop

.att theLstessimg Air.61.1444".1.145_1 ao4 Atts-tbft
Fateezto, Air -)wctiou Chief for We ACC, when he telephoned Major Bishov to
tell him to be ready to leave on a plane departing that day at 130Q.. Mhjor
Ives not tt hie office and coionel EMeen6 then 012.1/.4 hie home, where
an Colnuel Emmons told him that he Should be ready to
he 'hoe re..d:44to.
leave it he appointed time, Lajor Bishop told him that he would not be able .
to cat ob tne plane. Wirer. CQIU410.1 SAMOS hung uplie told ue or
or Biahopys
responee and 1 Rated that he not tate hi a Gum off the list until I talaed
to Aujor jithop p zi.Af hather than have any argument over the telephone ta
Co. 441V1 1,1108130 Office, I immediately ftlited upstairs towty ono of1iceett.L1c4,
nOt mure than Civeo or tix giant's, and called‘Bithop at the sumetStualber. A
Saft gi who apo4:0 ing.kisit'PerrectSp answerect the telephone ate stated that Major
Bishop had beveled* for some 9e. I'eommented that he could net have been
gene for sore time beeense had just heard Colone- asteht tel*lng to hie e
few elantezi before and that he could On1y ,44ve jtwt loft if, indetd, he we
goae from the bonne. She :lien stetea that ac dui no. no alaythIAC &hen%
that part of it, that ete 3064 y.neu hk me not *ere and presumed be bongoes
.early to his office. I muio he vie not at his Office andaelted *tether Or not
ahe had any Idea where he could be found. fier.ensecr ass the:. she din 'het Uwe
there he could be i7ound.
4 * I then skt ohne got In touch with Lt. Thames wilo stated he had no
Information whOetror aut to !tier Biehop f e lodetOl , Seat he had not ~at Oth
-- or tilaed tO- EDITtbit -iLrilind . . I then hafed-IX.
other places that bh.mIght thine of in an effort tO wilid Major Bishop, tt.Thomos
and in edaitios sent Pvt. Pope to /4oh ih , other-itlaces for the Officer.
did !..1
I personally telephoned the Legatioo tied the British ACC tryine n to looate hies
RIt tam-, I had 1,4. :lorniut armour of the ACC, who LLB becn Refill:nod to %ors for
1,stic,), on tht icluout f..,r him. in addition, I let word fur 3isho,) at his home
and wi th tte redekotionists at both buildines that ne thouia get In touch with
me prompt.q.

;$. The morning *eat by. . At noon I wee forced to' tall Colonel amans
that Major Bitthop f t. name ::hou.ld be TOMOVee fro the peesenge: manifest list.
yi.eJ
:Abe '.:10ne. off, oarry'les Captain tuhn,
t1.6e
I "...Ilea
Cep%ain Fair, bria Sgt. Donlea.
4. In he efternnon p:bout itWu novrs et j or Bishop appenred in my
undel::-Jod nt
min:eu
i;Itne end ex tr..alueu thct Le tox,i
uffiee r.nd 3trAted

•

_2-

•

'

that L. had beau keeping •an -appolnleent tiit.h ae ex-4eils;htentsi
atilAto the iportatoe or the . i/forstatill„ .lhith he had
I +.014t:
"Ma:443i fishog that I 0.d.not think he,had ,any appdintabnt,j.oliarepllopeerin4,,.,
in& .4h/oh . he could no-. ha.** ivniiitoalatIon t. to la t Lt. .Thametii,
Nrther, .‘hat beeaua of him* ietineft ,departure t,h.e tatickti.bale
b.:night
liraYen Lt. : piOhl al .gin
itag,...40010heeitiPso
admix:46e of ' the tfaati= revelaid
.
.
•
•
.
alsOwith
afternoon bet re, realm:Una hist tb ,a-krlanklair,lit 49 on short notice,
that he should be riadj .
atated:thav,he
.
reedvon ...a fee h
when*
1440111e4.1'
. *VO.RPiett•

•.

5. I

e

ve eveirse. -env

t :14 Malt.

11/.st,

that I oontldered
.tb.lhoffirlalb;r3epartture
and unwarranted.
told bit narkher. that4infnaw
relleired
goi*
saOhattst
h ,.

eenfined-toif th*.e
Lt. Themes an Act

tilma atitacheit.4eiao

.qttos

Bien*:

4a.

•

rfaIrit
;
^: .,
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RETRIO D
MI:LILA

IN

11 i;p1-11 i945

Mat:AM=
A.tAancerned

TO

1.- irfeotivb **his 4ate Milp„iJr'Aobert
31811.4), AC,
j-31.3163, is relieved trJmht dutj et Chief, x-a,
CamPanflip :1377th tegiment, .133 (Pruv.). 1. 4t.(j4) iLeItior Thence,
0ngts.497561,es histftiv doeigesSe4 es Acting Chief, I-44,Deteebeent .
dompamj Bp Afiltb Reciamtv
(Pruv.).

*ALM M. F.:;.b,
L. Cols, kba,
Gnu!' of guit.

RESTRICTED

11.1“1

m.

•fr-31.
SECR2T e CONTROL

18 December 194L

TO
FROM

:

CAserta
: SAINT, Bati ai&-e07
eirw

SUBJFCT Personnel and Security in *whitest

1. The 1-2 BrQnch in Bucharest is indeed well-staffed. As you will notefrom the attached roster, sisteen (1) persona are employed by'the
office there, ten of whoa are natives. Unfortunately none of the
native employees in the ortanivation had been vetted. Therefore our
first move in Becharest was the preparation of personal history forms samples attached - and arrangements made through the .ftettritor Office,
with the approval of the Conmanding Officer and the Chief of X-2, to
have the native employees fill out these forms Prel return than to this
base together with A passport-sized photogtaph. The ferns filled out
by X72 personnel wore brought back by BB 007 on his return, and . those
of the other bronches are gradually coming in.. Trawerd are being sent
to both 'Xashington and London on all these individuals.
2. This mi . & good many other rather embarrassing security problems'
consumed most of our time in Bucharest.
Illustrations: a) One of the native female enplayees of 1-2 made
seven instemd'of etX copies of ell reports beceuse, as she said,she took one copy home with her no study for possible corrections" (?1)
b) The safe containing intelligence and administrative
files livIs kept open in the roan where the native employees worked.
Subefigently this sato was removed on our recommendation ehd *bidet.
instructions given to the office manager to keep it looked dey end
c) Some of the enlisted men (note roster) were assigned
to 1-2 (1) without previous indoctrination, and 1-2 secret symbols
are known to thee Re well as to some of the native employees, etc..
3.

lisoommendationst •
a) Considering the fact that the field offices are not
equipped to process intelligence doeunents,.thus they are to forward
such material to the base or direct to Headquarters together with the
necessary explanatory notes and somments,
Bueharest is obviously
over-staffed. (Neither Caserta nor Bari had any idea of the personnel
situation there.) In our opinion four persons would constitute an
•
adequate staff for that station.

2.
- CONTROL

b) As soon ns prscticable all X-2 Bucharest personnel should
be recalled, some to work at the base end others to be assigned to
non-Russian controlled theatres.
c) New X.? Bucharest personnel to oper nte under cover of the
klied Contrail Commission
d) In view of possible compromise, the revision of all 1-2
symbols is recommended.

Distribution: 4ashington
London
Caserta •
files

AMI.X.ICAN MILITAYR
IN BUCHAREST
16 November 1944
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OFFICERS

Lt. Comdr. USNR
Major A.C.
Captain USMCR
Captain Info
Captain •ax.0
Captain MC
1st Lt. W.

Frank G. Wisner
Robert Bishop
William L. Cary
Wulleoe Fair
Louis E. Madison
Richard F. Kuhn
oeorge H. Bookbinder

105905
0918130
014750
01591274
0475620
01303852

Chief of Unit
Chief of X-2
i;x4o*tuve offior
Asa't EXSOUtiVe officer
Reports Officer
Med. & Intel'. Officer
Finance 0 and Russian

1st Lt. Sig. C.
Lt. (jg) unam
End Lt. 7.4.

Russell?. Dubes
Henry L. Roberts
riou Hagigegu

01647857
271658
0174223

Miso. Ass/t and

2nd Lt. A.U.S.

So rban Vallimaresou

0174119

Intelligence Officer
Intelligence -Officer'

M/sgt

George Doaish
S.S. Buta

13141985

Motor Pool

Shell?Y.Thames
John Trutza
Charles Taciw
S. Daniluok
Rebert Kolb
Michael Lalevary

6243544
35524419

M/Sgt.

Vlo
T/3
T/3
to
8g
T/4
T/4
T/4
0

Miss

Mrs.'

Mrs.
,Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Milos

Mr.

MT.
Mr.
Mr.
MT.

ENLISTED MIliN

--Aaria-Yeuag
George Barr
Perry G. Dodd
Louisleaschler
Peter N. NemptU
7ohe Pops .

CIVILIANS
Helen Rogers
Constantinescu

0414500

35014984

15102393
33289658
16108E62
32619542
13176074
31306090
393E3441
16124362
33139646

Raoetta

Hodes
Victoria Heilpera
Rene Czaozkes
A1-Ly s Leoar
Serge Areaevici
Irving Henry Saha
.Sh011y Steurmax
Abram scerb
Cesar Psvelesou

Chief Intelligence 0

Reee Pt . , Translator
$5 t.
.Chief Assistant x-2
Mist,. Assistant
Communioations
Sec' y to Chief of mat
Commuaioatioas
Steae. fei - latells 0
Cabottutioatioaa
Reports Office
Cemsalaicatioas
1-2

1713M111--1-2

America*

Delesou
Choorghiu
Placa

Maroella Bailey
Sylvia Press .

liaison.
Communications Officer

American
American

Sten*, for 'atoll. 0
Telephone Operator
Receptionists
Soo t y to Amu°. Officer
seo t y to Chief of unit
Soo , y to MAAF Officers
X-2
1-2
1-2
X-2
1-2
X-2
X-2'
X-2
1-3
X-2

C -12

- 2 -

_

OTHERS
Mr.

Dinu Alimanosteanu

sgt.

Manicatidi

Mr.

Matoesou

14.t.
Lt.

Teddy Nogropontes

Mr. and Mrs,

Bragadiru

Rumanian

BAmaniax
Rumanian

Liaison with Rum.
Naval Staff.
Liaison with Rum.
Gan. Staff
Prose Adv. and 0.0,
Spocial-lia.
Liaison for 7-2
Liaisot and Asr.t.
for AACC.
Host and Hostess,
5 Alea Moe!rogan.

MAAF LIAISON DETACHMLNT PERS ONNIII
Colonel
Lt. Col.
Major MC
Captain
1st Lt,
WOJ0

John F. Batjor
John W. Richardson
Jacques H. Mitrani
John J. Mulvehill
Konkordy V. Abakumoff
Franois D. Constantino

020827
0290829
0491103
0437132
1197303
W2107690

M/sgt.
M/Sgt.
8/Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
sgt.
Sgt.
plc
Pfc.

Nioholas Holowaychuk
Taman C. MALI:shell
Tammo F. Thorpe
Donald D. Lee
Alfred J. Beaudry
Frank V. Petrucci
smoluel F. Soaglione
Harry G. Werner
kelvin J. Nelson

3960P.,129
18084758
31151597
32858760
11083973
3303866
32566712
36557201
37558816

3616th Investigating Detaohment (Ovhd)
Captain AC
8/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
PT t.

Lawrence G. Leiseraohn.
Zahn K. Daaka
Arthur N. Jaffe
George E. Alvan

0575330
13128918
32349182
12110870

Graves ROVAltratiOA SO1111009
Lt Lt. WC

Clarles E. Koranda

01584476

s/sgt.

Sam S. Zurier

11064927
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SECRET

Resume of cable traffic concerning Elizabeth Meczy-Feher:
.23 March 1945

to BISHOP, BUCHAREST

INFORMATION REQUESTED SOONEST BY

G-.2. AMERICAN AFHQ CONCERNING

ACTIVITIES RUMANIAN CIVILIAN ELIZABETH

SHE WORKED AND

MECZY_FEHER AND WHETHER

COOPERATED WITH YOUR OFFICE, IF ON VOLUNTARY

BASIS; THEN OFFER US YOUR . OPINION CONCERNING HER BONA FIDES AND
.TRUSTWORTHYNESS. THIS INFORMATION WANTED HERE 24 MARCH.
24 March 1945 from BISHOP, BUCHAREST
SUBJECT HAS COOPERATED SINCE SEPT
GUARANTEE INTEGRITY AS

SHE WAS

44,.

ON VOLUNTARY BASIS. I

THOROUGHLY INVESTIGATED

HAS AT OWN RISK RENDERED VALUABLE
TRUSTWORTHY. THIS IS ANSWER TO

AID TO

AND

US.. SHE IS ENTIRELY -

YOUR MESSAGE.

26 March 1945 to BISHOP, BUCHAREST (from SPECTOR)
PERMISSION HAS BEEN

GIVEN BY

AFHQ TO ALLOW ELIZABETH MECZY-FEHER

TO ENTER ITALY. SHOOTOFF IN THE RUSSIAN LEGATION WILL GRANT
FINAL RUSSIAN CLEARANCE AT ONCE. I UNDERSTAND GENERAL SCHUYLER
WILL ESCORT HERE HERE ON NEXT TRIP AND THAT DETAILS AND CONTACTS
ARE IN THE HANDS OF EMMONS.
22 APRIL

1945

from LINDSAY, BELGRADE

1. AN OSS CAR ARRIVED HERE ERMA T1MISOARA CARRYING RUMANIAN
aelIGKR, LT NEGROPONTES, WHO IS OSS LIAISON OFFICER IN BUCHAREST,
AND ELIZABETH MECZY-FEHER A CIVILIAN, HAVING CROSSED 'YUGOSLAVIAN
BORDER YESTERDAY WITHOUT ANY CLEARANCE AND UNANNOUNCED. OSS,
WANTED HERE EVACUATED AS

SEE WAS APPARENTLY WANTED BY RUSSIANS.

SHE COULD NOT GET AN EXIT VISA SO THEY SENT HER TO US WITH BUT AN
AFHQ PERMIT TO ENTER ITALY. ALTHOUGH SITUATION APPEARS TO BE turaiz
TOP

SECRET
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UNDER CONTROL, THE YUGOSLAVS ARE ASKING IDENTITIES AND EXPLANATION. A FEW HOURS LATER LT NEGROPONTES RETURNED TO RUMANIA,
LEAVING GIRL HERE. WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO STRAIGHTEN THINGS OUT
WITH YUGOSLAVS AND GET HER TRANSPORTED TO YOU SOONEST.
2. IN MY OPINION THIS IS AN IRRESPONSIBLE OPERATION THAT CAN
ONLY MAKE OUR WORK HERE MUCH MORE DIFFICULT, AND WILL MAKE LOCAL'
BOYS SUSPICIOUS. WE COULD POSSIBLY BE THROWN OUT AS A RESULT.
23 April 1945 to LINDSAY, BELGRADE
SUBJECT YOUR CABLE SHOULD BE SENT HERE SOONEST FOR INTERNMENT.
IT IS OF VITAL IAPORTANCE THAT SUBJECT NOT BE INFORMED OF THIS.
SEND US ETA.
24 April 1945 from LINDSAY, BELGRADE
SHE WILL LAND NAPLES TOMORROW. RECOMMEND THOROUGH INTERROGATION
AND OBSERVATION.
24 April 1945 from LINDSAY, BELGRADE
SUBXECT WAS EVACUATED ONLY ON BASIS OF OUR PLAYING DUMB WITH
LOCAL GOVERNMENT. IF ThEY HAD THOUGHT SHE WAS ANYTHING BUT
A LITTLE SWEET YOUNG THING IN LOVE WITH AN AMERICAN OFFICER

DISY WOULD NEVER HAVE LET HER GO. THEY WILL PROBABLY WISE UP
SOON, SO PLEASE SEND ME LETTER STATING THAT HER TRUE CHARACTER
WAS LEARNED IN ITALY AND SHE WAS INTERNED.

A TRUE COPY:

s/ Certified a True Copy
s/ Graham Erdwurm . .
Major, Infantry
2677 Regt (SSU)

.
BELLET
Major, IGD
TOP

SECRET
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N: Elizabeth :7''..F.Y-77IER
Y.ay 145

1. Name at birth: 7F11zabeth YEZET
2. Present name: Elizabeth -:.":1:17,EY-FEHEll
( p er passport beers the name E1izabeth 7,̀..FroAY-FEHER)
3. Alias: 'LSCRKY (or JOCKY); CHRIFTA
4. I_.:ate and place of birth: 13 :larch 1921, Arad, Roumania
5. Nationality: Dutch
E. Father:
7.

7Y (decea::.ed)
Dutch citizen: born Venlo, Holland

7other: :lizabeth 7!_=An
Hunc;erian; now Roumanian through second
marriaee to:
epfather: Carol 'EER
Hungarian by birth; now T:oumanian.

9. Former ::usband: Ion Gh. CTIRIST.:A
Roumanian, born 7 January 1909
T i erried 3 !.Larch 1938
Divorced July 1944
Profession: Enineer (worked in Carol
77HER'F textile business)
10. !ncle: Csongorady AR0 Bela (brother of mother)
Jeweller of Pudapest; recently moved to Arad,
Roumania

11. Fiance: 1st Lt.

S"ECTOR
age 23; born Syracuse, New York
Residence: 132 I:. 11th St., Elmira, New York

ASC 0-438 705;

12. 2ermanent address: E.2. Chesarie
home)

;79,

Bucharest (parents'

13. Employient: Dehies any former employment until auployed
by !,Tajor Robert Bishop (03S/X-2) Bucharest fram lb
September 1944 to 21 March 1945 as translator and informant.
No remuneration. Full time.

f,

1

kLit
41

14. Physical Description:
Height: 1m69
Weight: 55 kilos
Posture: Erect
Dark brown
Hair:
Face:

Oval

Eyes:
3rown
Complexion: Light
Appearance: Strik-ingly beautiful.
15.

Characteristics: Faceptionelly inteiligeet; eceeeeFcs

great poise and charm; euicee .eieted; friendly.

16. 'elifications: Well educated; spees eerfect ::oumanien;
Hungarian; Eleaish; French; fluent ( l ermen; fair itelian
and Ruesian.
17.

Education:
a. Elementary echool, ' ; erman Convent, Tialisoara,
Roumania 1927-31.
b. High School, FreLch convent, :;ucharest,
c. Pre p aratory ::chool, 7- nglish school, 3uchtrest,
1935-36.

16. Identification papers:
a. Subject carries a Dutch ":)rotection .'esepert"
issued April 14, 1?45, by the e.oyal
Legation in Bucharest (Charge d'Affeire e. Aajou),
temeorarily represeetiae the inLeeeets of the
Netherlands Government. Tho pasepert le eeiid
until July 14, 1945.
b. I..ejor Bishop stated on
29th that Lt. eecter
had obtnined a cp umanian passport end exit visa
for Subject late in Tharch throue;h his connections
with Gen. Stonescu, Roumnnian - inistor of 'oeei
Affairs. This passort leas left et the off!ce of
the Russian Legation by Lt. Spector when be ettee:pted
to obtain Russian plane clearance. The plene clearance was not*erented and the Ruseian 'assport Control
Office is still in centrel of the Roumanien passport
Subject professed absolutely no keoeled i2e of
above passport or transactions eni ic extremely
anxious to naee this mattee
eee fiance,
Lt. Fpector.
c. Allied Force Perleit No. 12501. iseued on April 14,
1945 by the 71.7.. !.ilitary Representative, ACC for
Roumania, entitling owner to travel to It:ly. Valid
until July 14, 1945.
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d. Subject has no birth certificate. She let her
only certificate with the Dutch (;onsul in Bucharest,
Charles Dozzy, from whom a copy can be obtained
if necessary.
Lolle Sit ,":11illips
e. .i,etter of introduction from
Radio Co. reoresentnt,ive in .louraLaia, fiunt-ry and
liolland (Dutch citizen) to Hr. Oscar Berntsen,
Phillips Za.dio Co. representative in Belgrade. Subject did not visit Berntsen while in Belgrade.
I. A letter of reco:tnendation dated 16 April 1945 by
najor Robert BiLhop, OSVX-2 representative in
Bucharest.
g. A letter by Lt. llliam H. Spector dated 17 'larch
1945 to r. D.
'Jerry, simerican Representative
in Roumania, declaring his engagement to Subject.
h. Several miscellaneous personal letters.
19. Travels
a. Travelled with mother or both parents (on Roumanian
passport of parents) to Ilungary, Austria, France,
Switzerland, Germany and Italy between years 1929
to 1939.
b. Travelled to Germany in August-September 1942.
At that time her husband, who had numerous dealings
with the G ermans and reported by Subject to have
been a Legionnaire, had managed to take over a considerable amount of her stepfather's business. The
latter is Jewish and therefore was in a Precarious
situation. However, since Subject's husband did not
speak German (although he had been in Germany for
six years) and had little knowledge of the textile
business, Subject had to assist him in his dealings
with German business firms. In August 1942 it became
necessary for Feher's factory to buy raw material
(wool) for the continuation of business. It was
arranged that these raw materials would be purchased
in crermany the only country where this was possible
at the time from Roumania. The price for these
materials was to be paid in "Registermark" and accounted
for on the German-Roumanian clearing. Subject claims
to know nothing of these preparatory arrangements.
The visa was secured with no difficulty through Mr.
Albrecht von P.eissigk who simply phoned the GerTan
Consul ror it. (Mr. von Reissigk is an Austrian who
has lived for a great many years in Roumania. !:is
has represented the Dresden Bank since 1942 and in
this cw)acity (according to Subject's awn suggestion)
may have acted as an unimportant economic agent for

3

SECRET'
the Abwehr in Roumania. Subjeot insists, however,
that von Reissigk was not only conpletely non-political
but even anti-Nazi. He is an old friend of subject's
family and she cleims*that at no time did he approach
her for intelligence of any sort. von lieissigk is
now interned in Roumania as a German citizen.

Subject left with her husband for Vienna where they
stayed for about a week, buying wool thread from the
Vtisheurer Kammgarn 3pinnerei

They then proceeded, via 3reslcu, to Berlin where they
stayed for about two weeks at the Hotel den, 28 Budapester
Str. One of their main contacts was Otto HUbner of the
Janch & Hftbner Insurance Co., and wife, whome they had
known since 1941. Hlibner owned the Dorna Vatra Insurance
Co. in Bucharest. The Janch HUbner Ins. Co. has
branches in Denmark, ?:ngland, Paris, Hamburg, Budapest
nurther
and Bucharest, according to Subject.
stated that Hdbner was sent to a concentration camp
for three weeks early in 1942 for stating on a return
trip how good living conditions were in Roumania.
Subject recalls meeting a Countess Alexandra Roloff
at a dinner party given by the Hdbners.
From Berlin they proceeded to Hamburg where her husband
spent several days more dealing with wool manufacturers,
after which they returned to Bucharest.
c. Subject travelled to Budapest (using her husband's
Roumanian passport) in December 1942 with her mother
on a sho2ping trip.
2C,..3ocial Contacts.
a. Radu and Miea Cretzionu (described by Subject as
German sympathizers) gave numerous parties during the
lerman occupation. It was at such parties that
subject met Baron von A.7.% Holzing,.von Velsen, Count
- enkh (Austrian diplomat,
Meran and Baron Albin von L
Vienna).
probably now in
b. von Holzing was director of the Societatea Bancara
in Bucharest, interned by the Russians immediately
after 23 ..1,uGust.
c. '-curt von Velsen was the German representative in the
Roumanian Credit ilank. Subject states she learned,
durinq, her employment by OS, that von Holzine; and
von Velsen provided the Abwehr with economic intelligence reports. The latter turned in his reports to a.
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Caodius, Economic Representative at the German
Legation. Subject denies having any knowledge of
Holzinc;'s, Velsen's or Count Meran's cooperation with
the Germans before September 1944.
d. Mrs. (Monica) Keupensky entertained the Germans with
many lavish parties, including von Killinger (deceased),
Minister Neubacher, von Stelzer ( C ounsellor at German
Lecation) and a Dr. Klugkist. Subject denies having
had any social 'or other contacts with the Keupensky6
who are "largely subsidized by Max Ausnitt and are now
entertaininc, the Russians".
e. !ax Ausnitt, Jewish millionaire industrialist of
Roumania has, according to ubject, continually shown
his pro-Allied feelinqs but he is apparently falling
in disfavor with the hussians who are su pporting in
the iron industry, Mclaza. Subject stated that on one
occasion 'LlIsnitt told her he would pay $25,000.00 to
anyone i11in to fly him out of Roumania.
f.
7ester contacted subject's father, Carol
Feter several times in 1942 for purpose of wanting to
buy his factory and was repeatedly refused. During
this Period subject states he attel-Tted to see her on
various occasions, much to her annoyance. Subject
states that Tester once asked her opinion of Monea
'Ladejv.eff, u 'Persian subject living in Bucharest.
subject stated that she thought he was a very nice man.
socially and says she sent
subject knew LIdejaeff
during his brief p eriod of internment
tin books
hy thR C' emans during the r,ummer of 1944. On this same
occesion Tester asked if it were possible for Subject
to cive a dinner party invit.ing Eugen Christesou and
himself in order thut he miL;ht meet Christesou. In
reply albject stated in disgust "Don't be ridiculous
and furthermore Christescu hates me". Subject denies
any contact whatsoever with Eugen Christescu, former
Chief of the '?oumanian Section Political.
21. Activities of subject from April 12, 1945 to date.
e. On 12 April Subject went to see Mr. Dozzy alone and
talked with him about the possibilities of obtaining
a )11tch passport. Dozzy then contacted the Swiss
Leation, Ar. K. Anjou, and permission was granted
for a "'Protection Passport".
b. On 17 April J ubject called on General Schuyler to
p ick u p her Allied Force Permit.
:31113-at exchanged her money on the black
c. On 19
market.
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d. On 20 April Subject left Bucharest at 0100 hours.
Arrived at Timisoara at 2100 hours where the party
spent the night with friends of Subject's mother.
Yet the Serbian Consul to Timisoara, a Mr. Sivonovic,
through Mrs. HoffaLann. He had a friend with him,
a Jugoslav Partisan, Lt. Steiner,who had recently
escaped from Dachau prison camp. These two were
offered a ride to Belgrade. The friends of Subject's
mother *ith whom the party spent the night were
& Mrs. 7. 1igene Hoffmann, Ooroana de Otel 13.
Subject's mother was staying at Timisoara at the
time and came to say goodbye and was told the plans
of Subject's journey. The transportation used by
the party was one black 7Tercedes Benz owned by Lt.
Negropontes and driven by his chauffeur, accompanied
by Lt. Steiner, and one 1937 model Chevrolet awned by
:lubject and driven by Lt. Negropontes. Subject and
Tr.F,ivonovic also rode in this car.
e. On 21 April party left Timisoara at 0830 hours and
crossed the border into Jugoslavia at Sombolia at
a;:proxiTately 0930 hours. Subject states the only
evidence of crossing the border was a lone control
post hut with a Roumanian guard who took no notice
of them as they drove by. The party then proceeded
via Poncevo where they crossed the Danube by ferry.
No control check was made. Party arrived at Belgrade
ssion Headquarters at 1515
at the U.S. Military
hours. Here Lt. Negropontes and Subject met Capt.
Carey, Lt. Robert Miner and Col. Lindsay of the
American TUlitary Mission. Lt. Negropontes had
formerly known Lt. Miner at the Ame:ican Robert
College in Istambul. Lt. Negropontes departed for
Bucharest on the same day. Subject did not leave
the Mission during the two days in 2elgrade. Capt.
Carey arranged her Jugoslav exit visa dnd Col.
Lindsay, Chief of the American Military Mission in
Belgrade, issued the necessary air travel orders
for Naples. Before leaving s ubject gave her car to
the MIssIon in Belgrade.
f. On 24 April Subject left Belgrade by plan and
arrived at approximately 1300 hours at the Naples
Canodichino airport. Subject was met by Lt. Cdr.
Perry, local OSS Security Officer, who escorted her
to an OSS billet at 15 Via Carducci, Naples, where
subject was and is still being held. Subject's
lugage arrived in Naples by plane from Bucharest
several days earlier.
f. Subject was thorouehly interrogated between April
25 and !Tay 3.. During this period she gave a
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comprehensive and straightforward account of her
entire background, social activities and contacts.
Her relationship with the Germans seems to have been
limited to such contacts as were casually made
through introductions at various dinner parties to
which she was invited. Subject was, according to
Major Robert Bishop, a most valuable and conscientious
member of X-2 Bucharest as an informant and translator.
Her unusual friendliness, feminine charm and intelli6ence
are a natural asset in the intelligence field.
Subject states her only desire le to marry Lt. Spector
and become an American citizen'as soon as possible.
She is genuinely afraid of the Russians and is convinced they knew of her connection with OSS, which is
probable in view of the fact that she was being
shadowed by Russians during the last three weeks of
her stay in Bucharest. She recalled several cases
of local 2olish nationals suspected by Russians of
working for British or Americans suddenly disappearing
and feared a similar fate.

Interrogation conducted and written by 2nd Lt. Vilo L.
Hoffmann of X-2/OSS,
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Reference to

JUCAV

Feller .(Cristea):

i. Note received from humduian Secret ?olice (Sicurenta):
?reviouoly worked for huagtriatt..i, 19j6-1y4u
Worked for Eugen Cris:escu (Chief of Secret Police closely'
associated with tue Germans in i94o-194;.). (high on war criminal lie:,
no4 in 'rliciing.)
Worked for :he 66, (lermdn Gestopu
RUCIAST, .044.

in

iiumunia with Cristeacuts

4-10"4-LeLlte

MoSt cf
6...lat source.

tnis

information was supplies to Maj or aLbIlUp from :he

uther information on the same peroon.
Made three ()) j ourneys.to Berlin
were impossibie even for businessmen.

l si4)-1944

when such journeys

Closely related to antonescu l s cabinet ministers: Ovid Vlauescu •
and Milai Autonescu.
Mad several. people interned, amon6 whom was u certain Wadeaf,
Per6ibi. subject.
/s/ Capti.in M. Ghica

C/7

ALLIED CONTROL COMMISSION
BRITISH MISSION
27-29 N1COLAE 1ORGA

-----Tarnagrr •
a- ?So_ 4, r1,0... ;•■■
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Ross, .
Amérioangilitary Unit,

mown

1.
I rib= to our recent conversation about .TOCKY C:IMMA and , after a careful
scrutiny-of our records, the f011owing is the oomplete total of reliable information .
cOncerning both her aotivitiee during the German occupation and her general ohartatoteZ%

•

.hea is an extremely and intelligent and ambitious woman wh9 04141kW full Uee,of
her physical oharms and expensive virtue. There is not the alightestivpor that She."-

: . 2. ,

-1Velfr'elt Aliebkre-aseis4-4or-the-aestapo-bakio-biber•-44--ovidanolk,-whishr-ixan-ba-dinsiaildlan.
truatworthy that she was intimate with some high ranking ani influential'Germen
o:ticers and officials. Therefore it is almost certain that she supplied them witk
information s wilich was perhaps. not of greet importance to the German wax effort.butwae
useful to them in their search hare fqr local individualawho were oppee4 to the
Gelman war aim'. 'It_has been alleged ad nauseam by Rumaniansof various degrees
reliability that the was responsib1.! tot the imprisonment of oertain pro ..Anglo-

Ameridems and the ruin of at least two infttuees. It is considered that there are a
few grains of truth in this. She is decidedly classed by '..mlardans as a demi-omondaime

i----,-p---,,witc440.4$6.4A4towslow.44-111:12r-baelegretintl3-Wiceritet-0urpriatag-tilat-mherviertibriferalehrledr"'"-Nal
hounds and rupwith the hares. How much valuable information about the Germana,she
supplied to the American.O.S...:.. unit or how important her contacts in this oonneotion
may have been is not known to this section. Nevertheless, frma discussions I have had
with 'Major 'Bishop, She appeared to be fully In his oonfidence and aocepted by him'alt*
reliable co-worker. It right be assumed that she is to some extent in thepicture about American Intelligence activities here, if not ours as well, and although the
facts in her possess-on may no be of a vital nature, there is a danger that she .knows
'too much.
The conclusion therefore 13 that she is A potential anger if she is allowed to
4.
On the other hand, i.C . she is evaouated,
remain here and.kmeric:I.n protection removed.
which, despite the coca:lent such an act will arouse in 1,:ussian and : ?..Irmknian circles,
seems to be wise, I f.:el both aritish and American ':ecUrity :ervices in Italy and
character.
eleewhere should be fu'ly iniOrmed of her
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The

Major,
_',ordon Highlanders,
G-2

tion.

7147.7.00

TO 4. 110,A AT

•

i..Af k;:.:N(.4.1114:

rhis is to certify that since 16 Septea,..
ber, 1945, llisabeth gesey-Pener has been continuouely in
the service of the United States of Auericn 4nd ns ren-

,

dared greAt and invaluab.02 ass4stance to our government

and to the Arlied cause.

It should be further noted that

Ulmo ither gave aseletftmoe to the Allied cPuse du p ing the

German occupation at eons/arable
,
Allmar . it

ptreorml risk.

it any

_

will be deeply appreciated by me and by

any of

the Americans in aucharest who knew her and were familiar
wwith her work.
•
•41,4.

shop, Major AO

BUChAnzST, 16 April 1945
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HEADQUARTERS
2677th REGIMENT
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES (PROVISIONAL)
APO 512, US Army
18 September 1945
SUBJECT: Chronological Summary, Case of ROBERT BISHOP, Major, AC.
TO

: Commanding Officer, 2677th Regt OSS (Prov), APO 512, US Army.

1. The following progress report of the case of Major Bishop is
submitted:
a. On 25 February 1945 a cable was dispatched to Major Bishop
in Bucharest (Caserta-Bucharest 593) informing him that Mr. Murphy was
recalling him to London. In a concurrent cable Col. Ross was requested
to give all assistance he Might to aid Major Bishop's departure (Caserta- Bucharest 592).
b. On 28 February a cable was received from 'Major Bishop (Bucharest-Caserta 706) stating he was preparing to leave but any--hasty
departure would jeopardize 1-2 activities, and that he felt it desirable.
that his departure be delayed until the arrival of his successor.
c. Bishop was thereupon ordered on 28 FOruary (Caserta-Bucharest 600) to proceed without delay toCaserta, and to make his departure
date no later than 10 March.
d.

On or about the 2nd of March Major Bishop flew in a Rumanian

airplane to Istanbul from where he dispatched a cable to Washington (re-

peated Istanbul-Caserta 60) reiterating his achievements in Bucharest
but giving no date for his projected departure. Istanbul did not repeat
this cable' to Bucharest.
e. It was determined in Caserta that Col. Ross had no knowledge
of this,cable, which had contained thestatement that OSS (other-than.I7.2):
was in deliCate position with ACC and State Dept. in Bucharest. .Therefore, a message from Mr. - Toyce and Col. Maddox repeated Istanbul-Caserta
60 to Col. ROSS for his comments.
f. On 21 March a -cable from Mr. Murphy unequivocally ordering
Major Bishop to depart from Bucharest was relayed to Col Ross and Major
Bishop (Caserta-Bucharest 657).
g.
A reply was received from Col. Ross on 24 March acknowledg'
ing the messages described in e and.f above. He stated that Bishop would
leave, if Cleared, around 1 April.

h. On 10 April Major Bishop stated in a message to Istanbul
(Bucharest-Caserta 936) that he was departing soon on orders from Washington.
I. On 11 April Major Bishop failed to depot from Bucharest on

an airplane for which clearance had been secured for his passage.
•
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j. On 19 April Miss Elizabeth Mezey-Feher departed from Bucharest by automobile for Timosoara.
k.. On 21 April Miss Mezey-Feher arrived at the American
Mission, Belgrade, Jugoslavia.
1. On 22 April Major Bishop departed from Bucharest for Italy
by airplane, reporting to Hq, 2677th Regt OSS (Prov), Caserta, that date.
On 23 April Major Bishop acknowledged receipt of written
m.
orders directing him to prepare.a full account of his activities in Bucharest, and restricting his duties and movements to limits set forth by
the Commanding Officer, 2677th Regt OBS (Prov).

n. Miss Mezey-Feher arrived in'Naples 25 April by airplane from
Belgrade, and was interrogated between that date and 3 May by 2nd Lt.
Villo L. Hoffmann of 1-2.
o. Major Bishop was questioned by the undersigned on 1 May in
the presence of Maj. Charles W. Hostler of 1-2 in regard to certain
details of his activities in Bucharest.
• p. All available documents were assembled into,a staff study
and transmitted on 10 May to Mr. Murphy, Mr. Pearson and to the Commanding
Officer, 2677th Regt OSS (Prov).
q. On 1 nine this staff study was presented to Major General,
Donovan, then in Caserta, who initialled the document and authorized
redhssification proceedings to be instituted.
r. Major Bishop was informed on 9 June 'that he would be subject
to reclassification.proceedinge by Lt Col. Maddox, who further informed
him of the specific charges that were placed against his name.
s. Preparation of reclassification papers were suspended until •
the arrival of Col Ross at Caserta on 16 June. Statements were secured
from Col Ross and others and incorporated into the proceedings.
t. The request for reclassification was transmitted to Headquarters Command, Allied Force on 20 June, with a copy to Major Bishop.
They were returned for additional certificates to be secured from Major
Bishop, and were again resubmitted on 6 July.
-u. An indorsement dated 13 July returned the proceedings to
2677th' Regt OSS (Prov) for further clarification. This was supplied and •
the papers indorsed back on 23 July.
v. An order was published by Headquarters Command, for Major
Bishop to report 27 Ally for interview by Col. John W. Ramsey, Interviewing Officer.
w.

This interview was held at 1430 on 27 July.
2
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x. On 3 August Major Bishop was informed that Col. Ramsey
had decided reclassification proceedings were to be dropped, and his
case referred to an investigating officer with a view to trial by
general court martial.
y. On 8 August Washington was notified of this decision
(Caserta Washington 212) and a reply , was received on 10 August (Washington-Caserta 215) stating Major General Donovan instructs court martial
charges are to be filed.
z. In Order that specifications could be substantiated the
Staff Judge Advocate of Headquarters Command applied for clearance to
proceed to Bucharest to secure statements from the individuals concerned.
This clearance was given by ACC, and MAJ. Emery entered Rumania on 17
August for this purpose.
aa. Maj. Emery returned from Bucharest on , 8 Sept and communicated his findings to the undersigned on 11 Sept, requesting that charges
be immediately initiated. Specifications were prepared covering four
offenses to discipline punishable under the 96th Article of War.
bb.' On 11 Sept the 2677th Regt (OSS) was notified by Headquarters Command that Major Bishop should be ordered to a hospital for
psychiatric examination.
cc. This order was given Major Bishop on 17 Sept.
s/ . Graham
t/ GRAHAM
Major,
Deputy

Erdwurm
ERDWURM
Infantry
CO

A TRUE COPY:
R. C. BELLEVITTN
Major, IGD
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'''-EEADQUARTERS
2677TH REGILENT
OFFICE OF STRATEGIO'SERVICES (PROVISIONAL)
A.P0'512, U.S. ARYIY
DATE: 3 Lay,

FILE:

SUBJECT:
tr o
1.

1,:ajor Bishop

To

I ram
C.U.

19)15

' Date i
1. 1 .:1-1 informal request has on recived
from the subject ofticer for a onrsonal interCo!;:mandinr
ieer. Ldnce

Colonel
Landox
kajor

officer at the p resent time is th- subjet of
an invs!iation in respect to his T)dr.fornce
of duty as a memlr of the
ftrhnch, ;:ou are
direct , :d to inrorm
offic,?.r that all sttemns nd 11 informa: ion which he
to
pres_nt to
comand shall be sbmitted in

:.;rdwurm

ritin to
branch chief and t:e officdrs
dl y -y inted e conot the iy7c,,sition.

2. ;;.eport will be mdo by indorsnt hereon
wnen thi.: instructions above have been conve:yed.
to tilt subject officer and a cop:y of thE,se
imtuctions
th: indorsement herr,to will
beco;:le a part cf tu r: n?cord of the investis.ation

officer.

x

1.:ej.Erdv. TM

4-5.

1. Forwrled for inforotion 3nd
action.

1,,,addox
":1illiem
Lt. Colonel, AUS
Chief, S1,1:3TO &
Actin(); 3 - 2 Forward

(
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RiTy

•JJJ
JVJJET NR 4 PRIORITY
APROMPIRP
161230A
TO JJJJ
J orJnr-i ptr-ncvr-.-77:7ZETA,Zetllr'ren"-- 035/ I 2
WASH NR 646
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29 July 1945
SUBJECT: Reclassification Proceedings vs. Major Robert Bishop
TO

• Commanding Officer, 2677th Regiment, OSS (Prov), APO 512,
U. S. Army

1. The undersigned has been requested by Major Robert Bishop
to act as counsel in his behalf in connection with reclassification
proceedings instituted against him.
2. It is requested that an opportunity be afforded to take
the oral depositions of Colonel Edward J. F. Glavin and Major
Graham Erdwurm, both of 2677th Regiment, OSS (Prov), in connection
with the aforementioned proceedings.

s/ Louis S. Wilkerson

t/ LOUIS S. W1IXERSON

Captain, Air Corps,
Hq.'AAF 0

1st Ind.
HQ.. 2677th Regiment OSS (Provisional) APO 512, U. S. Army,. 30 July
1945.
TO: Headquarters Commandant, AFHQ, APO 512, U. S. Army
1. Referred to your headquarters for necessary action and
transmittal.
2. The undersigned Is competent to testify to the official
relationships in respect to those members of this command insofar
as they affect the performance Of duty of Major R. Bishop.
3. In the event of trial, the undersigned is prepared to
accept any legal deposition forwarded by the Trial judge Advocate
in accordance with regulations.. Meanwhile, all competent testimony
which the undersigned is authorized to furnish is available within
your headquarters.
s/ Edward J. F. Glavin
t/ EDWARD I. F.' GLAVIN
Colonel, Infantry
Commanding

ET
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LW'

201.01
2nd'Ind
ADG/JMP/Vii
Hq Headquarters Command Allied Force, APO 512, US Army, 3 August
1945.-

TO: Captain Louis S. Wilkerson, AC, Headquarters AAF/MTO, APO
650, US Army (Counsel for Major Robert Bishop). •
1. Decision has been made that reclassification proceedings
in this case are to be dropped and papers have been referred to an
investigating officer with a view to trial by general court martial.
2. In view of the fact that Colonel Glavin is not competent
to testify to the specific charges listed in the classification
proceedings, no action will be taken to secure the requested
deposition at this time.
FOR THE COMMANDING OFFICER:
P

s/ A. D. Getman
t/ A. D. GETMAN.
Major, AGD,
. Adjutant

. BELIEV
Major, IGD
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CHARGE: Violation - Of the 96th Article of War.
Specification 1: In that Major Robert Bishop, Office of Strategic Services, War Department, attached 2677th Regiment, Office of Strategic
Services (Provisional), having received a lawful order from Lieutenant
Colonel Walter M. Ross, to depart for Italy from Bucharest, Rumania,
on the first available air-craft, the said Lieutenant Colonel Walter M.
Ross being in the execution of his office, did, at Bucharest, Roumania,
on or about 11 April 1945, fail to obey the same.
Specification 2: In that Major Robert Bishop, Office of Strategic Services, War Department, attached 2677th Regiment, Office of Strategic
Services (Provisional), having received a lawful order from Leutenant
Colonel Walter M. Ross, to deliver by the 21st of April 1945, to him,
the said Lieutenant Colonel Walter M. Ross, a Russian and Roumanian permit to operate a vehicle then in the possession of the said Major Robert
Bishop, the said Lieutenant Colonel Walter M. Ross, being in the execution of his office, did, at Bucharest, Roumania, on or about 21 April
1945, fail to obey the same.
Specification 3: In that Major Robert Bishop, Office of Strategic Services, War Department, attached 2677th Regiment, Office of Strategic
Services (Provisional), did, at Bucharest, Roumania, on or about 19 April
1945, wrongfully and in violation of standing orders of Brigadier General
C. V. R. Schuyler, Commanding General, United States Military Representation, Allied Control Commission for Roumania, that personnel of the
Office of Strategic Services stationed in Bucharest, Roumania, should not
. participate in assisting any persons to depart Roumania who did not have
complete passports and clearances, including clearances from the Russian
Military Mission, which orders were communicated to the said Major Robert
Bishop by Lieutenant Colonel Walter M. Ross, his superior officer, assist
one Elizabeth Mezy-Feher to depart Roumania, the said Elizabeth MtzyFeher not being possessed of complete clearances and passports.
Specification 4: In that Major Robert Bishop, Office of Strategic Services, War Department, attached 2677th Regiment, Office of Strategic
Services CProvisional) did, at Bucharest, Roumania, on or about 19 April
1945, wrongfully and in violation of standing orders as published in
paragraph 2b, Memorandum, Headquarters, United States Military Representation, Allied Control Commission for Roumania, dated 30 January 1945, to
wit, "Under no circumstances will any officer permit a carcarrying
official identification to be used by any person who i.e not assigned,
Military or State Department agency,"
attached to or employed by a U.
permit a motor vehicle, carrying official identification, to be used by
one Theodore G. Negropontes and one Elizabeth Mezy-Feher, persons not
assigned, attached to, or employed by a United States Military or State
Department Agency.
s/ Given to me by Major Emery, JAG to Hq. Comd .,
A F on 11 Sept 45.
A RUE COPY:
s/ Graham ErdWurm
Major, Infantry
2677 Regt SSTY
.
III
R. C. BELLEV
"Exhibit H"
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